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Self-force in hyperbolic black hole encounters

by Oliver Francis Long

Self-force methods can be applied in calculations of the scatter angle in two-body hy-

perbolic encounters, working order by order in the mass ratio (assumed small) but with

no recourse to a weak-field approximation. This, in turn, can inform ongoing efforts

to construct an accurate description of the general-relativistic binary dynamics via an

effective-one-body description or other approaches. Existing self-force methods are to

a large extent specialised to bound, inspiral orbits. Here we derive the first-order con-

servative self-force correction to the scattering angle, show its agreement with recent

post-Minkowsian results, and develop a technique for (numerical) self-force calculations

that can efficiently tackle scatter orbits. In the method, the metric perturbation is

reconstructed from a Hertz potential that satisfies (mode-by-mode) a certain inhomoge-

neous version of the Teukolsky equation. The crucial ingredient in this formulation are

certain jump conditions that the (multipole modes of the) Hertz potential must satisfy

along the worldline of the small body’s orbit. We present a closed-form expression for

these jumps, for an arbitrary geodesic orbit in Schwarzschild spacetime. To begin de-

veloping the numerical infrastructure, a scalar-field evolution code on a Schwarzschild

background (in 1+1D) is developed. Following this, results for the conservative scalar

self-force corrections to the scatter angle are calculated. We continue by constructing

a Teukolsky evolution code on a Schwarzschild background. This produces numerically

unstable solutions due to unphysical homogeneous solutions of the Teukolsky equation

at the horizon and null infinity being seeded by numerical error. This can be resolved

by a change of variables to a Regge-Wheeler-like field. We then present a full numeri-

cal implementation of this method for circular and scatter orbits in Schwarzschild. We

conclude with a discussion of the outlook for self-force calculations on scatter orbits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Gravitational waves

The early belief in the existence of gravitational waves (GWs) varied, much like the

waves themselves. They were discussed by Heaviside [1] in the late 19th century and

later proposed by Poincare in 1905 through analogies of electromagnetic and gravita-

tional fields [2]. The first mathematical proof within General Relativity (GR) came

from Einstein himself who discovered three separate types of waves which were later

categorised by Hermann in 1922 [3]. In the same year, Eddington found that two of

these were artefacts of the coordinate system used by Einstein but did not rule out

the existence of the third [4]. Gravitational waves were again put into doubt when

Einstein, with Rosen, concluded that they could not exist in GR due to the presence

of a singularity. Robertson realised that this was only a coordinate singularity which

lead to Einstein concluding that gravitational waves do in fact exist [5]. The confusion

due to coordinate systems was finally settled several decades later when Pirani used the

coordinate independent Riemann curvature tensor to reach the same conclusion [6].

With the scientific community agreed on their existence, there became an invested in-

terest in attempting to observe the phenomenon. In 1969, Weber announced the first

detection of gravitational waves [7], using resonant mass detectors which became known

as Weber bars. However, doubt was cast on the validity of the discovery due to the

frequency of reported detections originating from the galactic centre. The timescale for

the Milky Way to emit all its energy via GW emission was significantly smaller than

the widely accepted age of the galaxy. Further uncertainty came due to other indepen-

dent groups failing to detect the same signal with their own Weber bars. This led the

scientific community to come to the consensus that Weber’s results were spurious.

The detection of the first binary pulsar PSR B1913+16 by Hulse and Taylor [8], which

won them the 1993 Nobel Prize in Physics, allowed a unique viewpoint into the weak-field
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regime of the two-body problem in GR using electromagnetic observations. The loss of

energy and angular momentum of the system, observed using pulsar timing over several

years, precisely matched the predicted losses in GR due to GW emission [9, 10]. This

provided the first indirect evidence of the existence of gravitational waves. Observations

of the pulsar have continued for many years and observations continue to closely match

the theory as shown in Figure 1.1.4 Weisberg & Taylor

Figure 1. Orbital decay of PSR B1913+16. The data points indicate
the observed change in the epoch of periastron with date while the
parabola illustrates the theoretically expected change in epoch for a
system emitting gravitational radiation, according to general relativity.

Figure 1.1: Orbital decay of the Hulse-Taylor pulsar (PSR B1913+16). The data
points indicate the observed change in the epoch of periastron with date while the
parabola illustrates the theoretically expected change in epoch for a system emitting
gravitational radiation, according to GR. Image courtesy: [11].

The indirect detection only fuelled the race to directly detect a gravitational wave. In

spite of Weber’s discredit, some groups continued to improve on his design while others

toyed with laser interferometers. These measure the relative changes in the length of

two perpendicular arms due to the propagation of a GW using the interference of light

beams which travel down each arm. Several laser interferometers were constructed

including GEO600 (British-German collaboration), Laser Interferometer Gravitational-

Wave Observatory (LIGO; USA), and Virgo (Italy) but these lacked the sensitivity

required to detect the minuscule changes in length required for the detection of GWs.

Undeterred, LIGO and Virgo sort to remedy this with upgrades to “advanced” detectors

aimed to increase the sensitivity of the detectors by a factor 10 relative to the original

designs.

On 15th September 2015, the newly upgraded advanced LIGO (aLIGO) detected the

first gravitational wave signal, GW150914, at both Livingston and Hanford sites [12].
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The detected signal, shown in Figure 1.2, lasted 0.2 seconds and had a peak strain of

10−21, which corresponds to the length of the 4 km LIGO arms differing by 10−18 m.

Match filtering the signal against the library bank of theoretical waveforms determined

that the collision consisted of two black holes with masses 35+5
−3 M� and 30+3

−4 M� which

formed a single black hole of mass 62+4
−3 M� with 3.0 ± 0.5 M� worth of energy being

emitted as gravitational waves. The event was revolutionary as it was not only the first

gravitational wave signal detected but also the first direct detection of a black hole (BH),

the first observed binary-black hole (BBH) collision, and one of the best tests of strong-

field GR to date [13]. The LIGO Scientific Collaboration announced the discovery on

11th February 2016 which was widely celebrated and commended, including with Barry

Barish, Kip Thorne, and Rainer Weiss receiving the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physics “for

decisive contributions to the LIGO detector and the observation of gravitational waves.”

The detection of GW150914 began a new age of gravitational wave astronomy.

properties of space-time in the strong-field, high-velocity
regime and confirm predictions of general relativity for the
nonlinear dynamics of highly disturbed black holes.

II. OBSERVATION

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the LIGO
Hanford, WA, and Livingston, LA, observatories detected

the coincident signal GW150914 shown in Fig. 1. The initial
detection was made by low-latency searches for generic
gravitational-wave transients [41] and was reported within
three minutes of data acquisition [43]. Subsequently,
matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.
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Figure 1.2: The gravitational-wave event GW150914 as observed by LIGO Hanford
(H1, left column panels) and LIGO Livingston (L1, right column panels). Times are
shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. Image courtesy: [12].

A second type of GW source, a binary-neutron star (BNS) collision, was detected by

both LIGO sites and the newly operational advanced Virgo on 17th August 2017 [14].

The signal, dubbed GW170817, had a lower amplitude than previous BBH signals but

lasted significantly longer such that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) integrated over the
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entire signal was within detectible levels. Mere seconds after the GW event, a short

gamma ray burst (GRB), designated GRB 170917A, was detected. The probability of

incidental near-simultaneous temporal and spatial observations was so minute that it

was concluded that they originated from the same event and thus BNS mergers were

confirmed as a progenitor of short GRBs [15]. The improved sky localisation of the GW

signal due to Virgo allowed other electromagnetic (EM) telescopes to detect the first EM

counterpart to a GW event in the galaxy NGC 4993. Over the following days signals

from radio to X-rays were detected from the galaxy. The combination of the GW and

EM signal has allowed significant breakthroughs including the restrictions on neutron

star equations of state [16].

With BBH and BNS mergers both observed it was only a matter of time before we

observed a neutron star-black hole (NSBH) collision. The first confirmed NSBH signal

was detected during the first part of observing run 3 (O3a) on 5th January 2020 with a

second detection 10 days later [17]. Detections of the three types of binary merger are

becoming much more frequent with the addition of more detectors, including KAGRA

(Japan) in 2020, and continued upgrades to the existing observatories. By the end of

observing run 3 there have been a total of 90 observed gravitational wave events as

shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The masses of all compact binaries detected by LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA
up to the end of O3b, with black holes in blue and neutron stars in orange. The
objects are arranged in order of discovery date. Image courtesy: LIGO-Virgo/Aaron
Geller/Northwestern.

Looking to the future, there are many exciting plans for gravitational wave astronomy.

As well as the continued upgrade of the current detectors, there are a series of potential

3rd-generation ground-based detectors proposed including LIGO Voyager (at the current

LIGO sites) as well as the Einstein Telescope (ET; Europe) and Cosmic Explorer (CE;
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USA). These improved designs will not only let us see some of the earliest mergers in

the universe but also the potential to detect continuous wave sources including accreting

neutron stars [18]. The future space-based Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)

detector, due for launch in 2034, will allow us to detect GW signals within the milli-

hertz range such as supermassive black hole (SMBH) binaries. One exciting prospect

is multiband GW astronomy where loud ground-based sources are detected earlier in

their inspiral by LISA. This allows a prediction of the time of merger for the ground-

based observatories and sky localisation for the detection of EM counterparts [19]. The

stochastic background of GW is expected to consist of a history of SMBH mergers with

frequencies ranging from microhertz to nanohertz. We can detect in this range using

millisecond pulsar timing arrays such as the future Square Kilometre Array (SKA). The

propagation of a GW alters the distance between Earth and the pulsar causing the ob-

served time of the pulsar signal to be offset by tens of nanoseconds. Figure 1.4 shows

the noise curves of several GW detector as well as the characteristic strains of sources

that they intend to observe. The future of gravitational wave astronomy will continue

to push our understanding of the universe around us.

Figure 1.4: Noise curves of current and future gravitational wave detectors including
the characteristic strain of various GW sources. Image courtesy: [20].

1.2 Extreme-mass ratio inspirals

One interesting source of gravitational waves are extreme-mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs).

These binary systems consist of a stellar mass black hole (or neutron star) of mass µ
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slowly inspiraling into a supermassive black hole with mass M of order 105 – 107 M�. On

short timescales, the small compact object (CO) follows the standard geodesic motion

of the large central black hole with constants of motion energy E, azimuthal angular

momentum L, and Carter constant Q. This motion is ergodic such that the trajectory of

the CO will trace out an entire region of space as shown in Figure 1.5. There exists special

orbits where two of the three orbital frequencies (radial, azimuthal, and longitudinal)

have an integer ratio. In these cases the motion is no longer ergodic and are instead

confined to a 2-dimensional surface, also shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Left: A typical geodesic in Kerr spacetime. The orbit fills the space
within the torus-shaped region. Right: A resonant orbit that has a 3:2 ratio between
the radial and longitudinal periods of the orbit. Images courtesy: [21].

The evolution of the orbit is driven by the “back-reaction” from emitted gravitational

waves which modifies the trajectory on timescales much larger than the orbital fre-

quencies. This slow “adiabatic” effect causes the trajectory of the CO to slowly evolve

through background geodesics. The timescale of the change of the constants of motion

is given by E/Ė ∼M2/µ, which is commonly referred to as the radiation-reaction time.

The transition between geodesics is generally smooth except where the motion passes

through an orbital resonance. In this case, the repeated regular motion can cause large

changes in the orbital parameters on timescales much shorter than the radiation-reaction

time.

Astrophysical EMRIs are expected to emit gravitational waves in millihertz frequencies

which puts them at the prime sensitivity of the LISA detector (see Figure 1.4). A typical

LISA EMRI will emit 105 – 106 detectable gravitational-wave cycles over time periods of

the order of years. During this time, the slowly evolving geodesic nature of the trajectory

means that CO will map out the spacetime surrounding the central black hole in extreme

detail. This will give us one of the most comprehensive tests of GR in the strong-field

regime to date. Studies have shown that EMRI signals can be used to determine the

central object’s mass and spin with high accuracy as well as confirm if it is a Kerr black

hole or tightly constrain any alternative theories to GR. A study [22] estimates that we

can expect to observe up to 100 EMRIs during LISA’s lifetime. However, the amplitude

of even the strongest EMRI signals will be drowned out by LISA’s detector noise. We
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will require a template bank of highly accurate theoretical waveforms in order to extract

the signal.

In order to construct theoretical waveforms we need to solve the two-body problem of

GR, where the spacetime metric is determined as a solution of Einstein’s field equations:

a notoriously complicated set of 10 coupled nonlinear second-order partial differential

equations (PDEs). The mainstay approach employs the methods of Numerical Relativity

(NR), in which the field equations are solved numerically as an initial-value problem

using finite-difference or spectral schemes. This is extremely computationally expensive,

especially when there are multiple scales involved, as when the two objects are very far

apart. In the large distance regime we can utilise weak-field approximations such as the

post-Newtonian (PN) and post-Minkowskian (PM) theories which expands quantities

order by order in G/c2 and G respectively. The combination of PN in the weak-field

transitioning to NR in the strong-field is the currently favoured method for producing

waveform template banks for ground-based observatories. However, this method is not

suitable to construct EMRI waveforms. The large disparity in the two masses means

that the scales required to resolve the areas surrounding each object are vastly different.

This, combined with the increased number of orbits in the strong-field regime, vastly

increases the computational requirements such that the run time of NR calculations

scales as (M/µ)2. It is possible to still utilise PN (or PM) expansions in the weak

field for EMRI calculations, however, we would lose the ability to probe the strong-field

regime. Fortunately, there is a natural small parameter in EMRI systems: binary mass-

ratio η := µ/M . Self-force (SF) theories use a perturbative approach via order by order

expansions in the mass ratio to model EMRIs. A schematic plot of the relative domains

of NR, PN, PM, and SF methods is shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Domains of the techniques for solving two-body problem in GR. Cartoons
illustrate the principle behind each approach: PN expands about flat space, SF expands
about the exact fixed geometry of a central black hole, and NR tackles the full nonlinear
dynamics. Image and caption courtesy: [21].
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1.3 Self-force theory

In this section we present a brief overview of the self-force theory including formulation

of the problem and a discussion of the various computational methods and current

progress. When discussing the computational method we will focus on first-order SF

and then detail the approach to second-order calculations in Section 1.3.6. More detailed

discussions can be found in the review by Barack & Pound [21] or for a more technical

description we refer to [23–25] for self-force formulation and [26, 27] for computational

methods.

1.3.1 Expanding in the mass-ratio

The fundamental principle in self-force theory is the expansion of quantities in terms

of the small mass ratio η = µ/M . The exact metric of the binary system gµν can be

expanded such that

gµν = gµν + h(1)
µν + h(2)

µν +O(η3). (1.1)

The zeroth order term gµν is the metric of the central object, known as the background

metric, and h
(n)
µν (∝ ηn) are metric perturbations created by the CO. The full metric

must obey Einstein’s field equations (EFE)

Gµν [g] = 8πTµν , (1.2)

where Gµν is the Einstein tensor and Tµν is the stress-energy tensor. Substituting (1.1)

into EFE gives the left-hand side of Eq. (1.2) as

Gµν [g] = Gµν [g] + δGµν [h(1)] +
(
δGµν [h(2)] + δ2Gµν [h(1)]

)
+O(η3). (1.3)

Here δGµν [h(n)] is linear in h
(n)
µν and δ2Gµν [h(1)] is quadratic with the (schematic) form

∂h
(1)
µν ∂h

(1)
αβ + h

(1)
µν ∂2h

(1)
αβ . Consider the case that the energy-momentum tensor is approx-

imately that of a point-particle such that it takes the form

Tµν = T (1)
µν + T (2)

µν +O(η3), (1.4)

where T (n) ∝ ηn. We can form the linearised Einstein equation by taking only the terms

proportional to η1 in the expansions of each side of Eq. (1.2) to give

δGµν [h(1)] = 8πT (1)
µν . (1.5)

The method of matched asymptotic expansions can be used to determine an effective

equation of motion for the compact object. This is done by performing a perturbative

analysis of solutions to the EFE in two asymptotic regimes: body zone (dominated by
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the effects of the compact object) and far zone or external universe (dominated by the

effects of the central object). However, there is a so-called “buffer region” where both

expansions are valid as shown in Figure 1.7. Matching the two perturbative solutions in

the buffer zone allows us to form an equation of motion for the compact object in the

far zone limit.

body zone

external universe

buffer
region

Figure 1.7: Regions involved in matched asymptotic expansions specialised to an
EMRI. The body zone and external universe correspond to distances r ∼ µ(= m) and
r ∼ M respectively. The buffer region corresponds to µ � r � M lying between the
other two regions. Image courtesy: [21].

The analysis shows that at first-order in η, the compact object is exactly described by

a point-particle in the background spacetime gµν [28]. It also shows that the metric

perturbations can be split into two (non-physical) parts such that h
(n)
µν = h

S(n)
µν + h

R(n)
µν .

The singular field h
S(n)
µν contains the divergent nature of the solution near the compact

object whereas the regular field h
R(n)
µν is smooth and homogeneous. The (first-order)

equation of motion for the compact object in the far zone is entirely encapsulated in

a particular choice of regular field, known as the Detweiler-Whiting regular field, such

that we can write the change in the particle’s trajectory xµp with proper time τ as

µ
D2xµp
dτ2

= lim
x→xp

1

2
µgµν

(
hR(1)
ρσ;ν (x)− 2hR(1)

νρ;σ (x)
)
uρuσ =: Fµ(xp), (1.6)

where uµ := dxµp/dτ is the particle’s four-velocity, D/dτ := uµ∇µ is the covariant

derivative along the worldline and a semi-colon represents a covariant derivative. This

equation of motion defines the first-order self-force Fµ. We can rewrite this equation of

motion in terms of an effective metric defined by g̃µν := gµν + ηh
R(1)
µν such that

D̃2xµp
dτ̃2

= O(η2), (1.7)

where τ̃ (etc.) are defined in the effective spacetime. This result is the geodesic equation

of motion in the effective spacetime hence we can treat the first-order source as a point-

particle test body moving in the effective spacetime.
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1.3.2 Conservative and dissipative self-force

We can split the self-force into the (time-symmetric) conservative F cons
µ and (time-

antisymmetric) dissipative F diss
µ pieces. The dissipative piece drives the evolution through

the geodesics and removes energy and angular momentum from the binary system. We

can view this as the “work done” on the particle is balanced by the emitted radiation.

However, the lack of a notion of local energy within GR prevents us from comparing

these in a momentary sense. We can instead form “time-averaged” balance laws in terms

of the asymptotic fluxes of energy Ė and angular momentum L̇ which take the form

〈F diss
t /ut〉 = 〈Ė∞〉+ 〈ĖH〉, −〈F diss

ϕ /ut〉 = 〈L̇∞〉+ 〈L̇H〉, (1.8)

where subscripts ∞ and H represent the fluxes at infinity and the horizon respectively,

〈·〉 represents time averaging and an overdot denotes a derivative with respect to Boyer-

Lindquist time d/dt. It is important to consider how long we need to average over for

the balance laws to hold. For generic orbits in Kerr we have to average over infinite time

but for intrinsically periodic orbits (i.e. any orbit in Schwarzschild or circular, equatorial

or resonant orbits in Kerr) we can average over a single orbit [29–32]. An interesting

observation comes from observing the signs of the various terms of the balance laws.

The left-hand sides of Eqs. (1.8) and fluxes at infinity are always positive but in certain

cases in Kerr 〈ĖH〉 and 〈L̇H〉 terms can be negative. This corresponds to superradiance

where some of the central black hole’s rotational energy and angular momentum are

transferred to the orbit [33–35]. So far we have ignored the third constant of motion in

Kerr spacetimes, the Carter constant Q. There exists a simple formula for 〈Q̇〉 which

requires information not only from the asymptotic radiation but also quantities that are

locally defined as integrals along the orbit [30, 31, 36, 37]. Formulae for the three time-

averaged rate of change of the three constants of geodesic motion allows us to calculate

full generic EMRI inspirals in Kerr, to leading order, without having to directly evaluate

the SF.

The conservative piece of the self-force does not drive the inspiral but it does have mea-

surable effects, such as altering the rate of periastron advance [38]. These conservative

effects can be cumulative and effect the long-term evolution of the system. Hinderer and

Flanagan [39] found that the generalised angle variables qµ = {qt, qr, qθ, qϕ} (associated

with the Boyer-Lindquist t, r, θ and ϕ motions) can be expanded in the mass-ratio such

that

qµ =
1

η

(
qµ(0) + ηqµ(1) +O(η2)

)
. (1.9)

For LISA waveforms we will require the phase evolution accurate to the precision of ra-

dians across the entire inspiral hence we require the sub-leading term in the expansion.

Ref. [39] also showed that while the leading “adiabatic” order term (0PA) can be deter-

mined purely from the time-averaged dissipative piece of the first-order SF, we need the
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full first-order force plus the time-averaged dissipative piece of the second-order SF to in-

clude the “post-adiabatic” (1PA) sub-leading term. This has been the main motivation

for the formulation of second-order self-force.

1.3.3 Practical computation schemes: mode-sum and puncture meth-

ods

Practical calculations of the self-force rely on taking the singular field away from the full

physical field during formation of the problem, as done in puncture methods, or post-

calculation of the metric as done in mode-sum regularisation. The latter, introduced by

Barack and Ori [40], is done at the level of the self-force by introducing the full and

singular parts of the first-order self-force defined by

Fµfull(xp) := lim
x→xp

µ∇µνρh(1)
νρ (x), FµS (xp) := lim

x→xp
µ∇µνρhS(1)

νρ (x), (1.10)

respectively, where ∇µνρ represents the operator appearing in Eq. (1.6). Mode-sum

regularisation involves decomposing each of the forces into spherical harmonic Y`m modes

using Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, ϕ) such that Fµ =
∑∞

`=0 F
µ` where Fµ` :=∑`

m=−` F
µ
`m(t, r)Y`m(θ, ϕ), and similarly for Fµfull and FµS . We can now write the self-force

as

Fµ(xp) = lim
x→xp

∞∑
`=0

[
Fµ`full(x)− Fµ`S (x)

]
. (1.11)

Ref. [40] showed that the divergent parts of the fields can be removed using a simple

`-mode expansion such that

Fµ(xp) = lim
x→xp

∞∑
`=0

[
Fµ`full(x)− Fµ[−1]L−1 − Fµ[0]

]
. (1.12)

where Fµ[n] are “regularisation parameters” and L−1 := 2`+ 1. In practical calculations

we can only compute a finite number of `-modes. For a summation up to finite ` = `max,

Eq. (1.12) converges linearly with 1/`max. We can increase the convergence through the

use of higher-order regularisation parameters such that

Fµ(xp) ∼ lim
x→xp

`max∑
`=0

[
Fµ`full(x)− Fµ[−1]L−1 − Fµ[0] − F

µ
[2]L2 − Fµ[4]L4 −O

(
`−6
)]
, (1.13)

where Ln are certain polynomials in ` which decay as `−n in the large-` limit [explicit

definitions are given in Eq. (5.5)]. The higher-order terms are are absent from Eq. (1.12)

as the form of the expansion in ` is chosen such that
∑∞

`=0 Ln = 0 ∀ n > 0.

The mode-sum regularisation scheme has several benefits. One of the remarkable parts

of this scheme is that the regularisation parameters are finite quantities. This, along

with the smoothness of the regular field, ensures that we only ever have to perform
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finite subtractions during our calculations even though we are subtracting a singular

field. Another advantage is that many of the (often numerical) calculations of the met-

ric perturbations are performed mode-by-mode hence the necessary inputs are readily

available with no extra input. Mode-sum regularisation has been the primary method for

self-force calculations and its various implementations have been used to obtain many

breakthrough results. These include generic bound orbits in Kerr [41] and the work

detailed in this thesis.

The puncture (or effective source) method addresses the subtraction of the singular field

by performing the regularisation at the level of the field equation. This involves solving

directly for a (local) approximate form of h
R(1)
µν known as the residual field which is

defined such that

hRµν = hµν − hPµν , (1.14)

where we have introduced the puncture field hPµν and omitted the ‘(1)’ superscript for

brevity. The puncture field is an analytic approximation to the singular field that satisfies

lim
x→xp

(hPµν − hS
µν) = 0, lim

x→xp
(∇µνρhPνρ −∇µνρhS

νρ) = 0, (1.15)

near the particle. We can form an equation for the residual field by substituting Eq.

(1.14) into the linearised Einstein equation (1.5) to give

δGµν [hR] = 8πTµν − δGµν [hP ] =: T eff
µν . (1.16)

This new “effective source” T eff
µν lacks the delta function in the original source with its

smoothness determined by how well the puncture field approximates the singular field.

We can extract the SF directly from the residual field such that

Fµ(xp) = lim
x→xp

µ∇µνρhRνρ(x). (1.17)

In practical calculations the puncture scheme is usually only applied in a region local

to the particle such that we can neglect the behaviour of the puncture and effective

sources at large distances from the particle. We can solve for the residual field within a

“worldtube” which surrounds the particle’s worldline and for the full field elsewhere, with

changes on the boundary of the worldtube being determined by the analytic puncture

field.

1.3.4 Choice of gauge

When performing calculations in GR we have a choice of gauge. Self-force theory,

including much of the above, was originally formulated in the Lorenz gauge where we

define the gauge condition ∇µh̄µν = 0 using a new “trace-reversed” variable h̄µν :=

hµν − 1
2gµνg

αβhαβ. This new variable allows us to write the linearised Einstein field
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equation (1.5) in a simple hyperbolic form

δGµν [h] = −1

2
∇ρ∇ρh̄µν −Rµανβh̄αβ = 8πTµν , (1.18)

where Rµ
α
ν
β is the Riemann tensor of the background metric. One important thing to

note is that the SF is not a gauge invariant quantity. The change in the self-force δFµ

relative to the Lorenz-gauge definition due to a continuous gauge transformation of the

form xµ → xµ + ξµ is

δFµ = −µ (gµν + uµuν) (ξν;αβ + ξγR
γ
ανβ)uαuβ, (1.19)

where ξµ is continuous and a semi-colon represents a covariant derivative [42]. In fact,

it is possible to completely nullify the SF with a specific choice of gauge. However,

in this case the information of the physical effects of the SF is encoded in the metric

perturbation [43]. It is the combination of the self-force and the metric perturbation

which contain the physical gauge-invariant information.

Performing direct calculations in the Lorenz gauge is difficult. There are no known ba-

sis to perform decoupled mode decompositions in Kerr hence the full 10 coupled PDEs

have to be solved in the time-domain (TD) as 3+1D or 2+1D calculations, which are ex-

tremely computationally expensive. In Schwarzschild, the problem can be decomposed

using tensorial spherical harmonics but this system still involves solving the set of 10

equations which involve coupling between tensorial components [44]. Additionally, the

Schwarzschild field can be further decomposed into Fourier modes allowing for calcula-

tions in the frequency domain (FD) [45, 46]. Evolutions in the Lorenz gauge can excite

pure-gauge modes which grow linearly with time [47] in the TD and there are difficulties

associated with resolving low-frequency modes in the FD [45]. These have been over-

come in select cases (see [47–49] for TD and [45] for FD) but finding general solutions

continues to be an open problem.

The complications associated with calculations in the Lorenz gauge prompted signifi-

cant efforts to extend the SF formulation to alternative gauges [42, 50–54]. The Regge-

Wheeler-Zerilli gauge [55, 56] in Schwarzschild and the radiation gauges in Kerr [57, 58]

have been traditionally favoured gauges for black hole perturbation theory. In these

gauges calculations can be reduced to solving vastly simpler differential equations for cer-

tain scalar quantities, from which we can reconstruct the full metric perturbation. How-

ever, these alternative gauges are not naturally well-suited for a point-particle source.

The radiation gauge solution has a 1-dimensional “string-like” singularity which plagues

the reconstructed metric perturbation. In the most general case the singularity emanates

from the particle in both radial directions. This is commonly referred to as the “full-

string” solution. However, we can utilise a spare gauge freedom to reduce the impact

of the singularity. It is possible to remove the singularity either interior or exterior to

the particle (relative to the central object) [42]. These “half-string” solutions both have
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regular and singular regions. Ref. [53] showed that it is possible to combine the regular

regions of the half-string solutions to form a “no-string” solution which is smooth ev-

erywhere, except on the boundary between the two solutions. Figure 1.8 shows graphic

representations of the three types of string solutions. We present a more technical expla-

nation of these string solutions in Section 7.1.4. The method of calculating the self-force

in this no-string radiation gauge has been widely successful including van de Meent’s

calculations of the first-order SF for generic bound orbits in Kerr [41].

Figure 1.8: Illustrations of the “string” solutions of the metric perturbation in a ra-
diation gauge with the string singularity shown in red. We show the full-string solution
(left), two half-string solutions (centre) and the no-string solution (right). The no-string
solution is constructed by combining the regular regions of each half-string solution.

1.3.5 Time and frequency domain calculations

As briefly mentioned earlier, when performing calculations we can choose to do so in the

time or frequency domains. FD calculations use Fourier transforms to separate quantities

by frequencies of the positional elements of the orbit, such as radial and azimuthal

frequencies. This simplifies PDEs to ODEs as all time derivatives are replaced with

factors of the frequencies forming a discrete spectrum. This method is useful for bound

orbits which naturally have a periodic nature with well defined orbital frequencies but

there has been interest in formulation for other type of orbits [59,60]. Additionally, FD

calculations become increasingly computationally expensive for highly eccentric orbits

where high-frequencies modes have larger contributions [61]. The reliance on orbital

frequencies also makes it difficult to evolve the orbit (relative to a TD calculation) as

is required for a full inspiral calculation. TD calculations involve explicitly evolving the

equations in time using methods such as finite-differencing. These methods are often

computationally more expensive than their FD counterparts but offer more freedom in

the types of orbits that can be calculated.
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1.3.6 Second-order self-force

Let us now focus on the second-order self-force. We can form the equation of motion up

to second-order through matched asymptotic expansions to give

D2xµp
dτ2

=
1

2

(
gµν − hµνR

) (
hR
ρσ;ν − 2hR

νρ;σ

)
uρuσ +O(η3), (1.20)

where hR
µν := ηh

R(1)
µν + η2h

R(2)
µν [62]. As with the first-order case, we can define an

effective metric g̃µν := gµν + hR
µν and rewrite the equation of motion in terms of the

effective metric to give
D̃2xµp
dτ̃2

= O(η3). (1.21)

Once again we find that the object moves as a test body in the effective metric.

Consider taking only the second-order terms in the expansion of EFE (1.2) which gives

δGµν [h(2)] = 8πT (2)
µν − δ2Gµν [h(1)]. (1.22)

The nonlinearity of the field equations means that in a general gauge this form is not

well defined. The second-order Einstein tensor has the schematic form δ2G(h) ∼ h∂2h+

∂h∂h. This means that when it acts on the first-order metric perturbation (and its 1/r

singularity near the worldline), the second-order Einstein tensor diverges as δ2G[h(1)] ∼
1/r4. As a result δ2G[h(1)] is not locally integrable at the worldline and does not have

a unique definition of a distribution which intersects the worldline. The consequence of

this is that it is impossible to define a unique stress-energy tensor at second-order and

Eq. (1.22) is not a well defined equation.

Fortunately, there exists a class of “highly-regular” gauges which offers a fine-tuning

solution that removes the most singular term of h
(2)
µν and reduces the divergence of the

source such that δ2G[h(1)] ∼ 1/r2 [63]. This reduced divergence allows us to construct a

unique source as a distribution and thus construct a field equation for h
(2)
µν valid for all

r ≥ 0 [64].

The no-string construction that has been highly successful at first-order is no longer

valid at second-order. The spatially extended source means that it is not possible to

perform calculations in vacuum regions as they do not exist. Green, Hollands and

Zimmerman (GHZ) [65] proposed an alternative formulation to the no-string gauge

where the singularities associated with the metric perturbation are removed by a certain

“corrector tensor” during reconstruction of the metric (from curvature scalars) rather

than at the formulation level. Recent work [66] has shown how the GHZ formalism can

be applied to self-force calculations and provides a promising method for performing

second-order calculations.
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Current calculations at second-order have been restricted to quasi-circular orbits in

Schwarzschild. These have included the gravitational binding energy [67], gravitational-

wave energy flux [68] and the inspiral waveform [69].

1.3.7 Interfaces with other two-body GR models

Figure 1.6 shows a schematic plot of the relative domains of various techniques for solving

the two-body problem in GR. These boundaries are fairly fluid which allows interfaces,

collaborations, and comparisons between the models including the combination of PN

and NR data being combined to construct the waveforms for LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA data

analysis.

It is possible to determine where SF has sufficient accuracy for data analysis purposes by

comparing with the “exact” results of NR. This was first done in Ref. [70] who showed

that one can get remarkable agreement, even up to mass ratios of 1 : 1, if you replace η

with the symmetric mass ratio ν := µM/(µ+M)2 = η+O(η2). The accuracy of results

calculated using SF methods with expansions in ν in the comparable mass regime is

further increased at second-order, as shown in Figure 1.9, where the post-adiabatic

waveform closely matches the NR result for much of the inspiral. This agreement with

NR results at comparable mass ratios when expanding in the symmetric mass-ratio is

yet to be theoretically explained.
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Figure 1.9: Second-order waveform for a mass ratio 1 : 1 nonspinning binary (orange).
Also included for comparison is the waveform for the same binary produced using an
NR simulation (black) [71]. The inset shows a zoomed region near the merger and also
shows the corresponding first-order waveform (blue). The waveforms are aligned in
time and phase at t = 170M . Image courtesy: [69].

Recent work [72] has shown how SF and NR could be used in harmony to tackle the

problem of intermediate-mass-ratio inspirals (IMRIs) which have mass ratios 10−2 .

η . 10−4. The method excises a region around the smaller black hole such that the

disparity in the length scales is decreased alleviating some of the computational burden.

Boundary conditions calculated using SF methods can be applied to the excised region

and used within the NR calculations.

Interfaces between different perturbative methods of the two-body problem have also

proved extremely useful. Expansions valid in different regimes can be used to check the
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convergence of other methods such as using an analysis of how the PN terms depend on

η to test the convergence properties of the SF expansion. Similarly, it is also possible to

predict higher-order terms using the other expansion. SF information has been used in

such a way to determine the 5PN equation of motion through 4PM order [73] as well as

the resolution of ambiguities in, and inconsistencies amongst the first derivations of the

4PN equation of motion [74].

1.4 Black-hole scattering

The modelling of binary-black hole scattering has been largely neglected (relative to

bound orbits) due to the fact that the brief encounters are unlikely strong enough to

be directly detected by LISA. However, there is still strong motivation to study the

unbound systems.

Let us consider timelike geodesic motion around a Kerr black hole. Scatter orbits can

have much higher energies and angular momenta than bound orbits. This means that

scatter geodesics can have smaller points of closest approach without transitioning to a

plunge orbit and thus can probe much deeper into the gravitational potential. Figure

1.10 highlights this fact for a geodesics around a Schwarzschild black hole. These strong-

field self-force calculations of scatter orbits can provide a benchmark for (semi-)analytic

models such effective one-body (EOB).
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Figure 1.10: The periastron distance Rmin of a geodesic around a Schwarzschild black
hole as a function of impact parameter b for 4 different values of orbital energy E. Also
shown is the Innermost Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO). The minimal value of impact
parameter b (obtained for E → ∞) is 3

√
3M ' 5.196M . The minimal value of Rmin

(also obtained for E →∞) is 3M . Note how efficient scatter orbits are in probing the
sub-ISCO part of spacetime, even at relatively low energy. Explicit definitions of Rmin,
b and E are given in Chapter 2.
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There has been a new approach for solving the binary-black hole problem using methods

from high-energy physics. This “amplitudes” approach is based on the study of (classical

or quantum) scattering amplitudes in unbound gravitationally interacting two-body sys-

tems such as those involving the Feynman diagrams in Figure 1.11. The idea is to map

information about scattering observables (like the scattering angle) into some form of a

two-body gravitational potential [75]. This provides a strikingly fast route to the formu-

lation of an equation of motion for inspiralling binaries in GR. These efforts culminated

with the recent breakthrough work of deriving the conservative part of the two-body

equation of motion at 4PM order [76, 77]. Additionally, there have been results which

reverse the process where the scattering of waves within a GR context have been used

to calculate quantities from quantum field theory (QFT), such as scattering cross sec-

tions [78]. This extraordinary connection between high-energy and gravitational physics

provides unique opportunities for progress in both fields and provides strong motivation

to study the self-force scatter problem. Direct calculations of the self-force corrections

to the scatter angle can provide comparison data for the amplitude calculations as well

as the potential to extract QFT results from the gravitational calculation.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: Sample of Feynman diagrams needed for the computation of the scattering angle

in the EFT approach to 3PM order. Only the diagrams to one-loop order in (a)-(c) are needed

to 2PM.

from which we obtain the scattering angle in the center of mass:

2 sin
�

2
=

|�p1|
p1

, (7.18)

with |�p1| the total momentum change for particle 1, and the same for the companion. The

Lagrangian L can be computed in the EFT approach to any order in the PM expansion.

By construction, the computation involves classical (point-like) sources, which simplifies the

quantum problem from the onset. However, we still rely on iterated Green’s functions in the

form of Feynman diagrams (see Fig. 3) and, for the PM calculation, a series of relativistic

integrals. Yet, once the deflection angle is known, we can plug it into our machinery to derive

the fn’s, thus reconstructing the scattering amplitude. We can also perform the manipula-

tions we describe in this paper to derive gauge invariant observables for bound orbits. We

will present the explicit derivation of the scattering angle in the EFT approach for relativis-

tic sources in future work. We will also further explore the connection between the EFT

derivation and the one from the scattering amplitude elsewhere.

Let us add a comment on the map between test-particle and two-body dynamics. At 2PM,

the computation of the deflection angle involves only diagrams to one-loop order, shown in

(a)-(c) of Fig. 3. In the language of EFT, this is equivalent to computing the one-point

function produced by e.g. particle 1, and evaluating it on the worldline e↵ective action of

particle 2, plus mirror image. For instance, the diagram in (b) comes from the expansion of

the square-root in the point-particle action. This one-point function can also be computed in

the rest frame of particle 1, and then boosted to the center of mass. (Alternatively, one can

start with the boosted Schwarzschild solution.) The Lorentz transformation will naturally

map E0 ! �, as in (6.5), while the mirror image will take care of the symmetrization. It is

clear then that the momentum change will be the same, obtained directly from the action,

and the only di↵erence in the scattering angle is the factor of 1/p1 in (7.18). Therefore,

2p1(�) sin
�1pt(�)

2
= 2ptest

1 (E0 ! �) sin
�test(E0 ! �)

2
, (7.19)

where �1pt is the scattering angle obtained to one loop order from the one-point function,

which is exact to 2PM (see Figs. 3(a)-(c) ), and we used

2ptest
1 (E0 ! �)/(2p1(�)) = � . (7.20)

– 39 –

Figure 1.11: Sample of Feynman diagrams needed for the computation of the scatter-
ing angle in the effective field theory (EFT) approach to 3PM order. Only the diagrams
to one-loop order in (a)-(c) are needed to calculate 2PM order. Image courtesy: [79].

Previous results which have utilised SF information to inform other methods (such as

those presented at the end of the previous section) were all obtained as a byproduct of

EMRI-motivated calculations. It has been advocated by several authors that direct SF

calculations of scattering observables would provide a most powerful handle on the PM

dynamics and lead to transformative improvement in EOB models. Damour recently

showed that a first-order (second-order) SF calculation of the scattering angle determines

the complete two-body Hamiltonian through 4PM (6PM) order to all orders in the mass

ratio [80]. This opportunity to extract information on bound motion across all mass-

ratios provides the strongest motivation yet to tackle the binary-black hole scattering

problem with self-force methods.

The standard FD domain methods for bound EMRI calculations are a priori unsuitable

for scatter calculations due to their reliance on a discrete spectrum of frequencies. While

there has been some work to formulate the scatter problem in the FD [59, 60], the ma-

jority of progress has been in the TD. The first unbound problem considered was the

case of a marginally bound orbit where the particle follows a parabolic-like trajectory
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starting at rest at infinity [81]. This TD calculation gave insight on how to formulate

gauge-invariant quantities for unbound orbits and showed that the Lorenz-gauge im-

plementation is too computationally inefficient for precision scatter orbit calculations.

My numerical calculations, also presented in this thesis, tackled hyperbolic orbits in

Schwarzschild taking the alternative route of using a TD implementation in the radia-

tion gauge [82]. More recently, Gralla & Lobo presented an analytical calculation of SF

corrections to the scatter angle at leading PM order [83].

1.5 This thesis

In this thesis we focus on the largely unexplored case of unbound self-force calculations.

We develop an alternative TD method designed to tackle the scatter case and present

implementations for both scalar and gravitational self-force calculations.

We begin in Chapter 2 with a review of scattering geodesics in Schwarzschild, includ-

ing different possible parameterisations and a derivation of the geodesic scatter angle.

Chapter 3 analyses the self-forced equations of motion and derives the self-force cor-

rections to the geodesic orbital parameters. The main result of this chapter are two

independently derived formulae for the conservative self-force correction to the scatter

angle. We expand these equations within the PM regime showing that the relations are

equivalent to, and agree with, the recent PM results of Gralla & Lobo [83].

Chapter 4 starts with the formulation of our 1+1D numerical method with calculations

of a scalar field on a Schwarzschild background for the vacuum case. The code em-

ploys a finite–difference scheme on a characteristic grid based on Eddington–Finkelstein

coordinates—a simple tried-and-tested architecture. We extend our implementation

with the addition of a point-particle source for both circular and scatter orbits. In

Chapter 5 we present scalar self-force results for a scatter orbit in the strong-field regime

and extract new physics including post-periastron undulation, which we attribute to

quasinormal-mode excitations. We use these SF results to perform first-of-their-kind

(numerical) calculations of the correction to the scatter angle.

We continue in Chapter 6 with a review of vacuum metric reconstruction and a for-

mulation of an initial-value problem for the Hertz potential. We then present an ex-

tension of our 1+1D code for the numerical integration of the Bardeen-Press-Teukolsky

(BPT) equation. We demonstrate, however, that a näıve implementation of this stan-

dard scheme fails when applied to the Teukolsky equation with spin parameter s = ±2,

due to divergences that develop at late time (an exponential divergence for s = +2 and

a ∼ t4 divergence for s = −2). We attribute these divergences to certain growing modes

of the Teukolsky equation. These modes violate the physical boundary conditions, but

since boundary conditions are not actively imposed in our characteristic scheme, they are

allowed to grow. We explain why the issue is not encountered in existing time-domain
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Teukolsky codes based on hyperboloidal slicing with compactification [84–86]. Here,

restricting to the Schwarzschild case, we opt for a simpler solution. We circumvent the

problem of growing modes by transforming to a new field variable (using a time-domain

version of the Chandrasekhar transformation), which, in the vacuum case, satisfies the

Regge–Wheeler (RW) equation, for which the problem does not occur.

Chapter 7 begins by detailing how introducing a source causes the standard metric

reconstruction procedure to fail. We present our attempts to circumvent this problem

and summarise the non-vacuum metric reconstruction procedure proposed by Green et

al. [65]. Continuing, we review metric reconstruction in a no-string gauge, specialising

to a Schwarzschild background and casting the procedure in a form suitable for a time-

domain implementation. In the no-string construction, the spacetime outside the central

black hole is split into two vacuum domains, r > R(t) and r < R(t), where r and t are

Schwarzschild coordinates and r = R(t) along the particle’s trajectory. The crucial

ingredient in our formulation are jump conditions that the Hertz potential, RW variable

and their derivatives must satisfy on the (time-dependent) two-sphere r = R(t). These

conditions are derived for an arbitrary timelike geodesic trajectory.

In Chapter 8 we finally present a full numerical implementation of our method, first

for a circular orbit. We evolve the field equation for the RW variable, and from it

compute (multipole mode by multipole mode) the no-string IRG Hertz potential. Our

results show agreement with analytic solutions for static modes and those of Barack &

Giudice [87]. We extend our implementation to the scatter case and present the first

calculations of the no-string Hertz potential for an unbound orbit, both at I + and

along the scatter trajectory. We thus numerically construct the necessary input for a

calculation of the self-force along the orbit.

We conclude in Chapter 9 by summarising the main results presented in this thesis and

reviewing the extra steps needed to carry our the calculation of the self-force from the

Hertz potential. We also discuss potential interfaces with other two-body GR models

and the prospects of extending our method to the case of a Kerr background.

The conventions used in this thesis are a (− + ++) metric signature and geometrized

units with G = c = 1. Commas and semi-colons represent partial and covariant deriva-

tive respectively. Complex conjugation is denoted by an overbar. For quantities that

arise in the Newman-Penrose formalism we follow the sign conventions of Ref. [88], as

summarised in Appendix A therein; for ease of reference we review the relevant details

here, in Appendix A, specialised to the Schwarzschild case.
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Chapter 2

Review of scattering geodesics in

Schwarzschild spacetime

In this chapter we will review scattering timelike geodesics of a Schwarzschild black hole.

We present several parameterisations as well as calculate important quantities such as

the periastron and the scatter angle.

2.1 Equation of motion and parametrisation

With motion in the equatorial plane we have the first integrals

ṫ = E/f, (2.1)

ϕ̇ = L/r2, (2.2)

ṙ = ±
√
E2 − V (r;L), (2.3)

where an overdot is d/dτ , f := 1 − 2M/r, E and L are specific energy and angular

momentum, and

V (r;L) = f(r)
(
1 + L2/r2

)
. (2.4)

For hyperbolic encounters we require E > 1. For such orbits, E is just the usual γ factor

of special relativity where the energy is γmc2, so the specific energy (taking c = 1) is γ.

This can also be confirmed with a direct calculation. Letting v∞ be the 3-velocity at

infinity, we have

vr∞ =
ṙ∞
ṫ∞

= ±
√
E2 − 1

E
, (rvϕ)∞ =

(rϕ̇)∞
ṫ∞

=
rL/r2

E/f

∣∣∣
r→∞

= 0, (2.5)

and so

v∞ := |v∞| =
√

(vr∞)2 + (rvϕ)2∞ =

√
E2 − 1

E
, (2.6)
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giving

γ = (1− v2
∞)−1/2 = E. (2.7)

We will use v∞ as one of the two (pseudo-)invariant orbital parameters.

The particle actually scatters back to infinity (and does not fall into the black hole)

only if L > Lcrit(E), where the critical value of the angular momentum is the (relevant)

simultaneous solution of ∂rV (r;L) = 0 and E2 = V (r;L). This gives

Lcrit(E) =
M

u∞

√
(27E4 + 9αE3 − 36E2 − 8αE + 8)/2, (2.8)

where α :=
√

9E2 − 8 and

u∞ := |ṙ∞| =
√
E2 − 1 = v∞E.

Instead of L, we can use as a second parameter the more geometrically motivated “impact

parameter”, b, defined as

b := lim
r→∞

r sin |ϕ(r)− ϕ(∞)| . (2.9)

A graphical illustration of this definition is shown in Figure 2.1. From Eqs. (2.2) and

(2.3) we have at large r

ϕ(r)− ϕ(∞) =

∫ r

∞

ϕ̇

ṙ
dr′ ' − L

rṙ∞
, (2.10)

giving

b =
L

u∞
=

L√
E2 − 1

=
L

v∞E
. (2.11)

For a scatter orbit we need b > bcrit where bcrit := Lcrit(E)/u∞. The minimal possible

value of b is

bmin = lim
E→∞

bcrit(E) = 3
√

3M ' 5.196M. (2.12)

We henceforth use the pair {v∞, b} as a (pseudo-)invariant parametrisation of the scatter

orbit.

2.2 Geodesic equation in terms of its roots

For the geodesic orbit we can form an expression for radial geodesic motion utilising the

turning points of the radial first integral (2.3). We can write

E2 − V (r;L) = (E2 − 1)(r − rp)(r − r1)(r − r3)/r3, (2.13)
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Figure 2.1: A visualisation of the definitions of the impact parameter b and the scatter
angle δϕ [to be defined in Eq. (2.30)] for a geodesic scatter orbit. The orbit shown has
parameters (v∞, b) = (0.7, 15M/2) with rp ' 4.78M and δϕ ' 125◦.

where for scatter orbits the roots satisfy r1 < 0 < r3 < rp and are given explicitly by [89]

rp =
6M

1− 2ζ sin
(
π
6 − ξ

) , r1 =
6M

1− 2ζ sin
(
π
6 + ξ

) , r3 =
6M

1 + 2ζ cos ξ
, (2.14)

with

ζ :=
√

1− 12M2/L2, ξ :=
1

3
arccos

(
1 + (36− 54E2)M2/L2

ζ3

)
. (2.15)

These roots are not independent. We can solve the first two equations in (2.14) for

{cos ξ, sin ξ} in terms of {rp, r1}, and subsequently express r3 explicitly in terms of

{rp, r1} such that

r3 =
2Mrpr1

rpr1 − 2M(rp + r1)
. (2.16)

2.3 The e, p parametrisation

It is convenient to represent the radial motion in the form

r =
Mp

1 + e cosχ
, (2.17)

where e > 1, and χ is a new parameter along the orbit, taking the values χ ∈ (−χ∞, χ∞)

with

χ∞ = arccos(−1/e). (2.18)
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The roots rp and r1 correspond to χ = 0 and χ = π/2 which gives the results

rp =
Mp

1 + e
, r1 =

Mp

1− e. (2.19)

and thus using Eq. (2.16) we can write

r3 =
2Mp

p− 4
. (2.20)

In the bound-orbit case, the orbit oscillates between rp ≤ r ≤ r1 and the relation between

{E,L} and {e, p} is uniquely determined from the two conditions E2 = V (rp, L) and

E2 = V (r1, L). In the scatter case, r1 is unphysical (negative) so e(E,L) and p(E,L)

are a-priori ambiguous [this is equivalent to the ambiguity in χ(t) or χ(τ)]. However, it

is convenient to still impose the extra condition imposed by r1 which fixes the relations

e(E,L) and p(E,L) to be as they are in the bound-orbit case:

E2 =
(p− 2)2 − 4e2

p(p− 3− e2)
, L2 =

p2M2

p− 3− e2
. (2.21)

To invert these relations we need to solve cubic equations, and the result is cumbersome.

However, it is relatively simple to express {e, p} in terms of {L, rp} or {E, rp} [where rp

itself can be obtained from (E,L) using the expression in Eqs. (2.14)]:

e =
L2rp − 2Mr2

p +
√
L4(r2

p + 4Mrp − 12M2)− 16M2L2r2
p

2M(L2 + r2
p)

, (2.22)

or

e =

√
[rp(E2 − 1) + 2M ][(rp + 2M)2(rp(E2 − 1) + 2M)− 16E2M2rp]

2E2Mrp

+
r2
p(E

2 − 1) + 4M2

2E2Mrp
, (2.23)

with p = (rp/M)(1 + e).

Once {e, p} are fixed in terms of {E,L}, the relation between χ and t is also fixed, and

it as in the bound-orbit case:

dt

dχ
=
ṫ

ṙ

dr

dχ
=

Mp2

(p− 2− 2e cosχ)(1 + e cosχ)2

√
(p− 2)2 − 4e2

p− 6− 2e cosχ
. (2.24)

Here we have used Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) and then substituted from (2.17) and (2.21).
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2.4 Scatter angle

An expression ϕ(χ) along the orbits can be found by integrating

dϕ

dχ
=
ϕ̇

ṙ

dr

dχ
=

√
p

p− 6− 2e cosχ
, (2.25)

where we have used Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) and then substituted from (2.17) and (2.21). This

equation has an explicit integral in terms of an Elliptic function:

ϕ(χ) = ϕ(0) + k
√
p/eEl1

(χ
2

;−k2
)
, (2.26)

where

k = 2

√
e

p− 6− 2e
, (2.27)

and El1 is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind:

El1(ϕ; k) =

∫ ϕ

0
(1− k sin2 x)−1/2dx. (2.28)

From Eq. (2.2) we see that ϕ̇→ 0 for r →∞, so ϕ→ const for χ→ ±χ∞. Let ϕin and

ϕout be the asymptotic values of ϕ for χ→ −χ∞ and χ→ χ∞, respectively. Eq. (2.26)

shows that the difference between them is given by

∆ϕ := ϕout − ϕin = k
√
p/e

[
El1
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
− El1

(
−χ∞

2
;−k2

)]
= 2k

√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)
. (2.29)

We define the scatter angle as

δϕ := ∆ϕ− π. (2.30)

A graphical represtentation of the scatter angle is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.5 Post-Minkowskian expansion

Consider an orbit that lives entirely in the weak-field zone, i.e. for which rp ∼ b � M .

We want to obtain δϕ as an expansion in powers of M/b at fixed E. Since E and b are

“invariant” parameters, this should facilitate comparison with other PM calculations

(such as Gralla & Lobo [83]).

To this end, we first expand rp. We can use the relation L = bu∞ in Eqs. (2.14) and

expand in M/b to give the result

rp = b− M

v2∞
+

(
1− 4v2

∞
2v4∞

)
M2

b
−
(

4

v2∞

)
M3

b2
+O

(
M4

b3

)
. (2.31)
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We can use this in Eq. (2.22) and re-expand in M/b to get

e = v2
∞
b

M
−
(

11E4 − 20E2 + 8

2v2∞E4

)
M

b
+O

(
M

b

)3

, (2.32)

which also gives

χ∞ = arccos(−1/e) =
π

2
+

1

v2∞

M

b
+

(
17E4 − 30E2 + 12

3v6∞E4

)
M3

b3
+O

(
M

b

)5

. (2.33)

Next, we use p = rp(1 + e)/M with the expansions (2.31) and (2.32) to obtain

p = v2
∞
b2

M2
−
(

4

E2
− 8

)
+O

(
M

b

)2

. (2.34)

Note that p ∝ b2 at large b and that p and e have, respectively, even and odd expansions

in M/b.

Combining (2.32) and (2.34) in Eq. (2.27) gives

k =

√
M

b

[
2 + 2

M

b
+

(
23E4 − 28E2 + 6

2v4∞E4

)
M2

b2
+

(
61E4 − 68E2 + 10

2v4∞E4

)
M3

b3
+O

(
M

b

)4
]
.

(2.35)

Finally, we put all these expansions into

δϕ = 2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)
− π. (2.36)

We can choose to expand the Elliptic functions in its index −k2 about k = 0 or in its

argument, χ∞/2, about π/4. Both methods should give the same result. If we use the

general formula

El1
(
x, κ

)
= x+

1

8
[2x− sin(2x)]κ+

3

256
[12x− 8 sin(2x) + sin(4x)]κ2

+
5

3072
[60x− 45 sin(2x) + 9 sin(4x)− sin(6x)]κ3 +O(κ4), (2.37)

to expand about k = 0 with x = χ∞/2 and κ = −k2, we obtain

El1
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
=

1

2
χ∞ −

1

8
(χ∞ − sinχ∞) k2 +

3

256
[6χ∞ − 8 sinχ∞ + sin(2χ∞)]k4

− 5

3072
[30χ∞ − 45 sinχ∞ + 9 sin(2χ∞)− sin(3χ∞))]k6 +O(k8).

(2.38)
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Substituting this in (2.36) and using the expansions for k, p, e and χ∞, gives

δϕ =

(
2(2E2 − 1)

u2∞

)
M

b
+

(
3π(5E2 − 1)

4u2∞

)
M2

b2

+

(
2(64E6 − 120E4 + 60E2 − 5)

3u6∞

)
M3

b3
+O

(
M

b

)4

, (2.39)

or

δϕ =

(
2(1 + v2

∞)

v2∞

)
M

b
+

(
3π(4 + v2

∞)

4v2∞

)
M2

b2

+

(
2(5v6

∞ + 45v4
∞ + 15v2

∞ − 1)

3v6∞

)
M3

b3
+O

(
M

b

)4

. (2.40)

Alternatively, we can use the expansion about χ∞/2 = π/4 which is given by

El1
(χ∞

2
,−k2

)
=El1

(π
4

;−k2
)

+
(χ∞ − π/2)

[2(2 + k2)]1/2
− k2(χ∞ − π/2)2

2[2(2 + k2)]3/2

+
k4(χ∞ − π/2)3

2[2(2 + k2)]5/2
+O(χ∞ − π/2)4, (2.41)

and again we can substitute in (2.36) and use the expansions for k, p, e and χ∞. When

we do this we again arrive at Eq. (2.40).
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Chapter 3

Conservative self-force correction

to the scatter angle

In this chapter we calculate the motion of a particle on a scatter orbit around a

Schwarzschild black hole using first-order self-force expansions of the orbital parame-

ters, considering only conservative effects. The zeroth-order results are geodesic motion

as detailed in Chapter 2. We show two separate derivations of formulae for the con-

servative self-force correction to the scatter angle, both of which involve integrals of

the temporal and azimuthal self-force components along the orbit. Post-Minkowsian

expansions of the formulae reproduce the results of Gralla & Lobo for a scalar field [83].

3.1 Self-forced equations of motion

Consider endowing the particle with a small charge q. The particle experiences a self-

force, whose conservative piece we denote µηFα, where µ is the particle’s mass and Fα

is the corresponding self-acceleration per η := q2/(µM). Note that in the gravitational

case q = µ hence η becomes the usual mass ratio η = µ/M . If we assume that η � 1

then we can perform a perturbative expansion using η for order counting. Our goal is

to calculate the resulting change in δϕ, for fixed {v∞, b}, to order O(η).

The equation of motion is now

Ė = −ηFt, (3.1)

L̇ = ηFϕ, (3.2)

r̈ = −1

2

∂V (r;L)

∂r
+ ηF r, (3.3)
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where E(τ) := −ut and L(τ) := uϕ are now functions along the orbit. The conservative

self-force components have the symmetry relations

Ft(r, ṙ) = −Ft(r,−ṙ), Fϕ(r, ṙ) = −Fϕ(r,−ṙ), Fr(r, ṙ) = Fr(r,−ṙ). (3.4)

Given the self-force, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) can be integrated immediately to give

E(τ) = E∞ + η∆E(τ), L(τ) = L∞ + η∆L(τ), (3.5)

where

E∞ := E(τ → −∞) =
1√

1− v2∞
, L∞ := L(τ → −∞) =

bv∞√
1− v2∞

, (3.6)

and

∆E(τ) := −
∫ τ

−∞
Ft dτ, ∆L(τ) :=

∫ τ

−∞
Fϕ dτ. (3.7)

3.2 Self-force correction to rp

We write

rp = Rmin + η r(1)
p , (3.8)

where η r
(1)
p is the self-force perturbation of rp defined for fixed {E∞, L∞} (or, equiva-

lently, fixed {v∞, b}). More precisely,

Rmin := lim
η→0

rp(v∞, b, η),

r(1)
p := lim

η→0

∂rp
∂η

, (3.9)

where the limit is taken with fixed {v∞, b}. Beware that taking the limit while fixing

any other set of parameters (e.g., {e, p}) will generally give a different r
(1)
p . From Eq.

(2.14) we have the geodesic limit

Rmin =
6M

1− 2ζ sin
(
π
6 − ξ

) , (3.10)

with ζ and ξ given in Eqs. (2.15).

To obtain r
(1)
p , we note the normalisation equation uαu

α = −1 still holds for the per-

turbed orbits, and from it we get

ṙ = ±
√
E(τ)2 − V (r;L(τ)), (3.11)
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where V is the same function as in Eq. (2.4). At the periastron we have

E(τ(rp))
2 = V (rp, L(τ(rp))). (3.12)

The linear perturbation of this equation with respect to η is

2E∞∆Ep =
∂V (r, L)

∂r

∣∣∣∣
0

r(1)
p +

∂V (r, L)

∂L

∣∣∣∣
0

∆Lp, (3.13)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at (r, L) = (Rmin, L∞), and

∆Ep := ∆E(τ(Rmin)) = −
∫ τ(Rmin)

−∞
Ft dτ, (3.14)

∆Lp := ∆L(τ(Rmin)) =

∫ τ(Rmin)

−∞
Fϕ dτ. (3.15)

Solving Eq. (3.13) for r
(1)
p gives

r(1)
p =

Rmin(Rmin − 2M)L∞∆Lp −R4
minE∞∆Ep

L2∞(Rmin − 3M)−MR2
min

. (3.16)

3.3 Self-force correction to p and e

We represent the SF-perturbed radial motion again using the form (2.17) such that Eqs.

(2.18) and (2.19) are still valid. By virtue of the normalisation (3.11), Eq. (2.19) implies

E2
p = V

(
Mp

1 + e
, Lp

)
, (3.17)

which gives one relation between the perturbed {p, e} and {Ep, Lp}, where Ep :=

E(τ(rp)) = E∞ + η∆Ep and similarly for Lp. As a second relation we choose

E2
p = V

(
Mp

1− e, Lp
)
, (3.18)

which resembles the choice made in the geodesic case (replacing E → Ep and L →
Lp), and guarantees that the resulting {e, p} are O(η) perturbations of their geodesic

counterparts. Since the perturbed {e, p} are now related to {E∞, L∞} exactly as {e, p}
are related to {E,L} in the geodesic case, the former relations are described by Eq.

(2.21) with E → Ep and L→ Lp:

E2
p =

(p− 2)2 − 4e2

p(p− 3− e2)
, L2

p =
p2M2

p− 3− e2
. (3.19)

We now write

e = e(0) + ηe(1), p = p(0) + ηp(1), (3.20)
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where the perturbation is defined for fixed {E∞, L∞}. The perturbations e(1) and p(1)

are determined by varying Eqs. (3.19) with respect to η at fixed {E∞, L∞}:

2E∞∆Ep =
∂

∂p

(
(p− 2)2 − 4e2

p(p− 3− e2)

) ∣∣∣∣
(p(0),e(0))

p(1) +
∂

∂e

(
(p− 2)2 − 4e2

p(p− 3− e2)

) ∣∣∣∣
(p(0),e(0))

e(1),

(3.21)

2L∞∆Lp =
∂

∂p

(
p2M2

p− 3− e2

) ∣∣∣∣
(p(0),e(0))

p(1) +
∂

∂e

(
p2M2

p− 3− e2

) ∣∣∣∣
(p(0),e(0))

e(1). (3.22)

Solving simultaneously for e(1) and p(1) we obtain

p(1) =
2(p− 3− e2)

(p− 6)2 − 4e2

[
(p− 4)2

pM2
L∞∆Lp − p2E∞∆Ep

]
, (3.23)

e(1) =
p− 3− e2

e[(p− 6)2 − 4e2]

[
(e2 − 1)[(p− 2)(p− 6) + 4e2]

p2M2
L∞∆Lp + p(p− 6− 2e2)E∞∆Ep

]
,

(3.24)

where here we have dropped the superscripts ‘(0)’ off e and p to reduce clutter.

3.4 Self-force correction to δϕ: Method I

For the perturbed orbit we have

dϕ

dχ
=
ϕ̇

ṙ

dr

dχ
=

L(χ)

r(χ)2
√
E(χ)2 − V (r(χ), L(χ))

Mpe| sinχ|
(1 + e cosχ)2

, (3.25)

where r(χ) = Mp/(1 + e cosχ), and we now think of E and L as function of χ instead

of τ . It is convenient to write

E(χ) = E∞ + η∆E(χ) = Ep + η(∆E(χ)−∆Ep),

L(χ) = L∞ + η∆L(χ) = Lp + η(∆L(χ)−∆Lp). (3.26)

If we substitute this in (3.25), expand in η, and then use Eq. (3.19) to replace {Ep, Lp}
with {e, p}, we find that the O(η0) term has the same form as in the geodesic case,

Eq. (2.25). But there is now an O(η) correction coming from the O(η) term in (3.26).

Altogether we have

dϕ

dχ
=

√
p

p− 6− 2e cosχ

+ ηfE(χ; p, e) (∆E(χ)−∆Ep) + ηfL(χ; p, e) (∆L(χ)−∆Lp) /M, (3.27)
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where here, and henceforth, e and p take their geodesic values and

fE = −p
√
p− 3− e2

√
(p− 2)2 − 4e2

e2 sin2 χ (p− 6− 2e cosχ)3/2
,

fL =

√
p− 3− e2

[
e2(p− 6) + p− 2 + 2e(p− 3− e2) cosχ

]
√
p e2 sin2 χ (p− 6− 2e cosχ)3/2

. (3.28)

The total accumulated phase is

∆ϕ = ϕout − ϕin =

∫ χ∞

−χ∞

dϕ

dχ
dχ

= 2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)

− η
∫ χ∞

−χ∞
fE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′dχ+

η

M

∫ χ∞

−χ∞
fL(χ)

∫ χ

0
Fϕ(χ′)τχ′dχ

′dχ

= 2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)

− 2η

∫ χ∞

0
fE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′dχ+ 2

η

M

∫ χ∞

0
fL(χ)

∫ χ

0
Fϕ(χ′)τχ′dχ

′dχ,

(3.29)

where we have recalled Eqs. (2.29) and (3.7), and where the Jacobian τχ := dτ/dχ can

be evaluated along the background geodesic:

τχ =
Mp
√
p(p− 3− e2)

(1 + e cosχ)2
√
p− 6− 2e cosχ

. (3.30)

The equality between the 2nd and 3rd lines of (3.29) follows from Fα(−χ) = −Fα(χ) for

α = t, ϕ [c.f. Eqs. (3.4)].

We write the perturbed deflection angle δϕ = ∆ϕ− π as

δϕ = δϕ(0) + ηδϕ(1), (3.31)

where the split between background and perturbation is, as always, defined with fixed

{E∞, L∞}. The background value is

δϕ(0) = 2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)∣∣∣∣

(p(0),e(0))

− π, (3.32)

where we recall that k and χ∞ also depend on p and e [recall Eqs. (2.27) and (2.18)].

The self-force perturbation is obtained by taking the linear perturbation of (3.29) with
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respect to η at fixed {E∞, L∞}:

δϕ(1) =
∂

∂p

[
2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)]
p(1) +

∂

∂e

[
2k
√
p/eEl1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)]
e(1)

− 2

∫ χ∞

0
fE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′dχ+

2

M

∫ χ∞

0
fL(χ)

∫ χ

0
Fϕ(χ′)τχ′dχ

′dχ,

(3.33)

where all e, p, k, χ∞ are to take their geodesic values.

In the first line of Eq. (3.33) the coefficients of p(1) and e(1) can be written in terms of

incomplete elliptic integrals of the 1st and 2nd kinds, using the identities

∂El1(ϕ; k)

∂ϕ
=

1√
1− k sin2 ϕ

, (3.34)

∂El1(ϕ; k)

∂k
=

1

2k(k − 1)

[
k cosϕ sinϕ√

1− k sin2 ϕ
− (k − 1)El1(ϕ, k)− El2(ϕ, k)

]
, (3.35)

where

El2(ϕ; k) =

∫ ϕ

0
(1− k sin2 x)1/2dx, (3.36)

is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind. Substituting for p(1) and e(1) from

Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), the first line of (3.33) then takes the form

αE(e, p)E∞∆Ep + αL(e, p)L∞∆Lp/M
2, (3.37)

where, we find

αE =
2(p− 3− e2)p3/2

e2(p− 6 + 2e)2(p− 6− 2e)3/2

[
− (p− 6)(p− 6 + 2e)El1

(χ∞
2

;−k2
)

+ (p2 − 12p+ 12e2 + 36)El2
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
+

16e4 − (p− 6)2(p− 4) + 4e2(p2 − 11p+ 24)√
(e2 − 1)(p− 4)(p− 2e− 6)

]
,

(3.38)

αL =
2(p− 3− e2)

e2p3/2(p− 6 + 2e)2(p− 6− 2e)3/2
×[

(p− 6 + 2e)
[
(p− 2)(p− 6) + e2(p2 − 8p+ 24)− 4e4

]
El1
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
+
[
−(p− 2)(p− 6)2 − e2(p− 2)(p2 − 24) + 4e4(p− 6)

]
El2
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
+

√
(e2 − 1)(p− 4)

p− 6− 2e

[
−(p− 2)(p− 6)2 − 2e2(p− 4)(p+ 6) + 8e4

] ]
. (3.39)
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The second line of Eq. (3.33) involves double integrals of the self-force, which would

make evaluation inconvenient. We can do away with this using integration by parts. For

example, defining the functions

FE(χ) :=

∫ χ

χ∞

fE(χ′)dχ′, FL(χ) :=

∫ χ

χ∞

fL(χ′)dχ′, (3.40)

we have∫ χ∞

0
fE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′dχ =

(
FE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′
) ∣∣∣∣∣

χ∞

0

−
∫ χ∞

0
FE(χ′)Ft(χ′)τχ′dχ

′

= − lim
χ→0
FE(χ)

∫ χ

0
Ft(χ

′)τχ′dχ
′ −
∫ χ∞

0
FE(χ′)Ft(χ′)τχ′dχ

′.

(3.41)

Here we note that the limit χ→ 0 evaluates to zero: For χ� 1 we have fE ∼ 1/χ2 and

therefore FE ∼ 1/χ, but on the other hand Ft ∼ χ (with τχ a smooth function of χ),

so
∫ χ

0 Ft(χ
′)τχ′dχ′ vanishes at least as ∼ χ2. Similar considerations apply to the second

integral in the second line of (3.33), which therefore gives∫ χ∞

0
fL(χ)

∫ χ

0
Fϕ(χ′)τχ′dχ

′dχ = −
∫ χ∞

0
FL(χ′)Fϕ(χ′)τχ′dχ

′. (3.42)

Collecting the above results, we can write Eq. (3.33) in the form

δϕ(1) = αE(e, p)E∞∆Ep + αL(e, p)L∞/M2∆Lp

+ 2

∫ χ∞

0
[FE(χ)Ft(χ)−FL(χ)Fϕ(χ)/M ] τχdχ, (3.43)

or, recalling Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15),

δϕ(1) =

∫ χ∞

0
[GE(χ)Ft(χ)− GL(χ)Fϕ(χ)] τχdχ, (3.44)

where

GE(χ) = 2FE(χ) + αEE∞, GL(χ) = 2FL(χ)/M + αLL∞/M2. (3.45)

The functions FE(χ) and FL(χ), defined in Eqs. (3.40), can be written explicitly in

terms of incomplete Elliptic functions of the first and second kind. However, these are

cumbersome and we found it more practical to evaluate them numerically. The constants

αE and αL are given in Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) explicitly in terms of incomplete Elliptic

integrals.
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3.5 Self-force correction to δϕ: Method II

In the second method we avoid {e, p} and parametrise directly in terms of {E∞, L∞}
(or, equivalently, {v∞, b}). Integrations are done with respect to r instead of χ. The

derivation is somewhat simpler but the final result seems to be of comparable complexity.

For the geodesic orbit, the scatter angle is

δϕ(0) = 2

∫ ∞
Rmin

(ϕ̇/ṙ)dr − π = 2

∫ ∞
Rmin

H(r)√
r −Rmin

dr − π, (3.46)

with

H(r) := H(r;E,L) =
L√

(E2 − 1)r(r − r1)(r − r3)
, (3.47)

where we have used the relation (2.13). Recall that rp, r1, and r3 are roots of ṙ = 0

given in Eqs. (2.14). In this section we evaluate all radial integrals on the outbound leg

of the orbit, i.e. with ṙ > 0. For the SF-perturbed orbit, Eq. (3.46) still applies, but

with E, L, rp, r1 and r3 all becoming slow functions of r along the orbit: E → E(r),

L→ L(r), rp → r̃p(E(r), L(r)) and r1,3 → r̃1,3(E(r), L(r)). We use r̃p to distinguish this

function-along-the-orbit with the constant SF-perturbed value of the periastron distance

calculated in Section 3.2, rp = Rmin + ηr
(1)
p . We have the relation rp = r̃p(E(rp), L(rp)).

To obtain the perturbation δϕ(1) we need to vary the integral in (3.46) with respect to

η at fixed {E∞, L∞}, and for this we need to evaluate the derivative of the integral with

respect to E(r), L(r), rp and r1,3. Varying with respect to rp is subtle, because of the

singularity at the turning point. To overcome this complication, we first integrate by

parts:

δϕ = 4
√
r − r̃pH(r)

∣∣∣∞
Rmin

− 4

∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r − r̃p

dH(r)

dr
dr + 2

∫ ∞
Rmin

H(r)√
r − r̃p

dr̃p
dr

dr − π.

(3.48)

The function H(r) is bounded at r = Rmin, and falls off like r−3/2 at infinity, so the

surface terms in Eq. (3.48) vanish. We are left with

δϕ = − 4

∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r − r̃p

(
∂H

∂r
− η∂H

∂E

Ft(r)

ṙ
+ η

∂H

∂L

Fϕ(r)

ṙ

)
dr

+ 2η

∫ ∞
Rmin

H√
r − r̃p

(
−∂r̃p
∂E

Ft +
∂r̃p
∂L

Fϕ

)
dr

ṙ
− π, (3.49)

where ∂r is taken with fixed {E,L}, ∂E is taken with fixed {r, L}, and ∂L it taken with

fixed {r, E}. We have used dE/dr = ηd∆E/dr = −ηFt/ṙ and dL/dr = ηd∆L/dr =

ηFϕ/ṙ. The geodesic limit of this expression is

δϕ(0) = −4

∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

∂H0

∂r
dr − π, (3.50)
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where H0 := H(r, E∞, L∞) and Rmin(E∞, L∞) is the geodesic relation for rp given in

Eq. (2.14). It can be checked that this gives the same geodesic scatter angle as the

expression (3.32).

Varying δϕ in Eq. (3.49) with respect to η at fixed {E∞, L∞} we obtain

δϕ(1) = 2

∫ ∞
Rmin

1√
r −Rmin

∂H0

∂r

(
∂Rmin

∂E∞
∆E(r) +

∂Rmin

∂L∞
∆L(r)

)
dr

− 4

∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

(
∂2H0

∂r∂E∞
∆E(r) +

∂2H0

∂r∂L∞
∆L(r)

)
dr

+ 4

∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

(
∂H0

∂E∞

Ft(r)

ṙ
− ∂H0

∂L∞

Fϕ(r)

ṙ

)
dr

+ 2

∫ ∞
Rmin

H0√
r −Rmin

(
−∂Rmin

∂E∞
Ft +

∂Rmin

∂L∞
Fϕ

)
dr

ṙ
. (3.51)

The first two lines here involve double integrals of the self-force. These can be turned

into single integrals using integration by parts. For instance,∫ ∞
Rmin

1√
r −Rmin

∂H0

∂r
∆E(r)dr =

(∫ ∞
Rmin

1√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂r′
dr′
)

∆E

∣∣∣∣∞
Rmin

−
∫ ∞
Rmin

(∫ r

Rmin

1√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂r′
dr′
)(
−Ft
ṙ

)
dr

=
1

2

∫ ∞
Rmin

Gr(r)
Ft
ṙ
dr, (3.52)

where

Gr(r) := 2

∫ r

Rmin

1√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂r′
dr′. (3.53)

The surface terms in (3.52) both vanish: For r → Rmin, ∆E is bounded, as is ∂H0
∂r , so

the term goes like ∼ (r − Rmin)3/2 → 0. For r → ∞, the conservative SF for bound

motion behaves as Ft ∼ 1/r2 hence we expect that unbound orbits should fall off as at

least Ft ∼ 1/r2. This means that for the slowest fall-off ∆E(r) ∼ rFt ∼ 1/r, so the

surface term vanishes like 1/r at least.

Similarly, for the first term in the second line of (3.51) we write∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r∂E∞
∆E(r)dr =

(∫ r

Rmin

√
r′ −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r′∂E∞
dr′
)

∆E(r)

∣∣∣∣∞
Rmin

−
∫ ∞
Rmin

(∫ r

Rmin

√
r′ −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r′∂E∞
dr′
)(
−Ft
ṙ

)
dr.

(3.54)
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The surface term again vanishes. In the remaining term we apply another integration

by parts: ∫ r

Rmin

√
r′ −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r′∂E∞
dr′ =

√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂E∞
− 1

4
GE(r), (3.55)

where

GE(r) := 2

∫ r

Rmin

1√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂E∞
dr′. (3.56)

Equation (3.54) then becomes∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r∂E∞
∆E(r)dr =

∫ ∞
Rmin

(√
r −Rmin

∂H0

∂E∞
− 1

4
GE(r)

)
Ft
ṙ
dr. (3.57)

Similarly, we can write∫ ∞
Rmin

√
r −Rmin

∂2H0

∂r∂L∞
∆L(r)dr = −

∫ ∞
Rmin

(√
r −Rmin

∂H0

∂L∞
− 1

4
GL(r)

)
Fϕ
ṙ
dr,

(3.58)

with

GL(r) := 2

∫ r

Rmin

1√
r′ −Rmin

∂H0

∂L∞
dr′. (3.59)

With these substitutions, Eq. (3.51) becomes

δϕ(1) =

∫ ∞
Rmin

[
G̃E(r)Ft(r)− G̃L(r)Fϕ(r)

] dr
ṙ
, (3.60)

where

G̃E(r) =GE(r) +

(
Gr(r)−

2H0(r)√
r −Rmin

)
∂Rmin

∂E∞
, (3.61)

G̃L(r) =GL(r) +

(
Gr(r)−

2H0(r)√
r −Rmin

)
∂Rmin

∂L∞
. (3.62)

It should be possible to confirm that this expression is equivalent to Eq. (3.44). Note,

however, that we can not expect the corresponding G coefficients in the integrand to be in

agreement: G̃E(r(χ)) 6= GE(χ) and G̃L(r(χ)) 6= GL(χ). That’s because Eq. (3.60) differs

from Eq. (3.44) by some surface terms that are only zero if the self-force satisfies certain

vanishing conditions at the integration’s boundaries. However, the integrals should be

equal, assuming the self-force satisfies these conditions. In the next section we perform

a post-Minkowkian expansion on Eqs. (3.44) and (3.60) to confirm that the formulae

agree in the large-b limit.
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3.6 Post-Minkowskian expansion

We derive here expressions for δϕ(1) (in terms of the conservative self-force) through the

first subleading order in a PM (M/b) expansion for both Eqs. (3.44) and (3.60). This

allows us to compare the formulae and confirm that they produce the same results in

the large-b limit. In this section we replace v∞ with v for brevity.

3.6.1 δϕ(1): Method I

First, we copy relevant results from Section 2.5, restricted to first subleading order:

rp = b− M

v2
+O(b−1),

e = v2 b

M
+O(b−1),

p = v2 b2

M2
+O(b0),

χ∞ =
π

2
+
M

v2b
+O(b−3),

k =

√
M

b

[
2 + 2

M

b
+O(b−2)

]
. (3.63)

Expansions for El1
(
χ∞
2 ;−k2

)
and El2

(
χ∞
2 ;−k2

)
can now be obtained using the expan-

sion formulae (2.37) or (2.41), and the equivalent formulae for El2. We get

El1
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
=
π

4
+

M

4v2b

[
(2− π)v2 + 2

]
+

M2

16v2b2
[
(π − 8)v2 − 8

]
+O(b−3),

El2
(χ∞

2
;−k2

)
=
π

4
+

M

4v2b

[
(π − 2)v2 + 2

]
+

M2

16v2b2
[
(5π − 8)v2 + 8

]
+O(b−3).

(3.64)

Here we keep subsubleading terms, as it turns out they are needed for a subleading-order

calculation of αE and αL, due to a cancellation of the leading-order terms.

Using these expansions we obtain

GE(χ) =
2

v2E
cotχ+

6M

v2Eb
cscχ+O(b−2),

GL(χ) = − 2

vEb
cotχ− 2M(v2 + 2)

v3Eb2
cscχ+O(b−3), (3.65)

and

τχ =
b

vE
sec2 χ+

M

v3E
secχ(v2 − 2 sec2 χ) +O(b−1), (3.66)
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and substituting into (3.44) then gives

δϕ(1) =

∫ χ∞

0

[
2b

v3E2
+

M

v5E2
(v2 cos(2χ) + 7v2 − 4) secχ+O(b−1)

]
cscχ secχFt(χ) dχ

+

∫ χ∞

0

[
2

v2E2
+

2M

v2E2b
(secχ+ cosχ) +O(b−2)

]
cscχ secχFϕ(χ) dχ. (3.67)

The leading PM term is

δϕ
(1)
2PM =

4

v2E2

∫ π/2

0
[(b/v)Ft + Fϕ] dχ/ sin(2χ). (3.68)

Here care must be taken near the integration boundaries because of the ‘0/0’ singularities

there. Recall Ft ∼ χ for χ→ 0 and Ft ∼ π/2− χ for χ→ π/2, and similarly for Fϕ.

3.6.2 δϕ(1): Method II

Using the expansions for e and p and Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), we obtain

rp = b− M

v2
+O(b−1),

r1 = −b− M

v2
+O(b−1),

r3 = 2M +
8M3

v2b2
+O(b−4). (3.69)

From b = L/
√
E2 − 1 then also follows, at leading order,

∂Rmin

∂E
=
∂b(E,L)

∂E
= − b

v2E
,

∂Rmin

∂L
=
∂b(E,L)

∂L
=

1

vE
. (3.70)

Since for b � M we have r > rp ∼ −r1 ∼ b � r3, the function H0(r) takes the

leading-order form

H0 =
b

r
√
r + b

. (3.71)

The integral Gr(r) becomes

Gr(r) = 2

∫ r

b

1√
r′ − b

∂H0

∂r′
dr′ = −1

b

[
r2 + br − 2b2

r
√
r2 − b2

+ arctan
√

(r/b)2 − 1

]
, (3.72)
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and using (3.70) we also obtain the leading-order integrals

GE(r) = 2

∫ r

b

1√
r′ − b

∂H0

∂E
dr′ = − 1

v2E

[√
r − b
r + b

+ arctan
√

(r/b)2 − 1

]
,

GL(r) = 2

∫ r

b

1√
r′ − b

∂H0

∂L
dr′ =

1

vEb

[√
r − b
r + b

+ arctan
√

(r/b)2 − 1

]
. (3.73)

Finally, at leading order,

ṙ = vE
√

1− (b/r)2. (3.74)

Putting everything together in Eq. (3.61) we find

G̃E =
2b

v2E
√
r2 − b2

, G̃L = − 2

vE
√
r2 − b2

, (3.75)

and substituting in Eq. (3.60) finally gives

δϕ
(1)
2PM =

2

v2E2

∫ ∞
b

[(b/v)Ft + Fϕ]
r dr

r2 − b2 . (3.76)

It can be checked that Eqs. (3.68) and (3.76) are in agreement. To see this, note the

leading-order relations

cosχ =
b

r
, sinχ =

√
1− b2/r2,

dχ

dr
=

b

r
√
r2 − b2

, (3.77)

leading to
2dχ

sin(2χ)
=

rdr

r2 − b2 . (3.78)

3.6.3 Comparison with Gralla & Lobo [83] for a scalar field

Gralla & Lobo (GL) [83] consider a scalar charge q with mass µ moving in a straight line

in flat space. In Cartesian coordinates (t, x, y, z), the straight line is xµ = (t, b, 0, z(t)),

where z = vt =
√
r2 − b2. The four-velocity is uµ = E(1, 0, 0, v), where E = (1−v2)−1/2.

The charge now moves in the gravitational field of a mass M located at the centre of

coordinates (x = y = z = 0). There is a “small charge” assumption q2/(µb) � 1 and a

“weak-field” assumption M/(bv2)� 1.

To keep with our conventions established in the first paragraph of Section 3.1 we write

the self-force as µηFα, with η = q2/(µM), such that Fα is the self-acceleration per µ.

GL obtain the leading PM term of the full (dissipative and conservative) scalar-field
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self-acceleration experienced by the particle:

Fx = −2M

E
A3,

Fy = 0,

Fz = −2M

E
(E2vA1 +A2),

Ft = vFz, (3.79)

where

A3 =
Mvb

(
2r2v3 − rz(1 + 3v2)− (v2 − 3)vz2

)
2r(r − vz)5

. (3.80)

Expressions for A1 and A2 are given in Eqs. (39) and (40) of GL, but will not be needed

here. From this we obtain

Ft =
2Mv

E
(E2vA1 +A2), Fϕ =

2M

E
(zA3 − bE2vA1 − bA2), (3.81)

(the latter with the help of ∂ϕ
∂x = − z

r2
and ∂ϕ

∂z = x
r2

), and from this, in turn,

F := (b/v)Ft + Fϕ =
2M

E
zA3, (3.82)

[c.f. the integrand of Eq. (3.60)]. The conservative piece Fcons(z) = 1
2 [F (z)− F (−z)] is

given by

Fcons =
2M2bv2z

(
r6v2 + r4

(
10v4 − 8v2 − 1

)
z2 + 5r2v2

(
v4 − 4v2 + 2

)
z4 + v4

(
7− 4v2

)
z6
)

E (r2 − v2z2)5 .

(3.83)

We express Fcons as a function of r only using z =
√
r2 − b2, and then substitute in our

leading-PM formula (3.76). The integral can be evaluated analytically, and the result is

δϕ
(1)
2PM = −π

4

(
M

b

)2

, (3.84)

in complete agreement with Eq. (2) of GL.

This agreement between the PM expansions of Eqs. (3.44) and (3.60) with GL provides

a robust check of both formulae. In the rest of the thesis we focus on producing self-

force data needed to calculate the correction to the scatter angle for strong-field scatter

orbits.
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Chapter 4

Time-domain code development:

Scalar field

In the last chapter we determined the components required to calculate the first-order

conservative correction to the scatter angle. Here we start to develop the computational

infrastructure that would enable the calculation of the self-force components required

for the correction to the scatter angle. The feasibility of the proposed 1+1D method

is tested with a scalar-field toy model. We consider the vacuum case followed by a

point-particle on circular and hyperbolic orbits.

4.1 Multipole decomposition

The equation for a scalar field Ψ in a vacuum spacetime with metric gµν is given by

∇µ∇µΨ =
1√−g∂µ

(√−g ∂µΨ
)

= 0, (4.1)

where g is the determinant of gµν . The scalar field can be modally decomposed by

expanding in terms of spherical harmonics Y`m such that

Ψ =
1

r

∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

ψ`m(t, r)Y`m(θ, ϕ). (4.2)

We can show that in Schwarzschild spacetimes the radial and angular parts of the modal

decomposition separate. The angular part reduces to Y`m hence we can write[
− 1

fr
ψ,tt +

f

r
ψ,rr +

2M

r2
ψ,r −

1

r3

(
2M

r
+ `(`+ 1)

)
ψ

]
Y`m(θ, ϕ) = 0, (4.3)

where the `m subscripts on the field have been dropped for brevity. We can write

this in a simpler form using the null coordinates u = t − r∗ and v = t + r∗ where
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r∗ = r+ 2M ln[r/(2M)− 1] is the tortoise coordinate. Rewriting Eq. (4.3) gives a wave

equation of the form

ψ,uv + V (r)ψ = 0, (4.4)

where

V (r) :=
f

4r2

(
2M

r
+ `(`+ 1)

)
. (4.5)

Our convention is that when acting on a function of u and v, ∂u and ∂v are always taken

with fixed v and fixed u, respectively.

4.2 Vacuum implementation

Our numerical implementation is a simple finite-difference solver based on 1+1D char-

acteristic evolution in u, v coordinates. The numerical domain is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

We use a fixed characteristic mesh, with uniform grid-cell dimensions h×h, where h is a

small fraction of M (typically ∼M/10 to ∼M/100 in our test runs). Characteristic ini-

tial data are set on two initial rays u = u0 and v = v0 (see the figure). Specifically, we use

an artificial seed of a narrow Gaussian centred on the initial apex (u0, v0) = (0, 0). The

data is evolved using a finite-difference version of Eq. (4.4) that has a local discretisation

error of O(h4), leading to a quadratic convergence globally (i.e., the accumulated error

scales like h2). A detailed description of our scheme is provided in Appendix C.1. Our

code takes as input the modal numbers `, m, as well as a range of numerical parameters

such as h and the coordinate ranges, and returns the scalar field modes ψ`m(t, r).

Since our characteristic numerical domain has no timelike boundaries, there is no need

to impose boundary conditions, and no way to actively control violations away from

the desired retarded solution. This is not a problem when all “nonphysical” vacuum

solutions of the field equation decay at late time, but can become a problem when

there exist nonphysical solutions that fail to decay, or worse, grow at late time. One

purpose of this vacuum calculation is to check there are no nonphysical modes which

could contaminate future calculations.

Figure 4.2 demonstrates the behaviour of the vacuum scalar field ψ`m for various `,m

modes. The early time behaviour is reminiscent of the initial conditions. The next region

is the typical quasi normal mode decay of perturbed black hole spacetimes. These quasi

normal modes decay exponentially to leave a late time behaviour where the field falls

off as t−2`−3 [90,91]. This behaviour is exactly as expected hence we can conclude that

future implementations will not contain non-decaying nonphysical vacuum solutions.
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u = t � r⇤
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infinity”

<latexit sha1_base64="xmpRM+tc2594J2JI2GP0m0qvrVk=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrsSUG8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmfXmd7AsuQ7vHhQxKsf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M72Z+e8K1EbF6xCzhfkSHSoSCUbSS39MRESoUSmBW7pcqbtWdg6wTb0kqsESjX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6OdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Pn86Cm5sMqAhLG2pZDM1d8TOY2MyaLAdkYUR2bVm4n/ed0Uwxs/FypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZgmQgdCcocwsoUwLeythI6opQ5tT0Ybgrb68TlpXVa9WvX2oVeq1ZRwFOIcyXIIH11CHe2hAExg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+dj0brhLGfO4A+czx93gZHh</latexit>

“N
ull

<latexit sha1_base64="OYm2MPagqmtwkEYUk/c+13QCkdA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVgnorePEkFewHtkubTbNtaJJdkqxQlv4LLx4U8eq/8ea/MdvuQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7mNxkfvuJKs0i+WCmMfUFHkkWMoKNlR57SqDB4C7hvF+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSOSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTCZ4RLuWSiyo9tP5xTN0ZpUhCiNlSxo0V39PpFhoPRWB7RTYjPWyl4n/ed3EhFd+ymScGCrJYlGYcGQilL2PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2NDKtkQvOWXV0nrourVqtf3tUq9lsdRhBM4hXPw4BLqcAsNaAIBCc/wCm+Odl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcst5CS</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ot+/FyaYlsRihiCQ8DmCdejWvM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5nhQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+6rq1aq3zVqlXsvjKMIZnMMleHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPzaOM6g==</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the 1+1D characteristic grid used in our vacuum numerical
evolution of the scalar field ψ`m(t, r) outside a Schwarzschild black hole. The grid lines
are uniformly spaced in Eddington-Finlkelstein coordinates u, v. Initial conditions are
set on the rays u = u0 and v = v0. The evolution proceeds along successive u = const
rays.
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Figure 4.2: A plot of the vacuum scalar field ψ`m for various (`,m) modes. The data
shown is taken along a slice of constant r∗ = 0. The dashed lines (cons × t−3 and
cons× t−5) represent the expected decay rate of the ` = 0, 1 tails (respectively) and are
shown for reference. The (2, 0) data becomes dominated by numerical round-off error
before the late-time tail appears.
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4.3 Point-particle source

If we introduce a point-particle source SΨ then the scalar field equation takes the form

1√−g∂α
(√−g ∂αΨ

)
= −4πq

∫ ∞
−∞

1√−g δ
4
(
xµ − xµp (τ)

)
dτ =: SΨ, (4.6)

where q is the scalar charge of the particle, xµp (τ) := (tp(τ), R(τ), θp(τ), ϕp(τ)) is the

particle’s worldline, τ is proper time and δ4 is the four dimensional Dirac delta function

[92]. We can expand the source using the relation

δ (θ − θp) δ (ϕ− ϕp) =
∑
`,m

Y`m(θ, ϕ)Ȳ`m(θp, ϕp), (4.7)

and g = −r4 sin2 θ to give

SΨ = −4πq
∑
`,m

∫ ∞
−∞

δ (t− tp(τ)) δ (r −R(τ))
1

r2
Y`m(θ, ϕ)Ȳ`m(θp(τ), ϕp(τ)) dτ. (4.8)

We can evaluate the integral using the relation dτ = dt dτ/dt = dtfR(τ)/E where

fR(τ) := 1− 2M/R(τ). This gives the result

SΨ(τ) = −4πqfR(τ)

ER(τ)2
δ (r −R(τ))

∑
`,m

Y`m(θ, ϕ)Ȳ`m(θp(τ), ϕp(τ)). (4.9)

The scalar field can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics such that

Ψ =
2πq

r

∞∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

ψ`m(t, r)Y`m(θ, ϕ). (4.10)

Note the extra factor of 2πq relative to Eq. (4.2). We can utilise the orthogonality of

the spherical harmonics to remove the angular dependence of the equation to give the

result

ψ,uv + V ψ =
f2
R

2ER
δ (r −R) Ȳ`m(θp, ϕp). (4.11)

This is the form of the scalar field equation that we will implement in the following

sections.

In our point-particle implementations the domain gets split into two vacuum regions S<
and S> which are defined by r < R(t) and r > R(t) respectively. The boundary between

these regions is the 1D surface S which corresponds to the worldine of the particle (i.e.

r = R(t)). Figures 4.3 and 4.5 show the locations of S and S≷ within the numerical grid

for circular and scatter orbits respectively.
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4.4 Circular-orbit implementation

First we consider the simple bound case of a point-particle on an equatorial circular

orbit. This simplifies the problem by restricting the orbital parameters such that xµp =

(t, R, π/2,Ωt) where R is the (constant) radius and Ω :=
√
M/R3 is the orbital angular

velocity. In fact, we can remove all the time dependence when considering only the static

(m = 0) modes using the relation Ȳ`0(θp, ϕp) = Ȳ`0(θp, 0). In this case we can obtain

analytic solutions for Eq. (4.11) using Legendre polynomials of the first and second

kinds, denoted P` and Q` respectively. The solution can be written as

ψ = ArP` (ρ) Θ(r −R) +BrQ` (ρ) Θ(R− r), (4.12)

where Θ is the Heaviside step function, ρ := (r −M)/M and A, B are constants to be

determined. This form comes from the behaviour of each term in the asymptotic limits.

rP`(ρ) diverges at radial infinity but is finite at the horizon. Similarly, rQ`(ρ) diverges

at the horizon but is finite at radial infinity. The use of the Heaviside theta functions

ensures that we obtain the physically relevant finite solutions.

We can determine the values of the constants by substituting Eq. (4.12) into the field

equation (4.11) and comparing coefficients of the Heaviside and Dirac delta functions,

which gives

ARP` (ρR)−BRQ` (ρR) = 0, (4.13)

(ArP` (ρ)−BrQ` (ρ)),r

∣∣∣
R

= − 2

E
Ȳ`0(π/2, 0). (4.14)

Solving these equations gives the analytical solution as

ψ`0 = − 2

Er
Ȳ`0(π/2, 0)

Q` (ρR)P` (ρ) Θ(r −R) + P` (ρR)Q` (ρ) Θ(R− r)
P`,r (ρR)Q` (ρR)− P` (ρR)Q`,r (ρR)

. (4.15)

The non-static, m 6= 0, modes do not have known analytic solutions. For these, we

implement a numerical method to solve the scalar field equation (4.11) sourced by a

circular equatorial orbit. The basis of the numerical method is an extension of the

vacuum implementation detailed in Section 4.2. Here we choose the initial apex of the

grid (u, v) = (u0, v0) to correspond to the point (t, r) = (0, R). This ensures that the

particle passes directly through the cells centred on r = R and does not pass through any

other cells, henceforth known as vacuum cells, as shown in Figure 4.3. The characteristic

initial conditions are set such that ψ(u, v0) = ψ(u0, v) = 0 (i.e. all field values along

the initial rays are zero) and the evolution is purely sourced by the source of the field

equation. Our finite-difference scheme (detailed in Appendix C.2.1) has global quadratic

convergence. The code has inputs of the orbital radius R, modal numbers `, m (plus

various numerical parameters) and returns the scalar field modes ψ`m(t, r). We have
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produced two identical implementations, one in Mathematica and another in C++, to

enable cross-checks.

u = t � r⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="7vmfTWCbZ7Qhf6tbOAAcaSHBf1c=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIYEmkoB6EghePFewHtKFstpt26WYTdidCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXpBIYdB1v52V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dvv3Rw2DRxqhlvsFjGuh1Qw6VQvIECJW8nmtMokLwVjO6mfuuJayNi9YjjhPsRHSgRCkbRSq30Fi9077xXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHvVf66vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk+K3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ7NwJObVKn4SxtqWQzNTfExmNjBlHge2MKA7NojcV//M6KYbXfiZUkiJXbL4oTCXBmEx/J32hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtQkUbgrf48jJpXla8auXmoVquVfM4CnAMJ3AGHlxBDe6hDg1gMIJneIU3J3FenHfnY9664uQzR/AHzucPk3aPDA==</latexit>

v = t + r⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="N30lUUQwh4DRlc2gJa/ozRkxEoM=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCmFXAupBCHjxGME8IFnC7GQ2GTI7u8z0BkLIR3jxoIhXv8ebf+Mk2YMmFjQUVd10dwWJFAZd99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo4aJU814ncUy1q2AGi6F4nUUKHkr0ZxGgeTNYHg/85sjro2I1ROOE+5HtK9EKBhFKzVHd3ipuxfdYsktu3OQVeJlpAQZat3iV6cXszTiCpmkxrQ9N0F/QjUKJvm00EkNTygb0j5vW6poxI0/mZ87JWdW6ZEw1rYUkrn6e2JCI2PGUWA7I4oDs+zNxP+8dorhjT8RKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmv5Oe0JyhHFtCmRb2VsIGVFOGNqGCDcFbfnmVNK7KXqV8+1gpVStZHHk4gVM4Bw+uoQoPUIM6MBjCM7zCm5M4L86787FozTnZzDH8gfP5A5Hyjws=</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="WHcxd5tcDwz/WgrxCty9bm0uJqo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWz3bRrN5uwOxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZv7nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrNXFQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJuhnVKNgks9K/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3PjZ4tAZubDKkISxtqWQLNTfExmNjJlGge2MKI7NqjcX//N6KYY3fiZUkiJXbLkoTCXBmMy/JkOhOUM5tYQyLeythI2ppgxtNiUbgrf68jppX1W9WvW2WavUa3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYw4PAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kD39OM9g==</latexit>

r⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="auPW0zfzX1g4x30ltVDZfhcq50s=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPJRECuqt4MVjRfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+CFw+KePUXefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdQKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEaBwHYwvp357SdUmsfy0UwS9CM6lDzkjBorPaj+Rb9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+6pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY3GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcamU7IheMsvr5LWZdWrVW/ua5V6LY+jCCdwCufgwRXU4Q4a0AQGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz/3i42R</latexit>

u
=

u 0

<latexit sha1_base64="g7a6cdpKcbGemzlrn4weqb7JYMU=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0JqAch4MVjBDcJJEuYncwmQ2Znl3kIYck3ePGgiFc/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RZng2njeN1pb39jc2i7tlHf39g8OK0fHLZ1aRVlAU5GqTkQ0E1yywHAjWCdTjCSRYO1ofDfz209MaZ7KRzPJWJiQoeQxp8Q4KbC3tu/1K1Wv5s2BV4lfkCoUaPYrX71BSm3CpKGCaN31vcyEOVGGU8Gm5Z7VLCN0TIas66gkCdNhPj92is+dMsBxqlxJg+fq74mcJFpPksh1JsSM9LI3E//zutbE12HOZWYNk3SxKLYCmxTPPscDrhg1YuIIoYq7WzEdEUWocfmUXQj+8surpHVZ8+u1m4d6tVEv4ijBKZzBBfhwBQ24hyYEQIHDM7zCG5LoBb2jj0XrGipmTuAP0OcPX3iOYA==</latexit>

v
=

v
0

<latexit sha1_base64="oeAOE6Z57Mm68ynEhAwCrye4u6U=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoB6EghePFUxbaEPZbKft0s0m7G4KJfQ3ePGgiFd/kDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeWEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVPHqWLos1jEqh1SjYJL9A03AtuJQhqFAlvh+H7utyaoNI/lk5kmGER0KPmAM2qs5E/uJj23V664VXcBsk68nFQgR6NX/ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5yYmyKgynAmclbqpxoSyMR1ix1JJI9RBtjh2Ri6s0ieDWNmShizU3xMZjbSeRqHtjKgZ6VVvLv7ndVIzuAkyLpPUoGTLRYNUEBOT+eekzxUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtPyYbgrb68TppXVa9WvX2sVeq1PI4inME5XIIH11CHB2iADww4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH2KGjmI=</latexit>

“E
ve

nt

<latexit sha1_base64="dBdjYCpzbDhHsaX+eWS2Gizajok=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIQd0VRHBZwT5gOrSZNNOGJpkhyRTK0M9w40IRt36NO//GtJ2Fth4IHM65h9x7woQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTlo5TRWiTxDxWnRBrypmkTcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+G7utydUaRbLJzNNaCDwULKIEWys5HeVQP3+/YRK0ytX3Kq7AFonXk4qkKPRK391BzFJhc0SjrX2PTcxQYaVYYTTWambappgMsZD6lsqsaA6yBYrz9CFVQYoipV90qCF+juRYaH1VIR2UmAz0qveXPzP81MT3QQZk0lqqCTLj6KUIxOj+f1owBQlhk8twUQxuysiI6wwMbalki3BWz15nbSuql6tevtYq9RreR1FOINzuAQPrqEOD9CAJhCI4Rle4c0xzovz7nwsRwtOnjmFP3A+fwDxUpED</latexit>

ho
riz

on
”

<latexit sha1_base64="WWxSD9mFgp4lc8u0oLs7e+Y4tTc=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9iVgHoLePEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMo9lZlaIS37DiwdFvPoz3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pG5VqQltEcaW7ETaUM0lblllOu4mmWEScdqLJ7dzvPFJtmJIPdprQUOCRZDEj2Dqp39cCjZVmT0pWBuWqX/MXQOskyEkVcjQH5a/+UJFUUGkJx8b0Aj+xYYa1ZYTTWamfGppgMsEj2nNUYkFNmC1unqFzpwxRrLQradFC/T2RYWHMVESuU2A7NqveXPzP66U2vg4zJpPUUkmWi+KUI6vQPAA0ZJoSy6eOYKKZuxWRMdaYWBdTyYUQrL68TtqXtaBeu7mvVxv1PI4inEEFLiCAK2jAHTShBQQSeIZXePNS78V79z6WrQUvnzmFP/A+fwC7FJF2</latexit>

infinity”

<latexit sha1_base64="xmpRM+tc2594J2JI2GP0m0qvrVk=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCB4CrsSUG8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZDZmfXmd7AsuQ7vHhQxKsf482/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M72Z+e8K1EbF6xCzhfkSHSoSCUbSS39MRESoUSmBW7pcqbtWdg6wTb0kqsESjX/rqDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6OdUo2CST4u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Pn86Cm5sMqAhLG2pZDM1d8TOY2MyaLAdkYUR2bVm4n/ed0Uwxs/FypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZgmQgdCcocwsoUwLeythI6opQ5tT0Ybgrb68TlpXVa9WvX2oVeq1ZRwFOIcyXIIH11CHe2hAExg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+dj0brhLGfO4A+czx93gZHh</latexit>

“N
ull

<latexit sha1_base64="OYm2MPagqmtwkEYUk/c+13QCkdA=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVgnorePEkFewHtkubTbNtaJJdkqxQlv4LLx4U8eq/8ea/MdvuQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7mNxkfvuJKs0i+WCmMfUFHkkWMoKNlR57SqDB4C7hvF+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSOSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTCZ4RLuWSiyo9tP5xTN0ZpUhCiNlSxo0V39PpFhoPRWB7RTYjPWyl4n/ed3EhFd+ymScGCrJYlGYcGQilL2PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2NDKtkQvOWXV0nrourVqtf3tUq9lsdRhBM4hXPw4BLqcAsNaAIBCc/wCm+Odl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcst5CS</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="3Ot+/FyaYlsRihiCQ8DmCdejWvM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOl5nhQrrhVdwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+6rq1aq3zVqlXsvjKMIZnMMleHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPzaOM6g==</latexit>

S<

<latexit sha1_base64="6+HBXh9d+ND9kdna7RYOYollMYM=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKooKHgBePEc0DkjXMTjrJkNnZdWZWCEt+wosHRbz6O978GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4gF18Z1v53c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9U9zdq+soUQxrLBKRagZUo+ASa4Ybgc1YIQ0DgY1geD3xG0+oNI/kvRnF6Ie0L3mPM2qs1GwzKsjdw1WnWHLL7hRkkXgZKUGGaqf41e5GLAlRGiao1i3PjY2fUmU4EzgutBONMWVD2seWpZKGqP10eu+YHFmlS3qRsiUNmaq/J1Iaaj0KA9sZUjPQ895E/M9rJaZ34adcxolByWaLeokgJiKT50mXK2RGjCyhTHF7K2EDqigzNqKCDcGbf3mR1E/K3mn58va0VDnL4sjDARzCMXhwDhW4gSrUgIGAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9Za87JZvbhD5zPHyy0j2I=</latexit>

S>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ag0yFdnYDizyzxSynChwK/fJDnw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKol4k4MVjRPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2nZkVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf36jpKFMMai0SkmgHVKLjEmuFGYDNWSMNAYCMYXk/8xhMqzSN5b0Yx+iHtS97jjBorNduMCnL3cNUpltyyOwVZJF5GSpCh2il+tbsRS0KUhgmqdctzY+OnVBnOBI4L7URjTNmQ9rFlqaQhaj+d3jsmR1bpkl6kbElDpurviZSGWo/CwHaG1Az0vDcR//Naield+CmXcWJQstmiXiKIicjkedLlCpkRI0soU9zeStiAKsqMjahgQ/DmX14k9ZOyd1q+vD0tVc6yOPJwAIdwDB6cQwVuoAo1YCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352PWmnOymX34A+fzBy+8j2Q=</latexit>
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of the 1+1D characteristic grid used in our circular orbit numerical
evolution of the scalar field ψ`m(t, r) outside a Schwarzschild black hole. The grid is
centred along the worldline S corresponding to r = R (dashed). S≷ are the vacuum
regions of the numerical domain with r ≷ R.

Figure 4.4 shows the behaviour of the field ψ`m along the particle’s worldline, chosen

to be at r∗ = 9M . Early time results are dominated by junk radiation from non-

physical initial conditions. This radiation behaves in the same way as the compact

vacuum perturbations discussed previously hence we expect a t−2`−3 decay. The late-

time behaviour of the field approaches the true solution. This is explicitly shown for the

static modes in Figure 4.4 where the numerical data tends to the analytic solutions.
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Figure 4.4: A plot of the scalar field ψ`m for the circular orbit case showing various
(`,m) modes. The data shown is taken along the particle’s wordline at constant r∗ =
9M . Dashed lines represent the analytic solutions of the static modes as determined
by Eq. (4.15). The early part of the data is contaminated by initial junk radiation,
and it is to be discarded. The junk radiation decays away quicker for increasing ` as
expected. The inset shows a detail from the ψ20 (blue) curve for a sequence of runs
with decreasing grid spacing, h =

{
1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32

}
M . Notice how the runs converge towards

the analytic solution with increasing resolution.

4.5 Hyperbolic-orbit implementation

Here we extend our implementation to be able to calculate the scalar field for unbound

orbits. The primary difference between this and the circular orbit case is the trajectory

of the particle through the numerical domain. The 1D worldline S no longer passes

directly through the vertices of the cells, as shown in Figure 4.5. The particle’s trajectory

is calculated through integration of the geodesic equations of motion (2.1) – (2.3) with

initial conditions R(t = 0) = Rmin and ϕp(t = −∞) = 0 and is then used to determine

which cells the particle enters. This information is fed into the numerical evolution as

the entry and exit coordinates of the wordline through each particle cell and is applied

through the finite-difference scheme detailed in Appendix C.2.2. The numerical domain

is constructed such that the evolutions starts with the initial apex at the point R = Rinit

(a user input) and finishes when the particle returns to R = Rinit after being scattered.

The code takes as inputs the modal numbers `, m, orbital parameters v∞, b, various

numerical parameters (including Rinit) and returns the scalar field modes ψ`m(t, r).

A more detailed version of the numerical algorithm (as applied to the gravitational case)

is presented in Section 8.2.1.
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Figure 4.5: Sketch of the 1+1D characteristic grid used in our scatter orbit numerical
evolution of the scalar field ψ`m(t, r) outside a Schwarzschild black hole. The grid is
centred along the maximal value of the particle’s radius within the numerical domain
r = Rinit.

For the numerical demonstration to be presented below we have picked a sample strong-

field scatter geodesic with

v∞ = 0.2, b = 21M, (4.16)

corresponding to

Rmin ' 4.98228M, E ' 1.02062, L ' 4.28661M,

e ' 1.1948, p ' 10.9351, δϕ ' 301◦. (4.17)

The orbit is depicted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the behaviour of the field ψ`m(t, r) along the worldline of the

particle, for a sample of `,m values. The evolution begins (and ends) when the particle

is at Rinit = 100M . We have performed convergence tests to confirm that our code

exhibits a quadratic global convergence rate in h, as it is designed to do. An example is

shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: The sample scatter geodesic orbit used for our numerical illustration,
with parameters given in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17). The orbit is plotted in the equatorial
plane using Cartesian-like coordinates (x, y) = (r cosϕ, r sinϕ). The location of the
innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) is shown for reference. The deflection angle of
this strong-field orbit is δϕ ' 301◦.
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Figure 4.7: The scalar field ψ`m along the particle’s worldline for the orbit shown
in Figure 4.6 for a sample of (`,m) modes. Here we show |ψ`m(t, R(t))| as a function
of time t (lower scale) and orbital radius R (upper scale). The periastron location at
t = 0 is indicated with a vertical line. The early part of the data is contaminated by
initial junk radiation, and is to be discarded.
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Figure 4.8: Convergence test for the (`,m) = (2, 2) numerical solution. The inset
shows a detail from the |ψ22| (blue) curve in Figure 4.7, for a sequence of runs with
decreasing grid spacing, h =

{
1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32

}
M . The main plot quantifies the convergence

rate: It shows the ratio R := |ψ8 − ψ16| / |ψ16 − ψ32| as a function of t along the orbit,
where a subscript ‘8’ (e.g.) denotes a calculation with grid spacing h = M/8. A ratio
of R = 4 is indicative of quadratic convergence.

Figure 4.9 illustrates how, reassuringly, the “clean” part of the data appears to be

insensitive to the value of Rinit, up to a small decaying difference. The decay rate of

compact vacuum perturbations at late time t � |r∗| is given to leading order in M/t

and M/u by

ψ ∝ 1

t2`+3
rP` (ρ) , (4.18)

where we recall P` is the Legendre polynomial of the first kind and ρ = (r−M)/M [91].

We are interested in the late-time behaviour along the worldline r = R ∝ t hence we

can expand the Legendre polynomial to give P`(ρ) ∝ r` and can write

ψ ∝ 1

t`+2
. (4.19)

As the figure demonstrates, this is the decay rate we see in the difference of the field

calculated using different values of Rinit. This means that we can use Rinit as a control

parameter enabling us to evaluate the level of residual contamination from initial junk.
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Figure 4.9: Numerical results for |ψ22| on the particle’s worldline, as calculated with
Rinit = 100M (blue) and with Rinit = 200M (orange). The comparison illustrates how,
reassuringly, the “clean” portion of the data is insensitive to Rinit, up to a small error
that dies off in time. The inset displays the relative difference between the two curves,
showing a t−4 fall-off at late time, consistent with the theoretically predicted decay
rate.
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Chapter 5

Scalar self-force on hyperbolic

orbits

In this chapter we calculate first-of-their-kind results for the scalar self-force for a hy-

perbolic orbit. We then present preliminary results for the calculation of the self-force

correction to the scatter angle.

The equation of motion for a particle with mass µ and scalar charge q is given by

µ
D2xµp
dτ2

= Fµ, (5.1)

where we recall τ is the proper time, D/dτ := uµ∇µ is the covariant derivative along the

worldline xp, which has an associated four-velocity uµ = dxµp/dτ . We obtain the scalar

self-force Fµ via

Fµ = q2 (δµν + uµuν) F̃ ν , (5.2)

where F̃ν is constructed from the gradient of the scalar field using mode-sum regulari-

sation, as follows.

First, we introduce the `-mode contribution

F̃ full
µ` := 2π

∑̀
m=−`

∇µ
(

1

r
ψ`m(t, r)Y`m(θ, ϕ)

) ∣∣∣∣∣
xp

. (5.3)

Note that this is only defined along the worldline of the particle. Ref. [40] showed that

we can perform mode-sum regularisation at the level of this new function:

F̃µ =

∞∑
`=0

[
F̃ full
µ` − F̃ [−1]

µ L−1 − F̃ [0]
µ − F̃ [2]

µ L2 − F̃ [4]
µ L4 − F̃ [6]

µ L6 −O
(
`−8
)]
, (5.4)
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where we recall L−1 = 2`+ 1 and define

L2 :=
1

(2`− 1)(2`+ 3)
, L4 :=

1

(2`− 3)(2`− 1)(2`+ 3)(2`+ 5)
,

L6 :=
1

(2`− 5)(2`− 3)(2`− 1)(2`+ 3)(2`+ 5)(2`+ 7)
. (5.5)

The first few regularisation parameters are given by

F̃
[−1]
t =

±EṘ
2fR(L2 +R2)

, F̃ [−1]
r = − ±E

2fR(L2 +R2)
,

F̃
[0]
t =

ERṘ

LfRπ
√
L2 +R2

(K − E), F̃ [0]
ϕ =

ERṘ

fRπ (L2 +R2)3/2
(K − 2E),

F̃ [0]
r =

(
2E2R2 − fR(L2 +R2)

)
E −

(
E2R2 + fR(L2 +R2)

)
K

fRRπ (L2 +R2)3/2
, (5.6)

with

K := El1

(
π

2
;

L2

L2 +R2

)
, E := El2

(
π

2
;

L2

L2 +R2

)
. (5.7)

We recall that E and L are the energy and angular momentum of the orbit (respectively),

R(t) is the radial coordinate of the orbit, fR = 1−2M/R, El1 and El2 are the incomplete

elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respectively [c.f. Eqs. (2.28) and (3.36)] and

an overdot represents a derivative with respect to t. The ± sign in the expressions

for F̃
[−1]
t and F̃

[−1]
r corresponds to whether the derivative of the field at the worldline

[as used in Eq. (5.3)] is taken in S> (+) or S< (−). The higher-order regularisation

parameters are cumbersome so we refer the reader to Section V.C. of Ref. [93] or the

RegularizationParameters package of the Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit [94].

5.1 Sample results

The results displayed here are constructed from the data presented in Section 4.5 for

the orbit shown in Figure 4.6 with parameters given in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17). The SF

was calculated using Eqs. (5.2) – (5.4) with scalar field modes up to ` = 18. We investi-

gated how the solution converged when using high-order regularisation parameters. An

example is shown in Figure 5.1. The results initially converge quicker with an increasing

number of regularisation parameters until there is a plateau. This suggests that there

is another source of dominant error in the data and using regularisation parameters of

even higher-order will not improve the accuracy of the results.
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Figure 5.1: The regularised radial derivative of the scalar field F̃ `
r as a function of

` for a hyperbolic orbit. The data converges quicker with ` when additional analytic

regularisation parameters are subtracted. The data fails to converge when using F
[n≥2]
r

due to other dominant errors in the data.

Figure 5.2 shows the behaviour of the non-zero components of the regularised self-force.

Notable features include (i) the small lag between the peak of the field and the periastron

passage and (ii) the small undulation in the field amplitude not long after periastron

passage. The periastron lag has been observed before in calculations along eccentric

orbits (see, e.g., [95]); it is attributed to the effect of “tail” contributions to the self-

field, which peak in amplitude soon after periastron. The undulation, we suggest, is a

weak manifestation of the quasinormal-mode excitation phenomenon observed in self-

field calculations for highly eccentric orbits [96, 97]. Both features are associated with

“tail” contributions to the self-field, and are less visible at larger `, where the “direct”

part of the field is more dominant. We have not conducted here a more detailed study

of the above physical features.
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Figure 5.2: Numerical results for the regularised scalar self-force Ft (top), Fr (middle),
and Fϕ (bottom) for the orbit shown in Figure 4.6 as a function of time t (lower scale)
and orbital radius R (upper scale). The periastron location at t = 0 is indicated with
a vertical line. The insets show the same data rescaled by a factor (R/M)3. The
force exhibits the lagging peak and post-periastron undulation features discussed in the
text. The multiplication by (R/M)3 makes the undulation features more prominent
compared with the main plots.
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5.2 Correction to the scatter angle

With the scalar SF results we can now calculate the conservative scatter angle correction

δϕ(1) using either of Eqs. (3.44) or (3.60). For clarity we denote the correction calculated

with method I (3.44) as δϕ
(1)
I and with method II (3.60) as δϕ

(1)
II .

In order to perform the calculation we must obtain the conservative part of the SF using

F cons
α (t) =

1

2
[Fα(t)− Fα(−t)] , F cons

r (t) =
1

2
[Fr(t) + Fr(−t)] , (5.8)

for α = t, ϕ. We now have the necessary inputs to calculate the SF correction to the

scatter angle using either of Eqs. (3.44) or (3.60).

Table 5.1 shows the value of the correction to the scatter angle for a variety of orbits.

The results show that there is good agreement between the values as calculated using

methods I and II. Figure 5.3 gives a graphical representation of the same data. There is

a clear blow up of values (which scales as ∼ 1/b3) near the critical value of the impact

parameter bcrit. This is not unexpected as the orbit penetrates deeper into the strong-

field for an increased amount of time as b → bcrit, hence we expect a larger correction.

The inset plot of Figure 5.3 shows that our results do not match well with the PM results.

However, our results do seem to be tending towards the PM value as we approach the

large-b regime.

b/M Rmin/M δϕ(0) δϕ
(1)
I δϕ

(1)
II

∣∣∣(δϕ(1)
II − δϕ

(1)
I

)
/δϕ

(1)
II

∣∣∣
20.383 3.89720 13.8325 −319.307 −319.043 0.0827%
20.4 4.01885 9.93644 −17.3432 −17.3474 0.0244%
21 4.98228 5.25737 −0.535591 −0.535503 0.0164%
22 5.95946 4.05494 −0.199893 −0.199869 0.0120%
24 7.64287 3.11464 −0.081656 −0.081661 0.00612%
26 9.25543 2.63589 −0.045992 −0.0460113 0.0419%
28 10.8670 2.32189 −0.0293214 −0.0292618 0.204%
30 12.4959 2.09184 −0.0201692 −0.0201483 0.104%
35 16.6697 1.70280 −0.0091889 −0.0092003 0.124%
40 20.9833 1.44954 −0.0048744 −0.0048748 0.00821%

Table 5.1: Results for the conservative scalar self-force correction to the scatter angle

calculated using methods I (δϕ
(1)
I ) and II (δϕ

(1)
II ) as detailed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5

respectively. All of the orbits shown have v∞ = 0.2. We show the geodesic values of
the periastron Rmin and scatter angle δϕ(0) as well as the relative difference between
the results of the two methods for reference. Recall that the full scatter angle is given
by δϕ = δϕ(0) + ηδϕ(1) +O

(
η2
)

[c.f. Eq. (3.31)].

To explore the PM regime we need to satisfy the assumption v2
∞b� 1, however, this is

extremely computational expensive. The evolution time of our scalar field code gradually

increases with larger Rmin and/or larger v∞. In large-Rmin runs we are penalised by the

longer evolution time, and in the large-v∞ case the slower decay of initial junk along
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Figure 5.3: The conservative scalar self-force correction to the scatter angle for the

orbits shown in Table 5.1. Here we show |δϕ(1)
II /δϕ

(0)| as a function of impact parameter
b. The vertical line represents the critical value of b at which the orbit is marginally

bound bcrit = 20.382M . The inset plot shows the first-order correction |δϕ(1)
II | scaled

by (b/M)2 as a function of b − bcrit. The red dashed line represents the 2PM solution

δϕ
(1)
2PM = −π/(2b)2 of Gralla & Lobo [83]. The data decays as a 1/b3 power law, as

shown by the black dashed reference line.

the orbit requires a larger value of Rinit (and again a longer run). We estimate that a

run with (v∞, b) = (0.5, 400M) [corresponding to v2
∞b = 100] would take timescales of

months to years with our current capabilities. Our code is far from being optimal so

the computational burden could be drastically reduced with appropriate computational

techniques. An alternative method would be to use approximate initial conditions to

reduce the amplitude of the junk radiation and thus the time they need to decay. This

could be achieved by performing an initial low resolution run from which we extract the

required initial conditions that feed into a high resolution run.

We performed some tests to determine the dominant source of numerical error. Table

5.2 shows the values of the corrections as calculated for the orbital parameters given in

Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), whose orbit is depicted in Figure 4.6. The largest difference, by

over a magnitude, is when we increase the size of the numerical domain (i.e. increase

Rinit), due to the large-R contributions of the SF. One possibility to reduce the error

would be to simply increase the value of Rinit in our numerical runs. However, this

would come with a large computational cost as the runtime of the code scales as ∼ R2
init.

An alternative method would be to fit an analytic tail to the SF data such that we can

extended our SF results to the limit R→∞ and thus perform the entire integrals (3.44)

or (3.60). Preliminary tests show that adding the analytic tail alters the result of the

correction to the scatter angle by ∼ 3%. We use this value as a tentative estimate of

the error bar on our results for δϕ(1).
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lmax M/h Rinit/M δϕ
(1)
II Rel diff

15 128 100 −0.535503 -

18 128 100 −0.535564 0.0114%

15 256 100 −0.53527 0.0435%

15 128 150 −0.541908 1.20%

Table 5.2: The conservative self-force correction to the scatter angle using a variety
of numerical parameters for the orbit shown in Figure 4.6. The numerical parameters
shown are maximum modal number calculated lmax, grid spacing h, and initial radius
of the particle in the numerical domain Rinit. The correction to the scatter angle was
calculated using method II as described in Section 3.5. In the last column we show the

relative difference in the values of δϕ
(1)
II relative to the top row results, for reference.

These results present a significant step in the calculation of the scatter angle correct

to first order in the mass ratio. We have successfully implemented both methods for

calculating the SF correction to the scatter angle and shown that they produce the same

results. With this numerical framework in place the only requirement for the calculation

of the gravitational SF correction to the scatter angle is the SF along a scatter orbit. We

continue by extending our 1+1D scalar field solver to be able to calculate gravitational

perturbations.
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Chapter 6

Time-domain reconstruction of

the metric perturbation: Vacuum

We now move on from the scalar toy model and tackle the gravitational case. We start

by reviewing vacuum metric reconstruction and then formulate an evolution scheme for

the vacuum no-string Hertz potential in 1 + 1-dimensions. A numerical implementation

shows that there are non-physical modes which quickly dominate the results. We discuss

their cause and suggest several ways to mitigate the modes including a transform to a

Regge-Wheeler-like equation.

6.1 Metric reconstruction in a radiation gauge

In this section we review essential results concerning the reconstruction of vacuum metric

perturbations from curvature scalars first prescribed by Chrzanowski [57] and Cohen and

Kegeles [58], but we follow here the concise presentation by Wald [98]. From a certain

point we will specialise to a Schwarzschild background, introducing a decomposition of

the various fields into multipole modes, but refraining from a further frequency-mode

decomposition and instead remaining in the time domain. Our purpose here is to remind

readers of the relevant theory, introduce notation, and set up the relevant technical

background for the rest of the analysis.

We adopt the Kinnersley null tetrad eαa = {`α, nα,mα, m̄α} [see Eq. (A.1)], where

boldface Roman indices run over 1, . . . , 4 and denote tetrad components such that

Aa := eαaAα. The legs eαa are all mutually orthogonal except for `αnα = −1 and

mαm̄α = 1. An overbar denotes complex conjugation. (Covariant) directional deriva-

tives along the tetrad legs are denoted D` = `α∇α, Dn = nα∇α, Dm = mα∇α and

Dm̄ = m̄α∇α (corresponding to the more customary but less transparent D, ∆, δ and
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δ̄, respectively). In what follows hatted sans-serif symbols (Ê, T̂, . . .) represent linear

differential operators on tensors.

Suppose hαβ is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equation linearised about the Kerr

metric (1.5) which we recall has the form

Êh := δG(h) = 0. (6.1)

Here δGµν is the linearised Einstein tensor, thought of as a differential operator Ê acting

on hαβ, and we have omitted tensorial indices for brevity. To this perturbation there

correspond Weyl curvature scalars Ψ0 =: Ψ+ and %−4Ψ4 =: Ψ− [see Eq. (A.3); % = −1/r

for Schwarzschild]. Ψ± are derived from hαβ via

T̂±h = Ψ±, (6.2)

where the operators T̂± are given explicitly in Eqs. (A.4). Let Ŝ± be the operators that

take the linearised Einstein equation into the Teukolsky equations with spins ±2 such

that

Ŝ±Êh = Ô±Ψ±, (6.3)

where Ô± is the Teukolsky operator given in Eqs. (A.6) and Ŝ± can be read off the

source side of the Teukolsky equation (A.5); these operators are given explicitly in Eqs.

(A.9) and (A.10). From (6.2) and (6.3) there follows the operator identity

Ŝ±Ê = Ô±T̂±. (6.4)

Now let Φ± be (any) solution of the adjoint1 vacuum Teukolsky equation,

Ô†±Φ±(= Ô∓Φ±) = 0. (6.5)

Noting Ê is self-adjoint (Ê = Ê†), we then have

ÊŜ†±Φ± = (Ŝ±Ê)†Φ± = (Ô±T̂±)†Φ± = T̂†±Ô
†
±Φ± = 0, (6.6)

where in the second equality we have used Eq. (6.4). Thus h± := Ŝ†±Φ± are (complex-

valued) solutions of the vacuum Einstein equation. A real-valued reconstructed solution

is given by

hrec
± := Re Ŝ†±Φ±. (6.7)

The explicit form of the reconstruction operator Ŝ†± is given in Eqs. (A.12). It returns

hrec
+ in an ingoing radiation gauge (IRG) and hrec

− in an outgoing radiation gauge (ORG)

1For a linear operator L̂ taking an n-rank tensor field φ to an m-rank tensor field ψ, the adjoint L̂†

takes ψ to φ and satisfies (L̂†ψ)φ = ψ(L̂φ) (up to a divergence of an arbitrary vector field).
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which obey the relations

hrec+
1β = 0 (IRG), hrec−

2β = 0 (ORG), (6.8)

with both perturbations being traceless.

For hrec
+ and hrec

− to each reproduce the original perturbation h, we must have T̂±hrec
+ =

Ψ± and T̂±hrec
− = Ψ±, leading to

T̂±Re Ŝ†+Φ+ = Ψ± (IRG), (6.9)

T̂±Re Ŝ†−Φ− = Ψ± (ORG). (6.10)

These are the fourth-order “inversion” equations. A Hertz potential Φ+ satisfying both

the adjoint Teukolsky equation (6.5) and either of the two inversion relations (6.9) or

(6.10) will reproduce h up to some perturbation ∆h+ that is in the Kernel of T̂+; and a

Hertz potential Φ− satisfying both (6.5) and either of the two inversion relations (6.9)

or (6.10) will reproduce h up to some perturbation ∆h− that is in the Kernel of T̂−.

That is,

h = hrec
± + ∆h±, (6.11)

where

T̂±∆h± = 0. (6.12)

Wald [99] explored the Kernel of T̂±, and hence the space of ∆h±, for vacuum pertur-

bations in Kerr. He found that ∆h± is spanned by pure gauge perturbations (which

are also in the Kernel of Ê), in addition to exactly four types of stationary and axi-

ally symmetric (algebraically-special) vacuum perturbations: a mass perturbation, an

angular-momentum perturbation, and perturbations away from Kerr into the Kerr–NUT

or the C-metric solutions.

6.2 1+1D evolution scheme for the Hertz potential in vac-

uum

From this point onwards we specialise to a Schwarzschild background. The Schwarzschild

reduction of the Teukolsky equation with s = ±2 is sometimes known as the Bardeen–

Press equation. Here we refer to it as the Bardeen–Press–Teukolsky (BPT) or Teukolsky

equation interchangeably.

6.2.1 Multipole decomposition

As with the scalar case, we perform a multipole decomposition of the Hertz potential

to get the Teukolsky equation in a 1+1D form. We recall the IRG fields Φ+ and ORG
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fields Φ− have spin weights s = −2 and s = +2 respectively. We thus expand Φ± in

s = ∓2 spin-weighted spherical harmonics such that

Φ± =
∆±2

r

∞∑
`=2

∑̀
m=−`

φ`m± (t, r)∓2Y`m(θ, ϕ), (6.13)

The normalisation factor ∆±2/r, where ∆ := r(r−2M), is introduced (following [87]) to

regulate the behaviour of the time-radial fields φ`m± at infinity and on the horizon. It is

such that the physical (point-particle) solutions (satisfying physical boundary solutions)

generally approach constant nonzero values at both ends. A more involved discussion of

this choice of normalisation is discussed in Section 6.2.3. The spherical basis functions

±2Y`m can be derived from standard spherical harmonics Y`m(θ, ϕ) via

±2Y`m =

√
(`− 2)!

(`+ 2)!

[
∂2Y`m
∂θ2

−
(

cos θ ± 2m

sin θ

)
∂Y`m
∂θ

+

(
m2 ± 2m cos θ

sin2 θ

)
Y`m

]
. (6.14)

They satisfy the differential equation

1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂sY`m
∂θ

)
+

(
−m

2 + 2ms cos θ

sin2 θ
− s2 cot2 θ + s+ (`− s)(`+ s+ 1)

)
sY`m = 0,

(6.15)

and the symmetry relation

±2Ȳ`m = (−1)m∓2Y`,−m. (6.16)

We also note the symmetry under reflection by the equatorial plane,

±2Y`m(θ, ϕ) = (−1)`±2Ȳ`,−m(π − θ, ϕ), (6.17)

to become useful further below.

In what follows we frequently drop the labels `,m off of φ`m± for notational economy. It

should be remembered that Φ is the full 4D fields, while φ is the corresponding 1+1D

reduction.

6.2.2 Bardeen-Press-Teukolsky equation in 1+1D

With the substitution (6.13), the adjoint vacuum BPT equation (6.5) separates into `,m

modes, with each modal function φ±(t, r) satisfying the 1+1D wave equation

φ±,uv + Us(r)φ
±
,u + Vs(r)φ

±
,v +Ws(r)φ

± = 0, (6.18)

with s = ∓2 for φ±. Here

Us(r) = −sM
r2

, Vs(r) =
sf

r
, (6.19)
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Ws(r) =
f

4

(
(`+ s+ 1)(`− s)

r2
+

2(1 + s)M

r3

)
, (6.20)

where we recall f = 1− 2M/r = ∆/r2.

6.2.3 Initial/boundary-value formulation

Our strategy is to solve the 1+1D vacuum hyperbolic equation (6.18) directly as a

time evolution problem from initial data outside the black hole. The specific form of

boundary conditions for φ± is inherited from that of the reconstructed metric hrec
± . For

the applications we have in mind (e.g., a self-force calculation) it is the retarded (hereafter

“physical”) perturbation that we are after, i.e., the one corresponding to the boundary

conditions of having no radiation coming in from I + or out of H +. These requirements

can be translated into asymptotic conditions on the behaviour of φ± at infinity and on

the horizon. This analysis was carried out in Ref. [87], and we quote the results here.

For a monochromatic physical perturbation that has the asymptotic form ∼ e−iωu/r

at I + (in a suitable Lorentzian frame) and ∼ e−iωv on H + (in a suitable horizon-

regular frame), for some frequency ω > 0, the corresponding Hertz potential modes

admit solutions

φ±(r →∞) ∼ e−iωu (physical),

φ±(r → 2M) ∼ e−iωv (physical). (6.21)

Note φ± generically approach constant nonzero values at I + (r →∞ with constant u)

and on the H + (r → 2M with constant v). To achieve this convenient behaviour was

the purpose of introducing the radial prefactors in Eq. (6.13).

For the interpretation of numerical results in Sec. 6.3, it will be useful to also have at hand

the asymptotic behaviour of “nonphysical” monochromatic modes, which correspond to

waves coming in from I −, hrec
± ∼ e−iωv/r, or to waves coming out of H −, hrec

± ∼ e−iωu.

For such solutions, the asymptotic analysis in Ref. [87] finds

φ±(r →∞) ∼ r∓4e−iωv (nonphysical),

φ±(r → 2M) ∼ ∆∓2e−iωu (nonphysical). (6.22)
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6.3 Time-domain evolution of the Teukolsky equation: prob-

lem of growing modes

6.3.1 Numerical method

In this subsection, we implement a simple finite-difference Teukolsky solver based on

1+1D characteristic evolution in u, v coordinates. The architecture of the code is vir-

tually identical to that of the vacuum scalar field case detailed in Section 4.2. Here

we can evolve both the IRG (s = −2) and the ORG (s = +2) Hertz potentials. The

finite-difference scheme used is precisely identical to the one used in [87] (as detailed

in Appendix B therein) when applied to circular orbits and has global quadratic con-

vergence. Our code takes as input the spin s = ±2, modal numbers `, m as well as

a range of numerical parameters such as h and the coordinate ranges and returns the

Hertz potential modes φ+
`m(t, r) (IRG) or φ−`m(t, r) (ORG). As with the scalar case, we

have produced two identical implementations, one in Mathematica and another in C++,

to enable cross-checks.

The main reason for implementing the vacuum case is to ensure there are no nonphysical

vacuum modes which could contaminate future results. As we demonstrate below, the

situation with the |s| = 2 Teukolsky equation is less fortunate than the scalar case. In

our evolution, nonphysical modes of the equation, seeded by numerical error, will grow

unbounded at late time, spoiling the evolution. We will discuss the origin of the problem

and suggest ways around it but an important question to ask is why has this growth

not been seen before, especially in Ref. [87], which used the same numerical method?

Our new code, when run with a circular-orbit source and s = −2, does reproduce the

numerical results of [87] in the early stage of the evolution, before the onset of growth as

shown later in Figure 8.2. It appears that the evolutions performed in that study were

simply too short to reveal the problem. The calculation of the Hertz potential along

circular orbits did not require very long runs, and evolutions were always terminated

before the relatively slowly growing mode (∼ t4 for s = −2; see below) had a chance to

manifest itself in the data. Calculations for scatter orbits require much longer evolutions,

so here we must deal with the problem. The problem must be dealt with anyway if one

is interested in an ORG reconstruction (s = +2), where, as discussed below, the blow-up

is exponential.

In what follows we illustrate the problem of growing modes with numerical examples

and describe the range of tests we performed to understand its origin. We then discuss

possible remedies.
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6.3.2 The s = −2 case

Figure 6.1 shows a typical output from an s = −2 numerical evolution in vacuum.

After the initial spike of radiation (not shown in the figures), the field decays with

characteristic quasinormal ringing. However, at around t ∼ 250M the solution becomes

dominated by a noisy component, whose amplitude appears to grow approximately like

∼ t4. The growth seems to continue indefinitely towards future timelike infinity (t→∞
with fixed r > 2M), but the solution settles to a finite value approaching null infinity

(v →∞ with fixed u) and also approaching the event horizon (u→∞ with fixed v). A

similar behaviour is observed for all values of ` and m and irrespectively of the choice

of compact initial data. The evolution up to the onset of growth is numerically stable

and the solution there converges quadratically in grid spacing h, as expected. The

growing component, however, is not numerically stable. It displays noisy features on

grid-size scale, and its amplitude appears to increase with decreasing h (finer resolution).

However, the ∼ t4 behaviour seems to be persistent and universal.
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Figure 6.1: Results from evolution of the (`,m) = (2, 0) mode of the vacuum 1+1D
BPT equation with s = −2. The evolution is seeded with a narrow Gaussian near
(t, r∗) ∼ (0, 9M). We show, on a log-log scale, the field amplitude |φ−20| sampled along
slices of constant r∗ = 10M (top), u = 500M (lower left) and v = 500M (lower right).
The dashed lines (const × t4, const × v4 and const × u4, respectively) are shown for
reference.

We have performed a series of tests in attempt to understand these results. First, as

mentioned, we have tried a variety of initial data, including a point seed at the initial

vertex, smooth Gaussians of various configurations and data corresponding to an exact

static solution of the BPT equation. Second, we have tried a range of alternative finite-

difference formulas and stepping schemes. Third, we have used our code to solve for

the Weyl scalar modes ψ−(t, r) with jump conditions on S corresponding to a circular
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geodesic orbits (the necessary jump conditions are derived in Appendix B); we have

done so both with “zero” initial data and with data corresponding to an exact static

solution (for an m = 0 mode). In all these tests, the t4 growing mode developed just the

same. Fourth, we note that the troublesome t4 behaviour is observed [100] also in the

application to the Teukolsky equation of the recently introduced approach by O’Toole et

al. [101], in which the Green function (rather than the field itself) is evolved from exact

characteristic initial data. Finally, we observe that we are able to successfully suppress

the t4 growth using our Mathematica implementation with very high working precision

(albeit at considerable computational cost). All this supports the conclusions that (i)

the t4 behaviour has a genuine dynamical origin and (ii) the t4 component is seeded by

numerical roundoff error.

We suggest that the t4 mode represents nonphysical incoming radiation sourced by

numerical roundoff error near I +. This can be seen from the following heuristics.

First, recall from Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22) the asymptotic form of monochromatic s = −2

solutions in the “wave zone” (r � M with v � u): φ ∼ e−iωu for physical solutions

(purely outgoing waves) and φ ∼ r−4e−iωv for nonphysical solutions representing purely

incoming waves. More generally, the time-domain solutions are superpositions of such

monochromatic modes, and have the forms φ ∼ F (u) (physical) and φ ∼ r−4G(v)

(nonphysical) for some functions F (u) and G(v) that depend on the initial data. [These

forms can be confirmed more directly by substituting the ansätze φ = rαF (u) and

φ = rβG(v) into the BPT equation (6.18) and solving at leading order in M/r under

the wave-zone assumptions F ′(u) � F (u)/r and G′(v) � G(v)/r, to obtain α = 0 and

β = −4.] Consider an outgoing ray u = const shortly after the start of the evolution. The

field on this ray is composed mostly of outgoing radiation φ ∼ F (u), which approaches

a constant value at large v. However, roundoff error in the numerical data along this

ray will inevitably source a small component of nonphysical high-frequency incoming

radiation φ ∼ r−4G(v). Since the sourcing field is asymptotically constant at v → ∞,

the amplitude of the seeded incoming radiation is also expected to be asymptotically

constant on the u = const ray, i.e. r−4|G(v)| ∼ const for v →∞. This implies |G(v)| ∼
v4 ∼ (t + r)4 at large v, and it follows that the incoming-wave component has an

amplitude |φ| ∼ v4/r4 ∼ (t+ r)4/r4. At fixed r, this will exhibit a ∼ t4 growth, at least

in the wave zone where our heuristic analysis applies. (To show that this wave-zone

behaviour might lead to a t4 growth elsewhere at late time, as evident in the numerical

data, would require a more detailed asymptotic matching analysis, which we have not

attempted.)

This heuristic description explains the results of our various experiments. The t4 be-

haviour arises dynamically from roundoff error seeds, so it is persistent, universal and

independent of initial data. The amplitude of the t4 component can be suppressed by

increasing the precision of the floating-point arithmetic, which reduces the roundoff er-

ror. For a fixed floating-point precision, increasing the grid resolution (decreasing h)
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enhances the amplitude of the incoming radiation component, by seeding more of its

modes at higher frequencies.

It is also possible to explain why the t4 growth does not appear to plague other time-

domain treatments of the s = −2 Teukolsky equation reported in the literature. In the

2+1D Cauchy evolution approach of Khanna et al. (legacy of [102,103] and many works

since), boundary conditions are actively imposed, which presumably suppress the growth

of the unphysical component. In the compactified hyperboloidal slicing approaches of

Refs. [84–86], we suspect it is the compactification of I + that averts the problem, since

the wavezone for incoming waves is vastly underresolved on the compactified grid. In

contrast, our simple u, v-coordinate-based approach resolves the wave-zone equally well

for both outgoing and incoming waves. Unfortunately, as we have seen, the resolution

of incoming waves near null infinity is harmful in our case.

6.3.3 The s = +2 case

Figure 6.2 shows a typical output from an s = +2 numerical evolution in vacuum. In this

case, after a short phase of quasinormal decay (harder to discern on the semilogarthmic

scale of Figure 6.2), there commences a rapid exponential growth, φ ∼ exp[t/(2M)].

Again, the growth seems to continue indefinitely towards future timelike infinity (t→∞
with fixed r > 2M), but the solution settles to finite values towards I + and H +. A

similar behaviour is observed for all values of ` and m and all choices of initial data we

have tried and the blow-up exponent (1/2M) seems universal. The growing component

is not numerically stable, increasing in amplitude with decreasing h (finer resolution).

We have performed similar tests to the ones described above for s = −2 and with

similar results. The exponential growth is persistent, universal, and can be moderated

(in amplitude) only with high-precision arithmetic.

We again argue that the culprit is a nonphysical growing solution of the BPT equation

seeded by roundoff error, this time an exponential mode of the s = +2 equation. We

can see this most instructively from a simple asymptotic analysis near the horizon, as

follows. Working at leading order in ∆, and assuming φ, φ,u and φ,v are all of the same

order in ∆ near the horizon [this is true of the r → 2M asymptotic expressions in Eqs.

(6.21) and (6.22)], the BPT equation (6.18) reduces to

φ,uv − k φ,u = 0, (6.23)

in which k := s/(4M), and where we have retained the s dependence to enable us to

compare the situation between the two spin values. The general solution is

φ = C1(u)ekv + C2(v), (6.24)
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Figure 6.2: Results for the evolution of the (`,m) = (2, 0) mode of the vacuum 1+1D
BPT equation with s = +2. Other details are as in Figure 6.1, except here the scale is
semilogarithmic. The dashed lines are for reference.

where C1(u) and C2(v) are arbitrary functions. Solutions of the form φ = C2(v) represent

physical perturbations that are purely ingoing at the horizon [compare with Eq. (6.21)],

while solutions of the form φ = C1(u)ekv represent nonphysical perturbations coming

out of the past horizon [compare with Eq. (6.22), noting ∆s ∼ (2M)2se2kr∗ ∼ (2M)2sekv

near the horizon]. For s = +2 the nonphysical solution blows up exponentially in v

along the horizon, while for s = −2 it is exponentially suppressed.

The situation now mirrors what we had near null infinity for the s = −2 growth. As

the main physical perturbation, of the form φ = C2(v), reaches the horizon, roundoff

error along the incoming ray seeds a nonphysical component ∼ C1(u)ekv, which, for

s = +2, blows up exponentially along the horizon. The predicted rate of exponential

growth is consistent with that observed in the numerical data: ∼ esv/(4M) = ev/(2M).

To understand the propagation of this exponential growth into other areas of the black

hole’s exterior would require a detailed asymptotic matching analysis, but it would not

be surprising to find a similar exponential growth in time anywhere outside the black

hole, as seen in the numerics. We note the fortunate situation in the s = −2 case,

where all nonphysical modes are exponentially suppressed in a dynamical manner, with

no need to actively impose boundary conditions.

There are in the literature several successful time-domain numerical methods for the

s = +2 Teukolsky equation (e.g., [86, 104–106]), all incorporating horizon-penetrating

coordinates in some form. The use of such coordinates (effectively a compactification of

our u, v coordinates) under-resolves any outgoing component of the perturbation field

near the horizon, thereby avoiding the problem encountered here.
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6.3.4 Mitigation

Although initially surprising to us, it is clear that a standard uni-grid characteristic

evolution based on u, v coordinates does not work well for either s = +2 or s = −2

Teukolsky equations. A remedy based on the use of very high precision arithmetic is

clearly impracticable. The preceding discussion and evidence from the literature suggest

that compactification of the two asymptotic domains (I + and H +) can offer a solution

that is both computationally efficient and practicable. This has already been achieved,

e.g., by Harms et al. [86], using asymptotically null compactified spacelike slices. It is

perceivable that the same could also be achieved within the convenient framework of a

fully double-null architecture. This approach is worth exploring.

Here we choose to apply a different strategy. Instead of tackling the BPT equation

directly, we will introduce a transformation of the Hertz potential to a new field vari-

able, which satisfies a field equation free of the above difficulties. From the preceding

discussion it is clear that the culprit term in the BPT equation (in both s = −2 and

s = +2 cases) is the one involving φ,t, so we seek a transformation that eliminates that

term. The simplest such transformation is a time-domain version of the familiar Chan-

drasekhar transformation [107], which takes solutions of the BPT equation to solutions

of the Regge-Wheeler (RW) equation. Tthe RW equation evolves without a problem

on a simple uniform mesh based on u, v coordinates (see, e.g., [108]), so this approach

would require no radical architectural changes to our numerical method.

In the next section we reformulate the 1+1D evolution problem in terms of a RW-like

variable. Then later we demonstrate a full numerical calculation of the Hertz potential

for circular and scatter orbits in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 respectively.

6.4 Reformulation in terms of a Regge-Wheeler-like vari-

able

Let the field X(t, r) be a solution of the vacuum Regge-Wheeler equation

X,uv +
f

4

(
λ1

r2
− 6M

r3

)
X = 0, (6.25)

where λ1 := `(`+ 1) and we recall f = 1− 2M/r. Then, as can be easily checked,

φ+ =
1

4r
D̃2
n(rX) = f−2

(
X,uu −

r − 3M

r2
X,u

)
, (6.26)

and

φ− =
f2r3

4
D2
` (rX) = r4

(
X,vv +

r − 3M

r2
X,v

)
, (6.27)
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are solutions of the vacuum BPT equation (6.18) with s = −2 and s = +2, respectively.

This means that we can use the RW variable X as a generating function for both IRG

Hertz potential φ+ and ORG Hertz potential φ−. The advantage, of course, is that the

RW equation (6.25), unlike the BPT equation (6.18), does lend itself to a straightforward

characteristic evolution in u, v coordinates. The idea now would be to formulate a

suitable characteristic initial-value problem for the RW variable X, from which the no-

string Hertz potential φ+ [or φ−] can be obtained by applying the transformation (6.26)

[or (6.27)] to vacuum RW solutions X.

Let us consider boundary conditions. In both asymptotic regions r → ∞ and r →
2M , monochromatic solutions of the RW equation (6.25) are superposition of modes

X ∼ e−iωu and X ∼ e−iωv (with some generally nonzero constant coefficients at leading

order). The “retarded” monochromatic solution has the behaviour X ∼ e−iωu near

I + and X ∼ e−iωv near H +. It it easily seen that this retarded solution generates

the physical IRG Hertz potential φ+ ∼ e−iωu near I + and the physical ORG Hertz

potential φ− ∼ e−iωv near H + [here we recall Eq. (6.21)]. It is harder to show that

the retarded RW solution necessarily generates the physical field φ+ near H + or the

physical field φ− near I + (this would require a higher-order asymptotic analysis), but

we can circumvent this with the following observation: From Eq. (6.22) we see that

nonphysical modes of the the IRG potential φ+ diverge (like ∆−2) near H +, and that

the nonphysical modes of the ORG potential φ− diverge (like r4) near I +. Thus, in

either case, a nonphysical Hertz potential announces its presence loudly in the form of a

strong asymptotic divergence. This is a point made already in Ref. [87]: A solution φ+

that is regular (bounded) at H + is automatically the physical one, and so is a solution

φ− that is regular (bounded) at I +. We can establish a posteriori that our numerical

solutions φ+ or φ− satisfy physical boundary conditions simply by checking they are

bounded.

We do not present an explicit implementation this new method for the vacuum case due

to previous calculations of stable RW evolutions in the literature (see, e.g., [108]). A full

implementation for both circular and scatter orbits will be presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7

Time-domain reconstruction of

the metric perturbation: Particle

formulation

In this chapter we introduce a point-particle into the implementation. First we show

how the standard vacuum reconstruction procedure (presented in Section 6.1) fails with

the introduction of a source and suggest possible remedies including a summary of the

new procedure by Green et al. [65]. Continuing, we formulate a 1+1D evolution scheme

for the no-string Hertz potential and derive closed-form ODEs for the jump conditions

of the Hertz potential and the Regge-Wheeler-like field.

7.1 Non-vacuum metric reconstruction

7.1.1 Failure of standard non-vacuum metric reconstruction

Let hαβ be a solution of the non-vacuum equations

Êhαβ = Tαβ, (7.1)

where Tαβ is the energy-momentum tensor (absorbing an 8π factor). The corresponding

Teukolsky equation now reads

Ô±Ψ± = Ŝ±Êhαβ = Ŝ±Tαβ =: T±, (7.2)

where T± are the source terms for the s = ±2 Teukolsky equations. The operator

equality (6.4) still applies.
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Now let Φ± be a solution of the adjoint sourced Teukolsky equation

Ô†±Φ± = Ô∓Φ± = S±, (7.3)

where the source S± will need to be determined. It can be written that

ÊŜ†±Φ± = Ê†Ŝ†±Φ± = (Ŝ±Ê)†Φ± = (Ô±T̂±)†Φ± = T̂†±Ô
†
±Φ± = T̂†±S±. (7.4)

Thus h± := Ŝ†±Φ± + hcomp are solutions of the sourced Einstein’s equation (7.1) if S±
are chosen such that

(T̂†±S±)αβ + T comp
αβ = Tαβ, (7.5)

where T comp
αβ := Êhcomp is the energy-momentum associated with the completion piece

of the perturbation.

However, it can be shown that (7.5) cannot be satisfied in general. The explicit form of

the operators T̂†± [Eqs. (A.14) and (A.15)] gives

` · T̂†+ = 0 = m · T̂†+, (7.6)

n · T̂†− = 0 = m̄ · T̂†−. (7.7)

This means that (7.5) is consistent only if `α(Tαβ − T comp
αβ ) = 0 = mα(Tαβ − T comp

αβ )

for s = +2 or if nα(Tαβ − T comp
αβ ) = 0 = m̄α(Tαβ − T comp

αβ ) for s = −2. However, this

is generally not the case, and it is never the case for a Tαβ corresponding to a massive

point particle. Thus Eq. (7.5) cannot be solved, and the näıve reconstruction procedure

described here fails.

7.1.2 Alternative non-vacuum metric reconstruction procedure

Here we describe our proposed alternative reconstruction procedure designed to circum-

vent the issues associated with the presence of a source. This work was conducted in the

early stages of my research project and while there were promising preliminary results

the decision was made to abandon this line of research due to work of Green et al. [65].

Their method of non-vacuum metric reconstruction solved the issue that we were also

tackling. For completeness we include the progress we made on the problem but our

work is far from a full formulation. We will give a summary of Green et al.’s method in

the proceeding section.

Consider an alternative choice of S± such that

(T̂†+S+)αβ + (T̂†−S−)αβ + T comp
αβ = Tαβ. (7.8)

Note that this new choice of S± is still a solution to the adjoint sourced Teukolsky

equation (7.3).
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As Tαβ is real, it is convenient to take the real part of the left-hand side of (7.8). This

is because the imaginary parts of (T̂†±S±)αβ would have to be completely cancelled

by T comp
αβ hence no information is added by keeping the imaginary parts. From here

onwards, Re (T̂†±S±)αβ and Re T comp
αβ refer to the real part of the tensors.

Consider the explicit form of the operators T̂†± as given in (A.14) and (A.15). We

can see that (T̂†+S+)αβ ∈ {11,13,33} and (T̂†−S−)αβ ∈ {22,24,44}, where we recall

that boldface Roman indices denote Kinnersley null tetrad components. Taking the

real part of (T̂†±S±)αβ can be done by adding the complex conjugate and halving the

result. Re (T̂†+S+)αβ contains the null vector mα hence adding the complex conjugate

will add m̄α terms. This means that Re (T̂†+S+)αβ ∈ {11,13,14,33,44}. Similarly,

Re (T̂†−S−)αβ ∈ {22,23,24,33,44} as it has mα terms added by the complex conjugate.

This means that Re (T̂†±S±)αβ are not in independent spaces.

Re (T̂†±S±)αβ and Tαβ are both symmetric hence Re T comp
αβ must also be symmetric.

This means that there are a total of 14 unknowns in the problem: the 10 independent

components of Re T comp
αβ and 4 unknowns from the complex S±. Eq. (7.8) contains 10

independent equations which are given by

(T̂†+S+)ab + T comp
ab + c.c. = 2Tab, (7.9)

(T̂†−S−)cd + T comp
cd + c.c. = 2Tcd, (7.10)

(T̂†+S+)ef + (T̂†−S−)ef + T comp
ef + c.c. = 2Tef , (7.11)

T comp
gh + c.c. = 2Tgh. (7.12)

for ab ∈ {11,13,14}, cd ∈ {22,23,24}, ef ∈ {33,34} and gh ∈ {12,34} and where

+c.c. represents adding the complex conjugates of the preceding terms.

However, with only (7.9) – (7.12) the system is underdetermined. The solution to this

is to act on (7.8) with Ŝ±. Acting on T̂†+S+ with Ŝ+ gives

Ŝ+T̂
†
+S+ = Ŝ+T̂

†
+Ô
†
+Φ+ = Ŝ+ÊŜ

†
+Φ+ = Ô+T̂+Ŝ

†
+Φ+ = Ô+T̂+h+ = Ô+Φ+ = T+.

(7.13)

It is also known from (7.2) that Ŝ+Tαβ = T+ hence the two terms cancel when acting

upon (7.8) with Ŝ+. Similarly, the (T̂†−S−)αβ and Tαβ terms cancel when acted upon

(7.8) with Ŝ−. Combining the two results gives the scalar equations

Ŝ±
(
T̂†∓S∓

)
+ Ŝ±

(
T comp
αβ

)
= 0. (7.14)

This added set of four equations means the system can be defined uniquely through Eqs.

(7.9) – (7.12) and (7.14).

There is an alternative method for determining just the source term S± which vastly

reduces the number of equations that have to be solved. Consider acting on the IRG
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inversion relation (6.9) with Ô± which gives the left-hand side as

Ô±T̂±Ŝ
†
+Φ+ = Ŝ±ÊŜ

†
+Φ+ = Ŝ±(Ŝ+Ê)†Φ+ = Ŝ±(Ô+T̂+)†Φ+ = Ŝ±T̂

†
+Ô
†
+Φ+ = Ŝ±T̂

†
+S+

(7.15)

hence we can be write

Ŝ±T̂
†
+S+ = T±, (7.16)

where we have used Eq. (7.2). Similarly, acting with Ô± on the ORG inversion relation

(6.10) gives

Ŝ±T̂
†
−S− = T±. (7.17)

Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17) form four equations which can be solved to give the four compo-

nents of the complex S± uniquely. This alternative method is useful if we only require

the source term as it vastly reduces the number of equations that need to be solved.

7.1.3 GHZ metric reconstruction procedure

In recent work [65], Green et al. prescribed a modification of the above näıve approach,

based on adding a certain “corrector tensor” x such that the metric perturbation in the

IRG is given by

hab = h+
ab + xab + (hcomp

+ )ab, (7.18)

where hcomp
+ is the standard completion part in vacuum satisfying Êhcomp

+ = 0. This

means to ensure that the left relation of (7.6) is satisfied it must be true that

(Tab − Êxab)`
b = 0. (7.19)

With the ansatz

xab = 2m(am̄b)xmm̄ − 2`(am̄b)xnm − 2`(amb)xnm̄ + lalbxnn, (7.20)

xab has 4 real independent components as xnm̄ = x̄nm hence we can solve Eq. (7.19) for

the different components by taking different tetrad components. Taking the la compo-

nent gives a second order ODE of the form

Â xmm̄ = Tll, (7.21)

where Â, and all future calligraphic operators, represent a second-order differential op-

erator. Taking the ma component of Eq. (7.19) gives another second order ODE of the

form

B̂1 xnm = Tlm + B̂2 xmm̄. (7.22)
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Finally, taking the na component of Eq. (7.19) gives a third second order ODE of the

form

Ĉ1 xnn = Tln + Ĉ2 xmm̄ + Ĉ3 xnm. (7.23)

This means that given the source of the Einstein field equations, we can obtain the

corrector tensor by integrating a certain hierarchical set of ordinary differential equations

along null directions. There is ongoing work to demonstrate the applicability of this non-

vacuum metric reconstruction method in practice [66].

7.1.4 Metric reconstruction in a no-string radiation gauge

A more acute question is whether the standard vacuum reconstruction procedure works

in vacuum regions of spacetime in the presence of sources elsewhere. It has long been

known, from analysis of the point-particle source example [42], that this was not the

case: a perturbation hrec
± reconstructed as in Eq. (6.7) (with or without a completion

piece ∆h±) develops singularities in the vacuum region away from the particle. This

can be appreciated already from the simple example of a static particle in flat space (see

Section V.C. of [42], or the more detailed analysis in Section VI of [53]). What one finds is

that hrec
± exhibits string-like singularities that emanate from the particle along radial null

directions. By adjusting the residual gauge freedom (within the class of radiation gauges)

one can arrange to confine the string to either outgoing or ingoing directions, but no

choice of a radiation gauge can rid of the strings altogether. The leading-order singular

form of the string is described in Table I of [53]. The singularly is sufficiently strong that

the perturbation field fails to be (absolutely) integrable over a two-dimensional surface

intersecting the string, with the result that a multipole decomposition of the field is not

even well defined. Thus a mode-by-mode reconstruction procedure cannot work in the

entire vacuum part of spacetime containing the string. It should be presumed that an

analysis based on the new corrector-tensor method of [65] would reproduce this basic

picture when applied to the point-particle case.

Let us describe the situation more precisely. We are interested in the case of a pointlike

particle of mass µ, moving outside a Kerr black hole (to be specialised to Schwarzschild

further below) with mass M � µ. We assume the particle’s stress-energy is given by

the distribution

Tµν = µ

∫ ∞
−∞

uµuνδ
4(xα − xαp(τ))(−g)−1/2dτ, (7.24)

where we recall xαp(τ) describes the particle’s timelike worldline (τ being proper time),

uµ := dxµp/dτ and, as usual, indices are lowered using the background metric gµν with

determinant g. In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates we write xµp(t) = (t, R(t), θp(t), ϕp(t)),

so that R(t) is the radial location of the particle at time t. We denote by S the 2+1-

dimensional closed surface r = R(t); this is a 2-sphere through the particle at each
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given time.2 The surface S splits the exterior of the black hole into two disjoint regions,

r > R(t) and r < R(t), which we call S> and S<, respectively.

As we have described, a reconstructed radiation-gauge metric hrec
± generically exhibits a

string singularity in both S> and S<: it is a “full-string” solution, in the terminology

of [53]. It is not known how to calculate the physical self-force in such a pathological

gauge, so the full-string reconstruction is not useful in the present context. As also

described, there is a way to choose a radiation gauge such that the string is confined to S>
and the reconstructed perturbation, denoted here h<±, is regular (smooth) anywhere in

S<. Similarly, there is a choice of radiation gauge for which the string is confined to S<,

and the perturbation, denoted h>±, is regular (smooth) anywhere in S>. These are the

two “half-string” solutions. Ref. [53] showed how the physical self-force may be computed

from either of the two half-string solutions using a procedure that involves taking a

directional (radial) limit to the particle from its “regular” side. This procedure may be

suitable for frequency-domain calculations, where one could (in principle) integrate the

relevant radial ODE from boundary conditions either on the event horizon or at infinity,

towards the particle, working in the regular side of spacetime. However, the half-string

reconstructions are not suitable for time-domain calculations, where one evolves the field

equations as PDEs on the full exterior of the black hole.

This brings us to the “no-string” reconstruction, first advocated in a series of papers

by Friedman and collaborators [109, 110], and later formulated in detail (and received

its name) in [53]. The idea is simple: Take the two regular sides of the two one-string

solutions, and glue them together at S. The resulting, no-string perturbation is given

by

hnos
± = h<±Θ(R(t)− r) + h>±Θ(r −R(t)), (7.25)

where Θ(·) is the Heaviside step function. The perturbation hnos
± is regular (smooth)

in both S< and S>, where it solves the linearised vacuum Einstein’s equations. On S
itself hnos

± is not a vacuum solution, even away from the particle, and even when allowing

arbitrary completion pieces ∆hαβ in and out of S [see Section VI.B.1. of [53], where it is

shown that, at least in the flat-space example, the completed no-string solution differs

from a vacuum solution by a singular perturbation with a distributional support (a delta

function) on S]. However, this failure of the no-string solution to be regular (or even

a valid solution) on S turns out to be inconsequential in practice. Ref. [53] obtained

a formulation of the physical self-force, complete with a practical mode-sum formula,

from a no-string metric perturbation. This formulation requires information about the

perturbation field (and its derivatives) only in the one-sided radial limits r → R(t)±,

which avoid S. It is this formulation that forms the basis for Ref. [41]’s calculation of the

2Here we use S to represent the 2+1D sphere r = R(t) in spacetime, while in Section 4.3 it was
introduced as the curve r = R(t) in the r, t plane. Throughout this work we will continue to use S in
both ways; the relevant meaning in each instance should be clear from the context. A similar remark
applies to S< and S>.
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gravitational self-force for generic orbits in Kerr spacetime, using a frequency-domain

method.

Importantly for us here, the no-string reconstruction also, in principle, enables calcula-

tions in the time domain. The idea is to solve the relevant evolution equation in each

of the two vacuum regions S< and S>, with suitable jump conditions across S. In our

method, we solve directly for the Hertz potential in the two vacuum regions, Φ<
± in S<

and Φ>
± in S>, with suitable jump conditions that relate between Φ<

± and Φ>
± on S. The

key ingredient in this formulation are, indeed, the particular jumps necessary for Φ≷
± to

reproduce the no-string perturbation via

h≷± := Re Ŝ†±Φ≷
±. (7.26)

The derivation of the required jumps, for generic geodesic orbits in a Schwarzschild

geometry, will be described in Section 7.3.

First, however, we present a formulation of the evolution problem for Φ≷
± via a 1+1D

decomposition, henceforth specialising to the Schwarzschild case.

7.2 1+1D evolution scheme for the no-string Hertz poten-

tial

7.2.1 Modal decomposition of the Weyl scalars

For metric reconstruction we will need a decomposition of the Weyl scalars in the same

basis. Recalling Ψ± have spin weights s = ±2, we introduce

Ψ± =
∆∓2

r

∞∑
`=2

∑̀
m=−`

ψ`m± (t, r)±2Y`m(θ, ϕ). (7.27)

As with the Hertz potential, the modal functions ψ±(t, r) of the Weyl scalars satisfy the

vacuum 1+1D BPT equations

ψ±,uv + Us(r)ψ
±
,u + Vs(r)ψ

±
,v +Ws(r)ψ± = 0, (7.28)

away from the wordline where the explicit forms of the potentials are given in Eqs. (6.19)

and (6.20) with s = ±2 for ψ±.

7.2.2 Inversion relations in 1+1D

In our method we solve for the (modal) Hertz potential φ directly, making use of neither

the BPT equation (7.28) for ψ, nor the inversion relations that link ψ to φ. However, we
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will make use of the inversion relations in deriving jump conditions for φ across S (this

will be done in Section 7.3), and for that purpose we need these relations in a 1+1D

form.

The inversion relations for the vacuum solutions Φ+ and Φ− were given in Eqs. (6.9)

and (6.10), respectively. We recall there are two alternative relations for each of the

two gauges, one linking (each of) Φ± to Ψ+, and another linking them to Ψ−. In the

Schwarzschild case, the relations read

D4
` Φ̄+ = 2Ψ+, (7.29a)

∆2D̃4
n∆2Φ̄− = 32Ψ−, (7.29b)

(“radial” inversion), and

ð̄−1ð̄0ð̄1ð̄2Φ̄+ − 12M∂tΦ+ = 8Ψ−, (7.30a)

ð1ð0ð−1ð−2Φ̄− + 12M∂tΦ− = 8Ψ+, (7.30b)

(“angular” inversion). The differential operators D` and D̃n, whose general definition

is given just below Eq. (A.6), are, in the Schwarzschild case,

D` = (2/f)∂v, D̃n = −(2/f)∂u. (7.31)

The operators ðs and ð̄s are the “spin raising” and “spin lowering” angular operators

defined in Eq. (A.7), whose action on sY`m(θ, ϕ) is described in Eq. (A.8).

To separate the radial inversion relations (7.29) into multipole modes, we first take the

complex conjugate of Eq. (6.13) to obtain

Φ̄± =
∆±2

r

∑
`,m

φ̄`,−m± (−1)m±2Y`m, (7.32)

where use was made of the symmetry relation (6.16). The expansions (7.27) and (7.32)

then separate Eqs. (7.29) to give, for each `,m, the fourth-order ODEs

r∆2D4
`

(
∆2φ`m+ /r

)
= 2(−1)mψ̄`,−m+ , (7.33a)

rD̃4
n

(
φ`m− /r

)
= 32(−1)mψ̄`,−m− . (7.33b)

These relations can be written in a tidier form when the perturbation possesses a sym-

metry of refection about the equatorial plane, as in the setup to be considered in this

thesis: a particle source moving in the equatorial plane of the Schwarzschild black hole.

In this case we have the symmetry relation

ψ̄`,−m± = (−1)`ψ`m± , (7.34)
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which follows from the following argument. First, we note that under the reflection

transformation θ → π− θ (with fixed t, r, ϕ) the tetrad legs `α and nα remain invariant,

while mα → −m̄α and m̄α → −mα [see Eqs. (A.1)]. Inspecting Eqs. (A.3), we see this

implies Ψ± → Ψ̄±, assuming the perturbed Weyl tensor Cαβγδ is invariant under such

reflection. Thus, using (6.17), we have

Ψ±(θ) = Ψ̄±(π − θ) =
∆∓2

r

∑
`,m

ψ̄`m± ±2Ȳ`m(π − θ)

=
∆∓2

r

∑
`,m

ψ̄`,−m± (−1)`±2Y`m(θ), (7.35)

and a comparison with (7.27) then leads to (7.34). Using Eq. (7.34) we now write the

1+1D radial inversion relation (7.33) in their final form,

r∆2D4
`

(
∆2φ`m+ /r

)
= 2pψ`m+ , (7.36a)

rD̃4
n

(
φ`m− /r

)
= 32pψ`m− , (7.36b)

where

p := (−1)`+m, (7.37)

is the “parity” factor. We note (7.36) implies the 1+1D Hertz potentials share the same

refection symmetry as the 1+1D Weyl scalars:3

φ̄`,−m± = (−1)`φ`m± . (7.38)

Let us next separate the angular inversion formulas (7.30). Using (A.8) with (7.32) and

(7.38), we have

ð̄−1ð̄0ð̄1ð̄2Φ̄+ =
∆2

r

∑
`,m

p λ2 φ
`m
+ −2Y`m, (7.39a)

ð1ð0ð−1ð−2Φ̄− =
∆−2

r

∑
`,m

p λ2 φ
`m
− +2Y`m, (7.39b)

where

λn :=
(`+ n)!

(`− n)!
. (7.40)

With this substitution, Eqs. (7.30) separate to give, for each `,m, the first-order ODEs

∂tφ
`m
± ∓ pαφ`m± = ∓ 2

3M
ψ`m∓ , (7.41)

3More precisely, Eqs. (7.36) alone imply (7.38) only up to homogeneous solutions of (7.36). However,
no homogeneous solution of (7.36) satisfies the BPT equations as required, so such solutions can be
excluded.
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where

α :=
λ2

12M
. (7.42)

We note that it is obviously possible to solve (7.41) in closed form in terms of a time

integral involving ψ∓ (this was the main result of [111]). That, however, would not serve

our purpose here. Recall that the inversion relations (7.41) are only valid in vacuum,

and cannot be used (despite temptation) to relate the distributional contents of ψ∓ on

S to these of the no-string Hertz potentials φ±. The idea, instead, is to use the inversion

relations evaluated in the two vacuum domains S> and S< in order to get information

about the jumps in φ± across S, given the known jumps in ψ∓. As we show in the next

subsection, with some further manipulation [which also involves the radial inversion

relations (7.36)] this procedure can completely determine the jumps in φ± and all of

their derivatives on S.

We also note the relation (7.41) means that (given ψ∓) all time derivatives of φ± are

determinable algebraically from φ± itself. For example, taking ∂t of (7.41) and then

substituting for ∂tφ back from Eq. (7.41), we find

∂ttφ± = α2φ± ∓
2

3M
(∂tψ∓ ± pαψ∓) . (7.43)

Taking ∂r of (7.41) similarly determines ∂trφ± algebraically from φ± and ∂rφ±. With

the help of the vacuum BPT equation (6.18), we can then iteratively express ∂rrφ± and

all higher derivatives of φ± algebraically in terms of φ± and ∂rφ± alone. The significance

of this in the context of this work is as follows: It means we need only determine the

jumps across S of φ± and of its first r derivative. The jumps in all t, r and mixed

derivatives to all orders are obtainable algebraically from these two alone.

7.3 Jump conditions for the no-string Hertz potential

Ref. [87] sketched a method for obtaining the jumps across S for a generic geodesic orbit

in Kerr spacetime, but the actual jumps were only calculated for circular orbits in the

Schwarzschild case. In the general case (and even in the Schwarzschild limit) the method

requires the solution of a complicated set of coupled fourth-order ODEs for the jumps

in φ and in φ,r along the orbit. There was no attempt to solve these equations (neither

analytically nor numerically), except in the circular-orbit case, where they reduce to

algebraic equations.

Here we describe a different method for obtaining the jumps, and apply it to generic

orbits in the Schwarzschild case. The method yields a single first-order ODE for the

jump in φ along the orbit, which can be solved in closed form. The jumps in all partial

derivatives of φ, at any order, are then obtained algebraically from that solution. There

were two key advances that made possible this much simpler and more effective approach:
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First, we have found a way of utilizing both radial and angular inversion formulas in

tandem, in a particular way that simplifies the calculation. Second, we have observed

certain algebraic simplifications that were overlooked in Ref. [87].

We consider here only the IRG Hertz potential Φ+ (as also in [87]), but the jumps for

the ORG potential Φ− can be worked out in just the same way. We henceforth omit

the label ‘+’ for notational economy, taking Φ ≡ Φ+ and φ`m(t, r) ≡ φ`m+ (t, r). We let

the interface S be described by the smooth function r = R(t), and denote the jump in

φ(t, r) across S by

[φ] := lim
ε→0

[
φ>(t, R(t) + ε)− φ<(t, R(t)− ε)

]
, (7.44)

where φ≷ are the vacuum fields in S≷. The jumps in other 1+1D fields are similarly

defined: [φ,r], [φ,t], [ψ±], etc. We think of [φ] as a function of coordinate time t along

the orbit, and note the relation

˙[φ] = [φ,t] + Ṙ[φ,r], (7.45)

where we recall that an overdot denotes d/dt.

In what follows we assume that the jumps across S of the modal Weyl scalars ψ`m± (t, r)

and of their first 3 derivatives are already known and are given. These jumps can be

obtained in a straightforward way from the source of the Teukolsky equation. We carry

out this calculation in Appendix B for generic (geodesic) orbits, and for both ψ− and

ψ+ (as both will be needed in our approach even if we restrict to the IRG potential φ+).

7.3.1 Expressions for [φ,t] and [φ,r] in terms of [φ]

Our task is to express each of [φ,r] and [φ,t] in terms of [φ] alone (and possibly the known

jumps in the Weyl scalars). Substitution into Eq. (7.45) would then give a first-order

ODE for [φ]. The second half of this task can be accomplished immediately thanks to

the angular inversion formula (7.41). By applying Eq. (7.41) in both vacuum sides of S
in the limit to S, we obtain relations between the jumps [φ,t], [φ] and [ψ−] (the latter

assumed known). These relations are obtained by simply replacing φ 7→ [φ] etc. in Eq.

(7.41) and setting r 7→ R(t) there to give

[φ,t] = pα[φ]− 2

3M
[ψ−]. (7.46)

The jump [ψ−] is given in Eq. (B.17) of Appendix B, and recall α = λ2/(12M). To obtain

[φ,r] in terms of [φ] is harder, and utilizes the fourth-order radial inversion (7.36a), using

a procedure we now describe.
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First, we write (7.36a) more explicitly in terms of coordinate derivatives. Using D` =

2(r2/∆)∂v (taken with fixed u), a calculation yields

∂4
vφ+

2

r2
(3r − 5M)∂3

vφ+
1

r4
(9r2 − 26Mr + 15M2)∂2

vφ

+
1

2r5
(6r2 − 21Mr + 16M2)∂vφ =

p

8r8
ψ+. (7.47)

We now act with ∂u (fixed v) on both sides of (7.47), and use the vacuum BPT equation

(6.18) to substitute for each mixed derivative φ,uv in terms of φ,u, φ,v and φ. In the

resulting expression we then substitute for ∂4
vφ from Eq. (7.47). We arrive at a third-

order ODE of the form

3∑
n=0

Ân(r)∂nv φ =

1∑
n=0

B̂n(r)∂nuψ+, (7.48)

where Ân(r) and B̂n(r) are certain (rational) functions. Notably, no u derivatives occur

on the left-hand side. Repeating this procedure with a second application of ∂u, this

time replacing ∂3
vφ from Eq. (7.48), yields a second-order ODE of the form

2∑
n=0

Ãn(r)∂nv φ =
2∑

n=0

B̃n(r)∂nuψ+, (7.49)

with some other (rational) functions Ãn(r) and B̃n(r). Again, we find that no u deriva-

tives occur on the left-hand side. One last application of ∂u reduces the inversion relation

to a first-order differential equation, which, however, is now a PDE, since it features both

φ,u and φ,v. We can, however, reduce this to an ODE by first converting to r∗ and t

derivatives using φ,v = 1
2(φ,t + φ,r∗) and φ,u = 1

2(φ,t − φ,r∗), and then eliminating φ,t

using the angular inversion relation (7.41). This leads to a first-order ODE for φ, which

has the form

φ,r∗ +A(r)φ = p
3∑

n=0

Bn(r)∂nuψ+ +B(r)ψ−. (7.50)

An explicit calculation gives

A(r) = −α+
2M [(2λ1 − 3)r − 6M ]

r2(λ1r − 6M)
, (7.51)

for odd-parity modes (p = −1), and

A(r) = α+
M
[
4r3α2(2λ1 + 3) + 2r2αλ1(λ1 + 4) + λ2

1(3r − 2M)
]

r2 [2α2r2(λ1r + 6M) +Mλ1(6αr + λ1)]
, (7.52)
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for even-parity modes (p = +1). The other radial coefficients in Eq. (7.50) are found to

be given by

B0 = λ1f
3r(λ2r2 + 3Mλr + 6M2)/C(r) ,

B1 =
[
18αλMr4 + 8M2r3α(9− 7λ) +M2r2(4λ3 − 9λ2 − 31λ+ 24)

+2M3r(λ+ 3)(7λ− 13) + 12M4(λ+ 5)
]
/C(r) ,

B2 = 12Mr2
[
αλr3 − α(λ− 5)Mr2 + 2(1− 2Mα)Mr − 4M2

]
/C(r) ,

B3 = 4Mr3
[
αr2(λr + 6M) + 3Mrf

]
/C(r) ,

B = −4f3M2r2
[
6αr4(α2r2 + λ)− r3λ(λ2 − 4) + 9Mr2(1− 6Mα)− 36M2(r −M)

]
/C(r),

(7.53)

with

C = 18M3f3r4α
[
−2α2r4 − λr2 + 2Mr(λ− 1) + 6M2

]
. (7.54)

Here we have introduced

λ := λ2/λ1 = (`+ 2)(`− 1), (7.55)

and we remind λ1 = `(`+ 1) and α = λ2/(12M).

Using Eq. (7.50) (imposed in the limit to S on both sides of S) we can finally express

the jump [φ,r∗ ] = f(R)[φ,r] in terms of the jump [φ] (and the known jumps in the Weyl

scalars ψ±):

[φ,r∗ ] = −A(R)[φ] + p
3∑

n=0

Bn(R)[∂nuψ+] +B(R)[ψ−]. (7.56)

7.3.2 First-order ODE for [φ] and its solution

Substituting Eqs. (7.46) and (7.56) in (7.45) now gives a simple first-order ODE for [φ]

as a function along the orbit:

˙[φ] +
(
A(R)Ṙ∗ − pα

)
[φ] = F (7.57)

where Ṙ∗ = Ṙ/f(R). The source term here is

F = pṘ∗
3∑

n=0

Bn(R)[∂nuψ+] +

(
Ṙ∗B(R)− 2

3M

)
[ψ−]. (7.58)

Equation (7.57) admits simple homogeneous solutions, given by (any constant multiple

of)

[φ]h =

(
R(λ1R− 6M)

(R− 2M)2

)
× e−α(t−R∗) (7.59)
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for odd-parity modes, or

[φ]h =

(
R3λ2λ1 + 6MR2λ2 + 36M2Rλ+ 72M3

R(R− 2M)2

)
× eα(t−R∗) (7.60)

for even-parity modes. The general inhomogeneous solution of (7.57) reads

[φ] = [φ]h

∫ t

t0

F(t′)
[φ]h

dt′, (7.61)

where t0 is an a-priori arbitrary integration constant. We determine t0 from the physical

requirement that [φ] remains bounded for t → ±∞. Observing that [φ]h blows up like

e±αt at t → ±∞ (+ for even parity modes, − for odd-parity modes), while F(t) is at

worst polynomial in t, it is easy to see that the requirement of boundedness necessitates

t0 = ±∞ for p = ±1. Hence, the unique physical solution of (7.57) is

[φ] = [φ]h

∫ t

±∞

F(t′)
[φ]h

dt′ (for p = ±1). (7.62)

Equation (7.62) gives the jumps across S that the no-string Hertz potential modes must

satisfy, for an arbitrary orbit in Schwarzschild spacetime. (It requires as input the jumps

in the modes of the Weyl scalars, which in Appendix B we give explicitly specialised

to geodesic orbits; but given the Weyl scalar jumps, there is no further assumption on

whether the orbit is geodesic.) This is one of the main results of presented in this thesis.

We recall that the jumps in the field’s derivatives, [φ,t] and [φ,r] (or [φr∗ ]), can be ob-

tained algebraically from [φ], using Eqs. (7.46) and (7.56), respectively. In principle,

knowledge of the jumps in the field and its first derivatives should suffice in our for-

mulation. However, in practice it is also useful to have at hand the jumps in higher

derivative, which eases the formulation of finite-difference schemes that have high-order

convergence properties. Once the jumps in the field and its first derivatives are known, it

is straightforward to obtain the jumps in higher derivatives in an iterative manner using

the procedure described in the last paragraph of Section 7.2.2 [the paragraph containing

Eq. (7.43)]. The application of this procedure up to third derivatives is illustrated in

Appendix B.3 (as applied to modes of the Weyl scalars).

7.3.3 Large-R asymptotics for scatter orbits

We were not able to evaluate the integral in (7.62) analytically for a generic orbit, but it

is straightforward to compute [φ](t) numerically for any given geodesic orbit. In practice

we find it easier to obtain [φ] by (numerically) solving the first-order ODE (7.57). For

the class of scatter orbits of interest to us in this paper, we need to integrate the equation

over −∞ < t < ∞. We choose to do so forward in time for for odd-parity modes but

backward in time for even-parity modes, in each case going “against” the direction of
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exponential growth of the homogeneous solutions (7.59) and (7.60). This prevents the

growth of nonphysical modes from numerical error. We now derive the leading-order

asymptotic form of [φ] at t→ ±∞. One of these two asymptotic values will be used as

an initial value for the ODE solver, and the other will be used to check the result of the

numerical integration.

We consider a timelike scatter geodesic orbit in Schwarzschild spacetime, parametrised

by specific energy E > 1 (“gamma factor”) and angular momentum L. We let

Ṙ∞ := ±
∣∣∣Ṙ(t→ ±∞)

∣∣∣ = ±
√
E2 − 1

E
(7.63)

be the “velocity at infinity” (with respect to coordinate time t), so that Ṙ∞ is negative

(positive) for the inbound (outbound) asymptotic states (Note that |Ṙ∞| = v∞). We

formally expand [φ] as a power series in 1/R at large R(t), and seek to obtain the leading

term of that expansion.

To this end, we first obtain the large-R asymptotic form of F in Eq. (7.58). Using as

input the asymptotic expressions derived in Appendix B.4 for [ψ−] and [∂nuψ+] (n =

0, . . . , 3), a direct calculation leads to

F = c0R
−3 +O(R−4), (7.64)

where

c0 =
4πµ(1 + Ṙ∞)

3λ2

[
i(L/M)λ2

(
∂θ −m

)
−2Ȳ`m + 6EṘ∞

(
∂θθ − 2m∂θ + (m2 − 2)

)
−2Ȳ`m

]
.

(7.65)

Here all angular functions are evaluated at θ = π/2 and ϕ = ϕin (or ϕ = ϕout), with

ϕin (ϕout) being the asymptotic value of the particle’s azimuthal phase at t → −∞
(t→ +∞). Equation (7.65) takes a neater form when written in terms of spin-0 spherical

harmonics. With the aid of (6.14), we find

c0 =
4πµ(1 + Ṙ∞)

3M
√
λ2

[(
6MEṘ∞ − imλL

)
Ȳ − iλLȲθ

]
, (7.66)

where Ȳ := Ȳ`m
(
π
2 , ϕin/out

)
and Ȳθ := ∂θȲ`m

(
π
2 , ϕin/out

)
.

The asymptotic form of [φ] can now be obtained either by evaluating (7.62) with the

asymptotic form (7.64), or directly from the ODE (7.57) using a power-law ansatz.

Either way, we arrive at

[φ]R→∞ = −16πµ

λ
3/2
2

(
1 + Ṙ∞
1− Ṙ∞

)[
6MṘ∞EȲ + iλL

(
Ȳθ −mȲ

)]
R−3 +O(R−4). (7.67)
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We note Ȳθ = 0 for even-parity modes, and Ȳ = 0 for odd-parity modes. Our result

(7.67) can be checked against the m = 0, circular-orbit expression given in Eq. (87) of

Ref. [87], by setting Ṙ∞ = 0, r0 = R, Ω =
√
M/R3 and Yθ = −λȲθ/

√
λ2. We find an

agreement.

In the next section, for reasons that will become clear there, we will require also the

asymptotic forms of the jumps [φ,v] and [φ,vv]. The jump [φ,v] = 1
2([φ,t] + [φ,r∗ ]) is

obtained using Eqs. (7.46) and (7.56) with the known asymptotic expressions for [φ],

[ψ−] and [∂nuψ+]. The result is

[φ,v]R→∞ =
4µπE(1 + Ṙ∞)√

λ2
Ȳ R−3 +O(R−4). (7.68)

The asymptotic form of [φ,u] is obtained in a similar way. The jump [φ,vv], in turn,

can be written in terms of lower-derivative jumps as explained in the last paragraph of

Section 7.2.2, and, substituting the asymptotic expressions already obtained for these,

one finds

[φ,vv]R→∞ = −4µπE(2 + Ṙ∞)√
λ2

Ȳ R−4 +O(R−5). (7.69)

7.4 Jump conditions for the Regge-Wheeler-like variable

It remains to translate the jumps in φ and its derivatives across S, obtained in Section

7.3, to jumps in X and its derivatives there. For brevity we only discuss here the IRG

case, but jumps for the ORG case can be obtained in a similar manner.

We could not find an explicit inverse of the transformation (6.26), but (given φ+) it

is easy to obtain two independent algebraic relations between X, X,u and X,v, which

will suffice for our purpose. First, taking ∂v of (6.26), and using (6.25) and (6.26) to

substitute for X,uv and X,uu, respectively, leads to

X,u =
f

r(λr + 6M)

(
3MX − 8Mr2φ+ − 4r4φ+,v

)
, (7.70)

where, recall, λ = (` + 2)(` − 1). Second, taking ∂vv of (6.26), then using the u and v

derivatives of the RW equation (6.25) to replace for X,uvu and X,uvv, and finally using

(6.25) and (6.26) again to replace for X,uv and X,uu, we obtain

X,v = −
(
α+

3Mf

r(λr + 6M)

)
X+

8Mr(λ+ 3)

3(λr + 6M)
φ++

4r3[λr + (λ+ 9)M ]

3M(λr + 6M)
φ+,v+

4r4

3M
φ+,vv.

(7.71)

By applying Eqs. (7.70) and (7.71) in both vacuum sides of S in the limit to S, we

obtain relations between the jumps [X,u] and [X,v] on the one hand, and the jumps [X],
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[φ+], [φ+,v] and [φ+,vv] (the latter 3 assumed known) on the other hand; these relations

are obtained by simply replacing X 7→ [X] etc. in Eqs. (7.70) and (7.71), and setting

r 7→ R(t) there.

Now, along the orbit we also have the relation

˙[X] = [X,t] + Ṙ∗[X,r∗ ], (7.72)

where, recall, an overdot denotes d/dt. Using [X,t] = [X,v] + [X,u] and [X,r∗ ] = [X,v]−
[X,u] and substituting [X,u] and [X,v] from Eqs. (7.70) and (7.71), we thus obtain a

simple first-order ODE for the jump [X] along the orbit, of the form [compare with

(7.57)]
˙[X] +

(
AX(R)Ṙ∗ + α

)
[X] = FX . (7.73)

The coefficient AX here is given by

AX = α+
6M(R− 2M)

R2(λR+ 6M)
, (7.74)

and the sourcing function FX involves the known jumps in the Hertz potential and its

derivatives:

FX =
8M

[
6M

(
fR − Ṙ

)
+R

(
λ(fR + Ṙ) + 6Ṙ

)]
3fR(λR+ 6M)

[φ+] +
4R4(fR + Ṙ)

3MfR
[φ+,vv]

+
4R2

3MfR(λR+ 6M)

[
6M2(fR − Ṙ) + λR(M +R)(fR + Ṙ) + 6MR(fR + 2Ṙ)

]
[φ+,v] ,

(7.75)

recall that fR = 1− 2M/R.

Equation (7.73) admits simple homogeneous solutions, given by (any constant multiple

of)

[X]h =

(
λ+

6M

R

)
e−α(t+R∗). (7.76)

Note that all these homogeneous solutions (except the trivial zero one) blow up expo-

nentially at t → −∞. There is a unique particular solution of the full inhomogeneous

equation (7.73) that remains bounded; it is given by

[X] = [X]h

∫ t

−∞

FX(t′)
[X]h

dt′. (7.77)

This describes the jump in the RW variable needed for it to reproduce the no-string

Hertz potential.

In practice we find it easier to calculate [X] not from Eq. (7.77) but via a numerical

integration of the first-order ODE (7.73). It is best to integrate forward in time from t→
−∞, going “against” the direction of exponential growth of the homogeneous solutions
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(7.76), in order to prevent the growth of such nonphysical modes from numerical error.

For this integration we need an initial condition at t → −∞, which in the case of a

scatter orbit corresponds to R → ∞ (with Ṙ∞ < 0). The condition is obtained from a

simple asymptotic analysis of the ODE (7.73): Assuming [X] has a power-law behavior

at infinity, we have ˙[X] � [X] at large R, so the derivative term in (7.73) may be

dropped at leading order. Then, using the R→∞ limits AX → α and

FX → −
16πµE

3M
√
λ2

(1 + Ṙ∞)Ȳ , (7.78)

[obtained with the help of Eqs. (7.67)–(7.69)], we arrive at

[X]R→∞ = −64πµE

λ
3/2
2

Ȳ`m

(π
2
, ϕin/out

)
, (7.79)

which applies with ϕin for t→ −∞, and with ϕout for t→ +∞. In our implementation

we use (7.79) to set the initial value of [X] at t→ −∞, integrate the ODE (7.73) forward

in time, and then use (7.79) again to check the result of integration at t→ +∞. Figure

7.1 illustrates the result of applying this procedure along a particular strong-field scatter

orbit (the one depicted in Figure 4.6).
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Figure 7.1: The modulus of the jump [X`m] in the “no-string” field X`m along the
geodesic scatter orbit depicted in Figure 4.6, for the (`,m) = (2, 0) and (2, 2) modes.
This is obtained by numerically integrating the first-order ODE (7.73) forwards in time
with the initial condition (7.79) at large negative t and ϕin = 0. As a check, the
solution approaches the asymptotic value given in (7.79) with ϕout ' 481◦ (obtained
by integrating the geodesic equation). The inset plot demonstrates this for the real
part of [X22], with dashed lines indicating the analytical asymptotic values. This jump
function inputs into our 1+1D characteristic evolution scheme, whose application is
illustrated in Sections 8.1 and 8.2.
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Once we have [X], it is straightforward to get jumps in derivatives of the field, also

needed for our 1+1D evolution scheme. This can be done algebraically. From Eqs. (7.70)

and (7.71) one immediately gets [X,u] and [X,v], and using the RW equation (6.25) one

gets [X,uv]. The jump [X,uu] is subsequently obtained from the transformation equation

(6.26), and [X,vv] can be found from the v derivative of Eq. (7.71). The jumps in third

and higher derivative can be found recursively in a similar manner.

In the chapter we showed how the vacuum metric reconstruction procedure fails with the

addition of a source and how this can be overcome for a point-particle using a “no-string”

radiation gauge by only solving in vacuum regions. We developed a 1+1D evolution

scheme capable of calculating the no-string Hertz potential. The crucial ingredient for

this implementation is the jump conditions across the worldine of the particle. We derive

closed-form equations for jumps in the Hertz potential and the RW variable, as well as

their derivatives. This gives us all the required inputs to perform a calculation of the

Hertz potential for a point-particle source, which will be undertaken in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Time-domain reconstruction of

the metric perturbation: Particle

implementation

In this chapter we implement our 1+1D method formulated in the last chapter. In

our circular-orbit implementation we show that the new method produces the correct

solutions for the IRG Hertz potential by comparing to static analytic solutions and the

results of an implementation which directly solves the Teukolsky equation (but contains

the t4 IRG non-physical mode). We extend our implementation to the scatter orbit

case and present first-of-their-kind calculations of gravitational self-force quantities for

unbound orbits.

8.1 Circular-orbit implementation

Here we present an implementation of our new method for a circular equatorial orbit.

This allowed us to compare our new method against known analytic solutions for static

modes and the previous work of Barack & Giudice [87].

8.1.1 Jumps across S

In order to numerically evolve the Regge-Wheeler equation (6.25) we first need to obtain

the jump conditions [X] along S. For this we need jumps in the Hertz potential, and its

derivatives, which in turn require the jumps in the Weyl scalars, and their derivatives.

[ψ], and jumps in the derivatives, can be obtained from the results in Appendix B by

using the simplifications Ṙ = 0 and the fact that any time derivative is taken using

∂t → −imΩ, due to the fact that the only time dependence comes from ϕp = Ωt in the
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spherical harmonics. [φ] can be obtained by using the same simplifications when solving

Eq. (7.57), which reduces the ODE to an analytic equation. Explicit expressions for the

jumps in the Weyl scalar (for s = −2) and IRG Hertz potential for the circular orbit

case are given in Appendix A and Section IV of [87] respectively.

Similarly, we can apply the circular orbit simplifications to Eq. (7.73) to obtain an

analytic equation for the jumps in the RW field:

[X] =
16

λ2 − 12imMΩ

(
2M2 [φ+] +R2(M +R) [φ+,v]R

4 [φ+,vv]
)
. (8.1)

With this result we can easily obtain jumps in the fields derivatives as detailed in the

last paragraph of Section 7.4. Using this method gives the higher-order jump conditions

needed for the finite-difference scheme (see Appendix C.3.1) as

[X,u] =
fR

R(6M +Rλ)

(
3M [X]− 8MR2 [φ+]− 4R4 [φ+,v]

)
, (8.2)

[X,uv] =− fR
4

(
λ1

R2
− 6M

R3

)
[X] , (8.3)

[X,uu] =− imΩ [X,u]− [X,uv] . (8.4)

8.1.2 Analytic solutions for static modes

As with the scalar field on a circular orbit case, we can obtain analytic solutions for the

fields φ and X in the static case where m = 0. The analytic solution for both fields

consists of a superposition of two independent vacuum solutions, one valid for the regime

r < R and the other valid for r > R. The independent solutions for the Hertz potential

are given by

φ<`0 =
AP 2

` (ρ)

fr
, φ>`0 =

BQ2
` (ρ)

fr
, (8.5)

where Pm` and Qm` are the associated Legendre polynomials of the first and second kinds

respectively, A and B are constants and we recall ρ = (r −M)/M . The solutions have

this split form across S due to their asymptotic behaviour. φ<`0 is finite at r → 2M but

is divergent in the limit r → ∞. Conversely, φ>`0 diverges in the limit r → 2M but is

finite at r →∞.

The independent solutions for the RW field are

X<
`0 = Cz−`−1

2F1(−`− 2,−`+ 2;−2`; z), (8.6)

X>
`0 = Dz` 2F1(`− 1, `+ 3; 2`+ 2; z), (8.7)

where z := 2M/r, C and D are constants and 2F1 are hypergeometric functions defined

by

x(1− x)∂2
x y(x) + (c− (a+ b+ 1)x) ∂x y(x)− ab y(x) = 0, (8.8)
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with y(x) = 2F1(a, b; c;x). Again, the split across S is chosen due to their asymptotic

behaviour as X<
`0 (X>

`0) is finite (divergent) as r → 2M and divergent (finite) as r →∞.

We can determine the constants of the solutions by taking the difference of the solutions

(and one of their derivatives) at the wordline r = R and then use the appropriate jump

conditions to form a set of simultaneous equation. The solutions for the constants are

cumbersome hence we are not writing them here. For the explicit form of the IRG Hertz

potential solutions we refer the reader to Section IV A of [87].

8.1.3 Numerical method

Our numerical implementation has the same setup to that of the scalar field with a

point-particle source as described in Section 4.4, but here we evolve the RW equation

(6.25). We centre the grid on the orbital radius of the particle r = R such that S passes

directly through a set of field values. However, this creates an issue as the field values

are not defined on the worldline. To overcome this we shift S to an infinitesimally larger

r > R such that we calculate X< along r = R. Given X< we can trivially obtain

the field value corresponding to the S> limit to the worldline using the definition of

the jump conditions X> = X< + [X]. We set the field values on the initial rays as

X<(u, v0) = X>(u0, v) = 0 and let the evolution be sourced by the jump conditions

across the surface S.

This is done at the level of the finite-difference scheme as detailed in Appendix C.3.

Our code takes as input the radius of the orbit R, multipolar numbers `,m as well as

various numerical parameters, and returns the generating-function fields X≷
`m(t, r) and

the IRG no-string modal Hertz-potential fields ψ≷
`m(t, r). A more detailed description

of our numerical algorithm, as applied to the hyperbolic-orbit case, is given in Section

8.2.1.

8.1.4 Sample results

Figure 8.1 shows the behaviour of the field X<
`m along the worldline of the particle,

chosen to be at r∗ = 9M , for a selection of modes. X>
`m shows similar behaviour. The

early-time behaviour is dominated by junk radiation which decays in time (as an inverse

`-dependent power law). The late time solution approaches the true analytic solution, as

shown explicitly by comparing the numerical and analytic solutions of the static modes.

We can form a solution for the IRG Hertz potential modes φ`m by applying the Chan-

drasekhar transformation (6.26) to the generating function X`m. The behaviour of

the Hertz potential along the worldline is shown in Figure 8.2. The late-time results

produced by our new method were compared with those from an implementation that

directly solves the Teukolsky equation (using the method detailed in Ref. [87]) and were
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Figure 8.1: The behaviour of the Regge-Wheeler-like field |X<
`m| along the particle’s

(chosen to be at r∗ = 9M) for various (`,m) modes. The early part of the data
is contaminated with initial junk radiation, which is to be discarded. We show the
analytic solutions for static modes (dashed) for comparison. The inset shows how the
|X<

20| results converge to the analytic solution (dashed) with decreasing grid spacings
h =

{
1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32

}
M .

found to be in good agreement before the comparison data becomes dominated by the

t4 growth. From this we can conclude that our new method can successfully obtain

the no-string IRG Hertz potential without the presence of non-physical modes of the

Teukolsky equation.
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Figure 8.2: The IRG Hertz potential |φ<`m| along the particle’s worldline for an orbit
of r∗ = 9M for a selection of (`,m) modes. Dashed lines represent analytic solutions
(obtained from Sec. IV A of [87]) and are shown for reference. The inset shows a subset
of the |φ<20| data as calculated by our method (blue) and directly from the Teukolsky
equation (yellow) using the method of [87], which shows evidence of the t4 growth
discussed in Section 6.3.2.
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8.2 Hyperbolic-orbit implementation

We now present a full implementation of our method for a strong-field geodesic scatter

orbit. Our code takes as input the parameters of the geodesic orbit, along with multipolar

numbers `,m, and returns the generating-function fields X≷
`m(t, r) and the IRG no-string

modal Hertz-potential fields ψ≷
`m(t, r).

8.2.1 Numerical algorithm

Our method is based on a characteristic numerical evolution in u, v coordinates, as

described in Section 4.5—only here we are evolving the Regge-Wheeler-like equation

(6.25) instead of the scalar field equation, and we impose suitable jump conditions along

S (see Figure 4.5) compatible with the no-string IRG solution for our sample scatter

orbit. A detailed description of our finite-difference scheme is given in Appendix C.3,

where we also explain how the jump conditions are incorporated into the scheme so as

to achieve a (global) quadratic rate of numerical convergence. Here we lay out the main

steps of the numerical algorithm.

Input. The code takes as input the two orbital parameters v∞ and b, the orbital radius

r = Rinit at the start (and end) of the numerical evolution, the field’s multipole numbers

`,m, and the finite-difference interval h := ∆u = ∆v.

Step 1: Calculate geodesic orbit. Given v∞ and b, the code calculates E and L and

from these e and p, as well as Rmin. The functions R(t) and ϕp(t) are then derived

in the range Rmin ≤ R ≤ Rinit by numerically integrating Ṙ and ϕ̇p [as obtained from

Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3)], with initial conditions R(0) = Rmin and ϕp(−∞) = 0. The code also

calculates ttot, the time it takes the particle to get from Rinit back to Rinit after being

scattered.

Step 2: Set characteristic grid. The code then prepares a 2× 2 array of u, v coordinate

values representing the nodes of the characteristic mesh shown in Figure 4.5. For the

initial rays we take v0 = −ttot/2 +R∗init and u0 = −ttot/2−R∗init with R∗init := r∗(Rinit).

This is so that the initial vertex (u, v) = (u0, v0) is crossed by the particle at (t, r) =

(−ttot/2, Rinit). The stepping interval is set at h, and the grid’s dimensions are taken

such that the final characteristic rays are at u = ttot/2−R∗init and v = ttot/2+R∗init such

that the particle crosses the upper vertex at (t, r) = (ttot/2, Rinit) on its way out. Finally,

the coordinate values of all intersubsections of the orbit with grid lines are calculated

and stored.

Step 3: Obtain [φ] along the orbit. Using the analytical expressions in Appendix B, we

calculate the jumps in the Weyl scalars ψ± and their derivatives along the orbit, for the

`,m mode in question. Specifically, we compute [ψ−] and [∂nuψ+] for n = 0, . . . , 3, and

from these, using (7.58), we analytically construct the source function F(t) in Eq. (7.57).
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We next numerically integrate the first-order ODE (7.57) with the initial condition

(7.67), to obtain the jump [φ+] in the Hertz potential along the orbit. From [φ+], we

algebraically obtain [φ+,v] and [φ+,vv] using the procedure described in the last paragraph

of Section 7.2.2.

Step 4: Obtain [X] along the orbit. We now construct the source function FX using Eq.

(7.75), and then numerically solve the first-order ODE (7.73) for [X] with the initial

condition (7.79). From [X] we algebraically obtain also [X,v], [X,u], [X,vv], [X,uv] and

[X,uu], using the procedure described in the last paragraph of Section 7.2.2. The jump

values are computed at all intersubsections of the particle’s worldline with grid lines,

and stored as vector datasets.

Step 5: Obtain the generating function X≷
`m. We evolve the RW equation (6.25) using the

second-order-convergent finite-difference scheme described in Appendix C.3. The scheme

requires as input the field jumps calculated in the previous step at intersubsections of

the worldline with grid lines. The evolution starts with zero initial data along v = v0

and u = u0 and proceeds along successive lines of u = const. The outcome is a finite-

difference approximation to the generating field X in each of the vacuum regions S>
and S<.

Step 6: Derive the Hertz potential φ≷`m. Given X, the Hertz potential mode φ is calcu-

lated in each of the two vacuum regions using Eq. (6.26), where derivatives are taken

numerically.

Output. In principle, the code can make available the Hertz potential φ anywhere in the

computational domain. For our initial tests and for the purpose of illustration in this

thesis, we output both X and φ as functions of t along the orbit (on either of its sides)

and as functions of u along the final v = const ray (approximating I +).

8.2.2 Sample results

For the numerical demonstration to be presented below we use the same sample strong-

field scatter geodesic as in Section 4.5 whose parameters are given in Eqs. (4.16) and

(4.17). The orbit is depicted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 8.3 demonstrates the behaviour of the fieldX>
`m along the worldline of the particle,

for a sample of `,m values (the field X<
`m has a similar behaviour). The evolution begins

when the incoming particle is at Rinit = 100M , and ends when the outflying particle is

back at 100M .

We have performed convergence tests to confirm that our code exhibits a quadratic

global convergence rate in h, as it is designed to do. An example is shown in Figure 8.4.

The global rate of convergence is very sensitive to the implementation details of the jump
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Figure 8.3: The RW field X`m along the particle’s worldline for the orbit shown in
Figure 4.6 for a sample of (`,m) values. Here we show |X>

`m(t, R(t))| as a function of
time t (lower scale) and orbital radius R (upper scale). Curves are labelled with their
(`,m) values, with ` = 8 data shown amplified by a factor×600. The periastron location
at t = 0 is indicated with a vertical line. The early part of the data is contaminated by
initial junk radiation, and it is to be discarded.

conditions in the finite-difference scheme (see Appendix C.3), so the observed quadratic

convergence provides important reassurance that these jumps are implemented correctly.

As can be seen in Figure 8.3, initially the data is contaminated by junk radiation which

decays over time to reveal the true, physical solution. The decay appears faster for higher

values of `, as expected from theory. Figure 8.5 illustrates how the “clean” part of the

data appears to be insensitive to the value of Rinit, up to a small decaying difference.

As the figure demonstrates, using Rinit as a control parameter enables us in practice to

evaluate the level of residual contamination from initial junk.

Figure 8.6 shows the no-string IRG Hertz potential φ>22 derived from X>
22, as a function

along the orbit. The gravitational case has similar notable physical to the scalar case

including: (i) the small lag between the peak of the field and the periastron passage, and

(ii) the small undulation in the field amplitude not long after periastron passage. (Both

features are visible already at the level of the generating function X, and are numerically

stable.) As with the scalar case, we suggest these are both features associated with “tail”

contributions to the self-field, and are less visible at larger `, where the “direct” part of

the field is more dominant.

Finally, Figure 8.7 shows the behaviour of φ>22 near I +, as a function of retarded time

u. The periastron lag and post-periastron undulation are also visible in the radiation

field in this domain.
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Chapter 8. Time-domain reconstruction of the metric perturbation: Particle

implementation

In this chapter we implemented our new method to calculate the mode decomposed

1+1D IRG Hertz potential. The comparison of our circular-orbit results with known

analytic solutions and other implementations shows that our method calculates the Hertz

potential without the nonphysical modes which are present in other similar methods.

We then extended our implementation to be able to produce the first calculations of

certain self-force quantities for a hyperbolic encounter. Our results showed evidence of

new physics including a post-periastron peak and undulation in the field amplitude.
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Chapter 9

Concluding remarks

The main results of this work are fivefold. First, we derived two separate formulae

to calculate the conservative self-force correction to the scatter angle (at fixed initial

velocity v∞ and impact parameter b) as certain integrals of the self-force along the

orbit. Second, we calculated the scalar self-force correction to the scatter angle for a

strong-field orbit, the first calculation of its kind. Third, we have provided the details

of a practical method for a time-domain calculation of the Hertz potential for point-

particle metric perturbations in Schwarzschild spacetime. The main ingredients were

jump conditions that the Hertz potential must satisfy along the particle’s worldline (in

a 1+1D multipolar reduction of the problem), which we derived in explicit form for

generic geodesic orbits. Fourth, considering the numerical implementation strategy, we

have demonstrated that a straightforward approach based on evolution of the Teukolsky

equation in (u, v) coordinates does not work (even for vacuum problems), and explained

the reason for that failure. Fifth, we have proposed a way around the problem and

demonstrated its applicability with an end-to-end numerical calculation of the Hertz

potential for a scatter orbit.

Since this work primarily concentrates on method development, we have not explored

in detail the performance of our code near the extremes of the parameter space for

scatter orbits. Relevant asymptotic domains of interest are that of large Rmin (weak-

field regime) and that of large v∞ (ultrarelativistic regime), where useful comparisons

can be made with analytical approximations. Preliminary experiments suggest that, as

expected, the performance of our code gradually deteriorates with larger Rmin and/or

larger v∞. In large-Rmin runs we are penalised by the longer evolution time required,

and in the large-v∞ case the slower decay of initial junk along the orbit requires a larger

value of Rinit (and again a longer run). We estimate, nonetheless, that our current

(admittedly suboptimal) method and code can comfortably handle Rmin . 50M and

v∞ . 0.6. Note that we virtually have no limit on how large the impact parameter b

can be taken to be (indeed, in the marginally-bound case studied in [81] via a similar

time-domain method one has b→∞).
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9.1 Outlook

Here we discuss possible followups to the work presented in this thesis. This includes

completing the calculation of the gravitational self-force for an unbound orbit in a

Schwarzschild background and the possible interfaces with other two-body GR mod-

els. We continue by discussing extending our calculation to a Kerr background and

adding in second-order self-force effects.

9.1.1 Gravitational self-force

Let us review here the additional steps necessary towards a calculation of the grav-

itational self-force correction to the scatter angle, starting from the baseline of the

computational method and code developed here.

• Given the Hertz potential, the no-string radiation-gauge metric perturbation is

reconstructed (mode by mode) via Eq. (6.7). This involves taking two derivatives

of the numerical variables φ`m (and hence four derivatives of X`m) along the orbit,

on either side of it. For the eventual self-force calculation one requires the gradi-

ent of the metric perturbation, which therefore requires three derivatives of φ`m

(and hence five derivatives of X`m). The computational implications are discussed

further below.

• One has to separately compute the “completion” piece of the metric perturbation,

which is not accounted for by the Hertz potential [88, 112]. In the Schwarzschild

problem this corresponds precisely to the determination of the ` = 0, 1 perturbation

modes. Of these, the axially-symmetric modes (l,m) = (0, 0) and (1, 0), which

describe mass and angular-momentum perturbations, are easily determinable using

the results of [88]. The modes (l,m) = (1,±1), which regulate the centre-of-mass

location, require a more careful analysis, similar to the one performed in [81] for

marginally-bound orbits.

• Once all the modes of the metric perturbation and its gradient are available, the

self-force along the orbit is straightforwardly obtained via the no-string radiation-

gauge version of the mode-sum formula, prescribed in [53]. It is also easy to

separately extract the dissipative and conservative components of the self-force,

utilising the symmetries of the geodesic scatter orbit about the periastron point

[e.g. using Eqs. (5.8) to determine the conservative SF].

• One can then calculate the self-force correction to the scatter angle by using Eq.

(3.44) or Eq. (3.60). Additional physical quantities, such as the time delay in-

duced by the self-force, or the integrated particle’s spin precession and tidal-field

invariants, may also be calculated, though the latter two would require evaluating
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higher derivatives of the metric perturbation. The self-force information allows

calculation of all these effects with or without dissipation.

We have noted above that a calculation of the metric perturbation and self-force involves

taking high-order derivatives (fourth and fifth, respectively) of the numerical evolution

field X`m. This is an obvious computational disadvantage of our approach. It can be

mitigated if a method is employed that allows a direct evolution of the Teukolsky equa-

tion for the Hertz potential φ`m, which would reduce the required number of derivatives

to only two for the metric perturbation, and three for the self-force. As mentioned in

Section 6.3, there already exist such methods, based on compactification of I + and the

use of horizon-penetrating coordinates—which appear to automatically eliminate the

problematic non-physical growing solutions of the Teukolsky equation. Existing codes

employ asymptotically null (hyperboloidal) Cauchy slicing of the numerical domain. We

propose that, in our context, it might be advantageous to retain the convenience and

simplicity of a fully double-null treatment, taking advantage of the domain split across

S. What we have in mind is a scheme where on S+ we use the original Eddington-

Finkelstein coordinate u with a compactified v coordinate, while on S− we use the

original v coordinate with a compactified u. The coordinate discrepancy along S is then

incorporated into the jump conditions.

9.1.2 Interfaces with other two-body GR models

With full results of the gravitational self-force for unbound orbits we can inform and

compare with a variety of other methods of modelling two-body systems within GR:

• One of the most exciting prospects utilises the results that the self-force correction

to the scatter angle can be used to inform bound two-body models. As discussed

earlier, information of scattering dynamics at first-order (second-order) in the mass

ratio determines the complete two-body Hamiltonian through 4PM (6PM) order

to all orders in the mass ratio [80]. This opportunity to extract highly accurate

information about BBH collisions will allow us to form models capable of meeting

the requirements for the next generation of GW detectors.

• The highly penetrating nature of scatter orbits, as shown in Figure 1.10, makes

them uniquely positioned to provide information about the ultra-strong-field. We

can use this data to callibrate EOB calculations without the weak-field approx-

imation that the current benchmarks rely on. This is another way that scatter

calculations can inform bound waveform models for GW observations.

• Comparisons with other two-body scattering calculations with GR, such as PM,

PN, and NR, gives us the opportunity to test the relative merits of each model in

different regions of the parameter space shown in Figure 1.6.
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• Methods from high-energy physics are being used to calculate quantities with grav-

itational physics by mapping information about scatter observables into some form

of two-body gravitational potential [75]. We can compare our classical GR models

with the results from these QFT/EFT methods. Additionally, the use of scattering

data from GR to calculate quantities within QFT (see Ref. [78]) suggests that it

may be possible to extract high-energy information from gravitational scattering.

This connection between high-energy and gravitational physics provides unique

opportunities for progress in both fields.

9.1.3 Extension to a Kerr background

It is natural to ask about the prospect of an extension to orbits in Kerr geometry. This

has been discussed in some detail in Ref. [87]. A 1+1D treatment of the Teukolsky

equation in Kerr is still possible, albeit with the additional complication of coupling

between ` modes. The field equation, together with jump conditions on S, can be recast

in a narrow band-diagonal matrix form, and solved for all ` modes simultaneously (with

a cutoff at a sufficiently high `max). The application of this mode-coupling approach

has been demonstrated in vacuum problems [87, 113], but it is yet to be applied with

a particle source, and the appropriate no-string jump conditions are yet to be derived.

In the Kerr case there is no known way of transforming to a RW-like variable in the

time domain (the Sasaki-Nakamura formulation achieves that in the frequency domain

only [114,115]), which further motivates an approach based on a direct evolution of the

Hertz potential with a suitable form of domain compactification.

9.1.4 Extension to second-order self-force

Another extension would add corrections that are second-order in the mass ratio. While

second-order SF theory is now well developed, the case of hyperbolic motion presents

unique theoretical issues that have not been considered so far. The current formulation

of second-order SF calculations is motivated by EMRI observations and thus is highly

specialised to bound orbits. These calculations are based on a two-timescale expansion

which separates quantities into those that evolve on the timescale of the radiation-

reaction time and those that evolve on much shorter timescales, such as the orbital

frequencies [67, 116]. This expansion is not valid in the scatter problem. There is also

a great deal of subtlety in the behaviour of the spacetime metric at large distances in a

scatter scenario; the spacetime does not possess the usual asymptotically flat structure

and thus there are potential repercussions regarding the source of the second order

Einstein field equation (1.22), which will need to be explored.
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The outlook for black-hole scattering is promising. The revelations that unbound en-

counters can inform bound waveforms has launched the “scattering revolution”. The

scientific community are now tackling the problem from multiple angles and developing

new techniques to produce groundbreaking results that will shape the future of gravita-

tional wave astronomy.
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Appendix A

Bardeen–Press–Teukolsky

equation and metric

reconstruction

We give here a more detailed technical account of the background material presented

in Section 6.1, and in particular we give explicit expressions for the operators T̂±, Ô±
and Ŝ±, and their adjoints. Our sign conventions for the Newman–Penrose formalism

are adopted from Ref. [88]; Appendix A therein gives a useful summary.

In this paper we use Kinnersley’s null tetrad basis on a Schwarzschild background with

metric gαβ and mass parameter M . In Schwarzschild coordinates (t, r, θ, ϕ), the tetrad

legs are given by

eα1 = `α =

(
r2

∆
, 1, 0, 0

)
,

eα2 = nα =
1

2

(
1,−∆

r2
, 0, 0

)
,

eα3 = mα =
1√
2 r

(
0, 0, 1,

i

sin θ

)
,

eα4 = m̄α =
1√
2 r

(
0, 0, 1,− i

sin θ

)
, (A.1)

where ∆ := r(r−2M), and overbars denote complex conjugation. We have gαβe
α
ae
β
b = 0

for all a and b, except `αnα = −1 and mαm̄α = 1. The corresponding spin coefficients

are γabc := gµλe
µ
ae
ν
c∇νeλb . Up to trivial index permutations, the only nonzero coefficients
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in the Schwarzschild case are

% := −γ314 = −1

r
,

µ := −γ243 = − ∆

2r3
,

γ := −1

2
(γ212 + γ342) =

M

2r2
,

β := −1

2
(γ213 + γ343) =

cot θ

2
√

2 r
,

α := −1

2
(γ214 + γ344) = − cot θ

2
√

2 r
. (A.2)

The Weyl curvature scalars Ψ0 and Ψ4 are defined in terms of the Weyl tensor Cαβγδ as

Ψ0 = Cαβγδ `
αmβ`γmδ,

Ψ4 = Cαβγδ n
αm̄βnγm̄δ. (A.3)

Both Ψ0 and Ψ4 vanish in the Schwarzschild background, and so, for the sake of economy

but in a slight abuse of notation, we use these symbols to represent the linear pertur-

bations in these quantities. We define Ψ+ := Ψ0 and Ψ− := %−4Ψ4 for notational ease.

In terms of the metric perturbation hαβ, we have T̂±hαβ = Ψ± [Eq. (6.2)], where the

second-order differential operators T̂± are given by

(T̂+)αβ =
1

2

(
`(αmβ)mγ`δ −mαmβ`γ`δ − `α`βmγmδ +m(α`β)`γmδ

)
∇δ∇γ ,

(T̂−)αβ =
1

2

(
n(αm̄β)m̄γnδ − m̄αm̄βnγnδ − nαnβm̄γm̄δ + m̄(αnβ)nγm̄δ

)
∇δ∇γ . (A.4)

Here∇α is the covariant derivative compatible with the Schwarzschild background metric

gαβ, and parenthetical indices are symmetrised, as in A(αβ) = 1
2(Aαβ +Aβα).

The perturbation fields Ψ± satisfy the Teukolsky equation with spin parameter s = ±2,

whose Schwarzschild reduction is sometimes referred to as the Bardeen–Press equation.

Here we refer to it as the Bardeen–Press–Teukolsky (BPT) equation. It has the form

Ô±Ψ± = T±, (A.5)

where the differential operators on the left are

Ô+ = ∆

(
D` + 2

r −M
∆

)(
D̃n + 4

r −M
∆

)
+ ð1ð̄2 − 6r∂t,

Ô− = ∆

(
D̃n − 2

r −M
∆

)
D` + ð̄−1ð−2 + 6r∂t. (A.6)
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Here D` := `α∇α, Dn := nα∇α, D̃n := −(2r2/∆)Dn, and we have introduced the “spin

raising and lowering” operators, respectively

ðs := −∂θ − i csc θ∂ϕ + s cot θ,

ð̄s := −∂θ + i csc θ∂ϕ − s cot θ, (A.7)

whose action on spin-weighted spherical harmonics sY`m(θ, ϕ) is described by

ðs sY`m = +
√

(`− s)(`+ s+ 1) s+1Y`m,

ð̄s sY`m = −
√

(`+ s)(`− s+ 1) s−1Y`m. (A.8)

The source terms T± in (A.5) are obtained from the energy-momentum tensor Tαβ using

T+ = Ŝ+Tαβ = 8πr2
[
(Dm − 2β)DmT11 − (D` − 5%)(Dm − 2β)T13

− (Dm − 2β)(D` − 2%)T13 + (D` − 5%)(D` − %)T33

]
,

(A.9)

T− = Ŝ−Tαβ = 8πr6
[
(Dm̄ − 2β)Dm̄T22 − (Dn + 2γ + 5µ)(Dm̄ − 2β)T24

− (Dm̄ − 2β)(Dn + 2γ + 2µ)T24 + (Dn + 2γ + 5µ)(Dn + µ)T44

]
,

(A.10)

where T11 = Tαβe
α
1 e
β
1 , etc., and we have also introduced Dm := mα∇α and Dm̄ :=

m̄α∇α.

As described in Section 6.1, the metric reconstruction procedure involves the operators

adjoint to Ô+, T̂+ and Ŝ+.4 These adjoint operators can be obtained by integrating

each operator against a suitable test function and manipulating using integrations by

parts. In this fashion it is straightforward to show that

Ô†± = Ô∓, (A.11)

i.e., solutions Φ± to the adjoint BPT equation with spin s = ±2 are also solutions to

the standard BPT equation with spin s = ∓2. For the metric reconstruction operators

[see Eq. (6.7)] a calculation gives

Ŝ†+ = −2`α`β (Dm + 2β) (Dm + 4β) + 2mαmβ (D` − %) (D` + 3%) ,

−2`(αmβ)

[
(Dm + 4β) (D` + 3%) +D` (Dm + 4β)

]
(A.12)

4Recall that for a linear operator L̂ taking an n-rank tensor field φ to an m-rank tensor field ψ, the
adjoint L̂† takes ψ to φ and satisfies (L̂†ψ)φ = ψ(L̂φ) (up to a divergence of an arbitrary vector field).
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Ŝ†− = −2r4
[
nαnβ (Dm̄ + 2β) (Dm̄ + 4β) + m̄αm̄β (Dn + 5µ− 2γ) (Dn + µ− 4γ)

−n(αm̄β)

(
(Dm̄ + 4β) (Dn + µ− 4γ) + (Dn + 4µ− 4γ) (Dm̄ − 2β)

)]
.

(A.13)

Finally, for the “source reconstruction” operators [see Eq. (7.4)] one finds

(T̂†+)αβ = −1

2
`α`β(Dm + 2β)(Dm + 4β)− 1

2
mαmβ (D` − %)2

+
1

2
`(αmβ)

[
D` (Dm + 4β) + (Dm + 4β) (D` − %)

]
, (A.14)

(T̂†−)αβ = −1

2
nαnβ(Dm̄ + 2β)(Dm̄ + 4β)− 1

2
m̄αm̄β(Dn + µ− 2γ)(Dn + µ− 4γ)

+
1

2
n(αm̄β)

[
(Dn − 4γ) (Dm̄ + 4β) + (Dm̄ + 4β) (Dn + µ− 4γ)

]
. (A.15)
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Appendix B

Jumps in the Weyl-scalar modes

ψ±`m

In this appendix we derive the jumps across S in the Weyl-scalar modal fields ψ±`m(t, r)

and their first 3 derivatives, for a generic geodesic orbit in a Schwarzschild background.

We do so analytically, and for both spins s = ±2. These jumps are necessary input for

the calculation of the no-string Hertz-potential jumps [φ±] in Section 7.3. In our method

we require both [ψ+] and [ψ−] for either [φ+] (IRG potential) or [φ−] (ORG potential);

cf. Eq. (7.57) with (7.58). At the end of this appendix we derive asymptotic expressions

for [ψ±] at large radii in the case of scatter orbits which are used in the asymptotic

analysis of Section 7.3.3.

B.1 BPT equation with a point-particle source

Let Ψ+ ≡ Ψ0 and Ψ− ≡ r4Ψ4 be the Weyl scalars associated with the physical metric

perturbation sourced by a geodesic point particle with stress-energy as in Eq. (7.24).

We recall our notation: µ is the particle’s mass, and xµ = xµp(τ) describes its geodesic

worldline, with proper time τ and four-velocity uα := dxp/dτ . For convenience, we set

the Schwarzschild coordinates so that the orbit lies in the equatorial plane (θp ≡ π/2),

and write R(τ) ≡ rp(τ). The conserved (specific) energy and angular momentum of

the orbit are E = fRu
t and L = r2uϕ, respectively, where fR := 1 − 2M/R. The

Schwarzschild components of the four-velocity are

uµp =
(
E/fR, (E/fR)Ṙ, 0, L/r2

)
, (B.1)

where an overdot denotes d/dt.

The Weyl scalars Ψ± satisfy the s = ±2 BPT equations (A.5), where the source T± is

derivable from Tαβ by means of Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10). Expanding both Ψ± and T± in
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s = ±2 spherical harmonics, as in Eq. (7.27), separates the BPT equation into modal

equations for each of the time-radial fields ψ±`m(t, r). The modal equations are (dropping

the indices `m for brevity)

ψ±,uv + Us(r)ψ
±
,u + Vs(r)ψ

±
,v +Ws(r)ψ

± = T±(t, r), (B.2)

where the radial functions on the left are those given in Eqs. (6.19) and (6.20), with

s = ±2 for ψ±. The modal source term T± can be written in the form

T±(t, r) = s±0 (t)δ[r −R(t)] + s±1 (t)δ′[r −R(t)] + s±2 (t)δ′′[r −R(t)], (B.3)

where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the argument, and the source func-

tions s±n (t) are certain functions along the orbit. The explicit expressions for s±n (t) are

rather unwieldy, unfortunately, but they are essential within our method, so we give

them here. They are

s+
0 =

πµ

E

{
− L2mf2

RR
(
iϕ̈p +mϕ̇2

p

)
+ LfR [L(1 + 2y)− 2imER] R̈

+ 2LfR

[
iLm

(
(2 + y)fR − (1 + 2y)Ṙ

)
+m2ER(fR − Ṙ)

]
ϕ̇p

+
[
−2iLEm+ 8L2y2/R− (m2 − 2)E2R

]
Ṙ2

+ 2fR

[
− (L2/R)y(6y + 7) + 2iLmE(1 + 3y) + (m2 − 2)E2R

]
Ṙ

− f2
R

[
−12(L2/R)y + 2iLmE(1 + 4y) + (m2 − 2)E2R

]}
Y+(t)

+ πµ

{
2R(fR − Ṙ)m

[
LfRϕ̇p − E(fR − Ṙ)

]
+ 2iL

[
− fRRR̈− Ṙ2 + 2fR(1 + 3y)Ṙ− f2

R(1 + 4y)
]}
Y+
θ (t)

− πµER(fR − Ṙ)2Y+
θθ(t), (B.4)

s+
1 =2iπµLfRR(fR − Ṙ)

[
(fR − Ṙ)

[
Y+
θ (t) +mY+(t)

]
−mfR(L/E)ϕ̇pY+(t)

]
+ πµ(L2/E)fR

[
− fRRR̈− 2(1 + 2y)Ṙ2 + 2fR(3 + 5y)Ṙ− 4f2

R(1 + y)
]
Y+(t),

(B.5)

s+
2 = πµ(L2/E)f2

RR(fR − Ṙ)2Y+(t), (B.6)
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and

s−0 =− πµ

4Ef2
RR

9

{
L2mf2

RR
6
(
mϕ̇2

p + iϕ̈p

)
+ LfRR

5 (3LfR − 2iEmR) R̈

− 2LmR5fR

[
EmRṘ+ fR

(
EmR+ iL

(
3Ṙ+ 2− 5y

))]
ϕ̇p

+R4
[
− 12L2f2

R + ER
(
E
(
m2 − 2

)
R+ 2iLm(3− 4y)

)]
Ṙ2

+ 2R4
[
− L2(8− 25y)f2

R + ER
(
E
(
m2 − 2

)
RfR + 2iLm(3− 7y)fR

)]
Ṙ

+R4
[
− 4L2(1− 5y)f3

R + ER
(
E
(
m2 − 2

)
Rf2

R + 2iLm(3− 8y)f2
R

)]}
Y−(t)

+
πµ

2f2
RR

7

{
mR4(fR + Ṙ)

(
E(fR + Ṙ)− LfRϕ̇p

)
− iLR3

[
fRRR̈− (3− 4y)Ṙ2 − 2fR(3− 7y)Ṙ− (3− 8y)f2

R

]}
Y−θ (t)

− πEµ(fR + Ṙ)2

4f2
RR

3
Y−θθ(t), (B.7)

s−1 =
iπµL(fR + Ṙ)

2fRR3

[
(fR + Ṙ)

[
Y−θ (t)−mY−(t)

]
+mfR(L/E)ϕ̇pY−(t)

]
+
πµL2

4ER4

[
−RR̈+ 6Ṙ2 + 2(5− 13y)Ṙ+ 4fR(1− 3y)

]
Y−(t), (B.8)

s−2 =
πµL2

(
fR + Ṙ

)
2

4ER3
Y−(t). (B.9)

Here we have introduced

y :=
M

R
, Y±(t) := ±2Ȳ`m

(π
2
, ϕp(t)

)
, (B.10)

with Y±θ and Y±θθ being the first and second derivatives of ±2Ȳ`m (θ, ϕp(t)) with respect

to θ, evaluated at θ = π/2.

Note that in Eqs. (B.4)–(B.9) we have not yet specialised to a timelike geodesic. With

such specification, the time derivatives featuring in these expressions can be expressed

in terms of R(t) alone (as well as E and L), as follows:

Ṙ = ±(fR/E)
[
E2 − fR(1 + L2/R2)

]1/2
, (B.11)

R̈ =
f2
R(1− 5y)L2 + yR2fR(2E2 − 3fR)

R3E2
, (B.12)

ϕ̇p =
fRL

R2E
, ϕ̈p = −2L(1− 3y)Ṙ

ER3
. (B.13)

The sign in (B.11) is (−) for the incoming leg of the orbit and (+) for the outgoing leg.
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B.2 The jumps in ψ± and their first derivatives

The jumps in the 1+1D Weyl-scalar fields ψ± are determined by requiring that Eq. (B.2)

is satisfied as a distributional equation, with the ansatz

ψ± =ψ>±(t, r)Θ[r −R(t)] + ψ<±(t, r)Θ[R(t)− r] + ψ±δ (t)δ[r −R(t)]. (B.14)

Here Θ[·] is the Heaviside step function, and ψ±δ (t) is to be determined. Balancing

the coefficients of Θ[r − R(t)] and Θ[R(t) − r] imply that ψ>±(t, r) and ψ<±(t, r) are

homogeneous solutions of Eq. (B.2). The remaining terms are supported on r = R(t)

only, and are each proportional to either δ, δ′ or δ′′. We use the distributional identities

F (r)δ(r −R) = F (R)δ(r −R),

F (r)δ′(r −R) = F (R)δ′(r −R)− F ′(R)δ(r −R),

F (r)δ′′(r −R) = F (R)δ′′(r −R)− 2F ′(R)δ′(r −R) + F ′′(R)δ(r −R), (B.15)

[valid for any smooth function F (r)] to eliminate the r dependence of the coefficients of

each of these terms, and then compare the coefficient values across the two sides of Eq.

(B.2), recalling the form of T± in Eq. (B.3).

From the coefficient of δ′′ we immediately obtain

ψ±δ (t) = − 4s±2 (t)

f2
R − Ṙ2

. (B.16)

The coefficient of δ′ then determines the jump:

[ψ±] =− 1

f2
R − Ṙ2

(
4s1(t) + 2ψ̇±δ Ṙ+

[
−2fR

(
s(1− y) + 3y

)
+ 2s(1− 3y)Ṙ+RR̈

] ψ±δ
R

)
,

(B.17)

with s = ±2 for ψ±. Finally, comparing the coefficients of δ gives a relation between the

jumps
[
ψ±,t
]

and
[
ψ±,r
]

we get

s±0 (t) = −1

2
Ṙ
[
ψ±,t
]
− 1

4
(f2
R + Ṙ2)

[
ψ±,r
]

+ P±(t), (B.18)

where

P± =
[ψ±]

4R

[
2fR

(
s(1− y) + y

)
− 2s(1− 3y)Ṙ−RR̈

]
+

1

4
ψ̈±δ +

s

2R
(1− 3y)ψ̇±δ

+
ψ±δ
4R2

[
λfR + 2 + s− s2 + 2y(1 + s2 − 4s) + 8y2(s− 2)− 2s(1− 6y)Ṙ

]
, (B.19)

with s = ±2 for P±. Recall λ = (l + 2)(l − 1).
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A second relation between
[
ψ±,t
]

and
[
ψ±,r
]

is obtained by writing

˙[ψ±] =
[
ψ±,t
]

+ Ṙ
[
ψ±,r
]
, (B.20)

where we recall an overdot represents a time derivative d/dt. Solving (B.18) and (B.20)

as a simultaneous set then gives

[
ψ±,r
]

=
4(P± − s±0 )− 2Ṙ ˙[ψ±]

f2
R − Ṙ2

, (B.21)

and [
ψ±,t
]

=
−4(P± − s±0 )Ṙ+ (f2

R + Ṙ2) ˙[ψ±]

f2
R − Ṙ2

. (B.22)

The corresponding jumps in the u and v derivatives are

[
ψ±,v
]

=
4(P± − s±0 ) + (fR − Ṙ) ˙[ψ±]

2(fR + Ṙ)
, (B.23)

[
ψ±,u
]

=
−4(P± − s±0 ) + (fR + Ṙ) ˙[ψ±]

2(fR − Ṙ)
. (B.24)

Equations (B.17), (B.23) and (B.24) give the jumps in ψ± and its first derivatives for a

generic geodesic orbit.

B.3 Jumps in the second and third derivatives of ψ±

We can get
[
ψ±,uv

]
directly from the vacuum BPT equation:

[
ψ±,uv

]
= −U±2(R)

[
ψ±,u
]
− V±2(R)

[
ψ±,v
]
−W±2(R) [ψ±] , (B.25)

where the jumps
[
ψ±,v
]
,
[
ψ±,u
]

and [ψ±] can be substituted for from Eqs. (B.23), (B.24)

and (B.17). Then
[
ψ±,uu

]
and

[
ψ±,vv

]
can be obtained from the chain rules

˙[ψ±,u] = v̇
[
ψ±,uv

]
+ u̇

[
ψ±,uu

]
,

˙[ψ±,v] = v̇
[
ψ±,vv

]
+ u̇

[
ψ±,uv

]
, (B.26)

where

v̇ = 1 + Ṙ/fR, u̇ = 1− Ṙ/fR. (B.27)

The jumps in the third derivatives are obtained in a similar fashion: First, we obtain[
ψ±,uvu

]
and

[
ψ±,uvv

]
from the u and v derivatives of the vacuum BPT equations. Then,
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[
ψ±,uuu

]
and

[
ψ±,vvv

]
are determined from the appropriate chain rule; e.g.,

[
ψ±,uuu

]
=

˙[
ψ±uu

]
− v̇

[
ψ±,uuv

]
u̇

, (B.28)

where the jumps on the right-hand side are known from previous steps. We may pro-

ceed in this recursive manner to determine the jumps in all higher derivatives. In the

calculation performed in this paper we require jump information only up to the third

derivatives.

B.4 Large-R asymptotics for scatter orbits

For our asymptotic analysis in Section 7.3.3 (where we derive initial conditions for the

Hertz potential’s jump equations), it is useful to have at hand the large-R asymptotic

form of the Weyl-scalar jumps calculated above, in the case of a scatter orbit coming from

infinity (i.e., the class of geodesic scatter orbits described in Chapter 2). Specifically, we

need the asymptotic forms of [ψ±] as well as
[
ψ+
,u

]
,
[
ψ+
,uu

]
and

[
ψ+
,uuu

]
.

As input for this calculation, we need the asymptotic form of the source coefficients s±n
in Eqs. (B.4)–(B.9). Specializing to scatter geodesics and working at leading order in

y = M/R (at fixed E,L), we find

s+
n = σ+

nR+O(R0),

s−n = σ−nR
−3 +O(R−4), (B.29)

for n = 0, 1, 2. The coefficients needed for our purpose are given explicitly by

σ+
0 = −µEπ(1− Ṙ∞)2

[
(m2 − 2)Y+ + 2mY+

θ + Y+
θθ

]
∞ ,

σ+
1 = ∓2iµLπ(1− Ṙ∞)2

(
mY+ + Y+

θ

)
∞ , (B.30)

and

σ−1 = ±1

2
iµL(1 + Ṙ∞)2

(
mY− − Y−θ

)
∞ , (B.31)

where subscripts ‘∞’ imply an evaluation at t → ±∞, depending on whether it is the

“in” or ‘’out” states being considered. In the expressions for σ+
1 and σ−1 , the upper sign

is for the out state (Ṙ∞ > 0) and the lower sign is for the in state (Ṙ∞ < 0).

A straightforward leading-order calculation now gives

[ψ+] = −4σ+
1 E

2R+O(R0), (B.32)

[ψ−] = −4σ−1 E
2R−3 +O(R−4), (B.33)
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as well as [
ψ+
,t

]
= −Ṙ∞

[
ψ+
,r

]
= 4σ+

0 E
2Ṙ∞R+O(R0), (B.34)

[
ψ+
,u

]
=

2σ+
0

1− Ṙ∞
R+O(R0), (B.35)

[
ψ+
,uu

]
= −2σ+

0 (2− 3Ṙ∞)

(1− Ṙ∞)2
+O(R−1), (B.36)

[
ψ+
,uuu

]
=
σ+

0

[
8(1− 2Ṙ∞) + λ(1 + Ṙ∞)

]
2(1− Ṙ∞)2

R−1 +O(R−2). (B.37)
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Appendix C

Finite-difference scheme

In this appendix we detail the finite-difference (FD) schemes employed for solving the

1+1D field equations associated with the scalar field (4.11) and the Regge-Wheeler-like

field (6.25). Here we focus on the FD scheme itself, at the grid-cell level. We detail

schemes for field equations of the form

X,uv + V (r)X = SX , (C.1)

where W (r) is a generic radial potential. The source SX can be zero (vacuum), an

explicitly known point-particle source which is localised to the particle’s 1D worldline S
(scalar field) or have information on the source available through known jumps conditions

across a 1D surface S associated with the particle’s worldline (RW-like field). In deriving

the schemes we follow the method of Ref. [49] (which itself builds on a long history of

time-domain work in the self-force literature, e.g. [95, 117]).

Recall Figure 4.1, which shows the 1+1D numerical grid for the vacuum case, based

on u, v coordinates with uniform cell dimensions h × h. Consider an arbitrary grid

point c with coordinates (u, v) = (uc, vc), and in reference to that point denote by

Xnk the value of the numerical field variable X at the grid point with coordinates

(u, v) = (uc−nh, vc−kh), as shown in Figure C.1 for a field sourced by a point-particle.

Our goal is to prescribe a FD expression for X00 (the field at c), given the values Xnk

for all n, k > 0, assumed to have been obtained in previous steps of the characteristic

evolution. We wish to achieve a global quadratic convergence, i.e. an accumulated error

in X that scales as h2. Since the total number of grid points over which the error

accumulates is ∝ h−2, this demands a local (single-point) FD error not larger than

O(h4) in general.

In the non-vacuum cases, our grid is traversed by the curve S representing the timelike

geodesic trajectory of the particle, recall Figure 4.3 for circular orbits and Figure 4.5 for

hyperbolic orbits. The curve is fixed and known in advance, and the coordinates of all
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Figure C.1: A particle cell is traversed by the particle’s worldline (dashed curve).
The apex of the cell is the point c at (u, v) = (uc, vc) and the field point Xnk is at the
grid point with coordinates (u, v) = (uc − nh, vc − kh). The particle enters (exits) the
cell at time t = ti (t = tf ).

of its intersections with grid lines are calculated in advance of the numerical evolution.

In reference to the grid cell C with top vertex c, we distinguish between two scenarios:

Either C is traversed by S (“particle cell”) or it is not (“vacuum cell”). We deal with

each of these two scenarios separately below.

C.1 Vacuum cells

First we consider the simplest case where the field equation is homogeneous or the

particle’s worldline does not cross the integration cell. Then a sufficiently accurate FD

approximation for X00 can be written based on the three value X01, X10 and X11 alone.

Integrating each of the two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (C.1) over the grid cell C,

we have ∫
C
X,uv dudv = X00 −X01 −X10 +X11 (C.2)

(exactly), and ∫
C
V (r)X dudv =

1

2
h2V (rc) (X01 +X10) +O(h4), (C.3)

where rc is the value of r at point c. The homogeneous version of Eq. (C.1) then gives

X00 = −X11 + (X01 +X10)

(
1− h2

2
V (rc)

)
+O(h4), (C.4)

which we use as our FD formula for vacuum points.
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C.2 Particle cells from a source

The vacuum formula (C.4) does not work for cells that are traversed by the worldline

as there is also a contribution from the source of the field equation. We calculate this

contribution by integrating the source over the cell such that the FD scheme is given by

X00 = −X11 + (X01 +X10)

(
1− h2

2
V (rc)

)
+

∫
C
SX dudv +O(h4). (C.5)

C.2.1 Scalar point-particle on a circular orbit

In the scalar point-particle case we know the source of the field equation (4.11). For a

circular equatorial orbit at r = R it has the form

Sψ =
f2
R

2ER
δ (r −R) Ȳ`m(π/2,Ωt), (C.6)

where R is the (constant) radius and Ω :=
√
M/R3 is the orbital angular velocity. Due

to the simplicity of the orbit we can integrate this source analytically over a single h×h
cell to give the contribution to the FD scheme. In our implementation the particle

passes directly through the cells centred on r = R and does not pass through any other

(vacuum) cells. The contribution from the source to the particle cells is obtained by

integrating the source over the cell to give∫
C

f2
R

2ER
δ (r −R) Ȳ`m(π/2,Ωt) dudv =

ifR
EmΩR

(
−1 + e−imΩh

)
Ȳ`m(π/2,Ωtc), (C.7)

where tc is t evaluated at point c and we have used the relations dudv = 2f−1 drdt and

Ȳ`m(π/2,Ωt) = Ȳ`m(π/2, 0)e−imΩt. Including this contribution gives the FD for a scalar

particle on a circular orbit as

ψ00 = −ψ11 + (ψ01 + ψ10)

(
1− 1

2
h2V

)
+ Z, (C.8)

where

Z =

0 if particle does not enter cell

ifR
EmΩR

(
−1 + e−imΩh

)
Ȳ`m(π/2,Ωtc) if particle does enter cell

(C.9)

C.2.2 Scalar point-particle on a generic orbit

Recall the form of the source of the scalar field equation (4.11)

Sψ =
f2
R

2ER(t)
δ (r −R(t)) Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕp(t)), (C.10)
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where now we use fR := 1 − 2M/R(t). Integrating this source over the FD cell for a

generic orbit is more complicated as in general we do not have an analytic expression for

the worldline. This does not cause any issues for integrating over the radial derivative

as we can directly integrate the delta function of the source of the field equation (4.11)

to give ∫
C
Sψ dudv =

∫ tf

ti

fR
ER(t)

Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕp(t)) dt, (C.11)

where ti (tf ) are where the particle enters (exits) the cell as shown in Figure C.1.

For a generic orbit we cannot evaluate this integral analytically so we must use other

methods. One possibility would be to numerically integrate the source term for all of

the particle terms. We take the alternative approach of expanding the integrand of Eq.

(C.11) about the point c which gives

fc
ERc

Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕc)−
(Rc − 4M)Ṙc + imfcR

2
c ϕ̇c

ER3
c

Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕc)(t− tc) +O(t2), (C.12)

where subscript c represents the quantity evaluated at point c and we recall that an

overdot represents a time derivative d/dt. We can integrate this result analytically to

give the source’s contribution to the FD scheme as

Z =
fc
ERc

Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕc)(tf − ti) +
(Rc − 4M)Ṙc + imfcR

2
c ϕ̇c

ER3
c

Ȳ`m(π/2, ϕc)(2tc − tf − ti).
(C.13)

We can show that this contribution is O(h3) as tf − ti ∼ h and 2tc− tf − ti ∼ h2. As the

worldine is a 1D surface the total number of particle cells scales as h hence the global

convergence of Z is quadratic as required.

The second-order convergent FD scheme for a scalar particle on a generic orbit is given

by Eq. (C.8) with Z = 0 for vacuum cells or Z given by Eq. (C.13) for particle cells.

C.3 Particle cells from field jumps

In this section we address the case where we do not know the source but we have

information about the source through jumps in the field and its derivatives. Here we

have a discontinuity in the field across the 1+1D worldline S which corresponds to

r = R(t). The worldline splits C into two disjoint vacuum regions, C> and C<. Since

X is smooth on each of the two vacuum regions, we can expand it piecewise in a Taylor

series about point c, in the form

X≷ =

N∑
i+j=0

c≷ij
i!j!

ũiṽj +O(hN+1), (C.14)
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where ũ := u− uc, ṽ := v− vc, and different expansion coefficients apply on each side of

S: c<ij are used in C<, and c>ij are used in C>. The idea now is to derive the values of c≷ij
based on a sufficient number of data points X≷

nk, plus the analytically known jumps in

X and its derivatives on S. We note that, since the total number of particle cells scales

as h−1, it is acceptable for our local FD scheme to have an error as great as O(h3) (but

not greater) at each particle cell.

To achieve such accuracy we take N = 2 in Eq. (C.14), leaving us with 12 coeffi-

cients c≷ij to determine. We use the 6 data points {X00, X01, X10, X11, X02, X20} to

supply 6 constraints, and 6 additional constraints are obtained from the known jumps

{[X], [X,u], [X,v], [X,uu], [X,uv], [X,vv]}, imposed at the point where the worldline exits

the cell C. Solving the 12 simultaneous equations for c≷ij and then substituting these

coefficients back in (C.14), gives an expression for X≷, accurate through O(h2) in the

vicinity of point c, in terms of the above 6 field points (which include the unknown X00)

and above 6 jumps.

Considering first the principal part of the Eq. (C.1), we thus obtain,

X≷
,uv = c≷11 +O(h)

= h−2
(
X00 −X01 −X10 +X11 + JA1

)
+O(h), (C.15)

where the explicit form of JA1 will be discussed for the circular and hyperbolic cases

below. For the potential term of Eq. (C.1) we wish to obtain a FD approximation that

does not involve X00. The form of (C.15) implies that we only require a leading-order,

O(h0) approximation for this term. We choose to achieve this by taking N = 1 in Eq.

(C.14), and then solving for the six coefficients c≷ij (i + j ≤ 1) using the 3 data points

{X01, X10, X11} and 3 jumps {[X], [X,u], [X,v]}, again evaluated when the particle leaves

the cell. This gives

X≷ = c≷00 +O(h)

= X01 +X10 −X11 + JA2 +O(h), (C.16)

where again we will consider the form of JA2 in later sections. Hence we can write

V X≷ = V (rc)(X01 +X10 −X11 + JA2 ) +O(h). (C.17)

Imposing finally the vacuum field equation X,uv +V X = 0, we obtain, using (C.15) and

(C.17),

X00 =(X01 +X10 −X11)
(
1− h2V (rc)

)
− JA1 − h2V (rc)J

A
2 +O(h3), (C.18)

which is our FD formula for particle cells.
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Note that our second-order-convergent FD scheme, consisting of Eq. (C.4) for vacuum

cells with Eq. (C.18) for particle cells, requires as input only the three field data points

X01, X10 and X11 (as well as the known jumps). This is convenient, as it means that

at each characteristic evolution step we require data on a single previously calculated

characteristic ray.

C.3.1 Circular orbit

As described in Section 8.1.3 we construct the grid such that the worldline passes directly

through cells centred on r = R as shown in Figure C.2. However, it is not possible to

calculate the field directly on the worldine due to the discontinuity. Instead we shift

the worldline to an infinitesimally larger r > R such that we calculate the field points

X< along r = R. This setup results in two kinds of cells which cannot use the vacuum

FD formula (C.4). These cells correspond to cells centred on r = R (‘P’ cells) and

r = R+ h/2 (‘R’ cells). The additional terms from these cells to the FD scheme (C.18)

are given by

JP
1 = −[X] + h[X,u]− h2

2
([X,uu] + [X,uv])

= −[X] +
h

2
[X,u](2 + ihmΩ), (C.19)

JP
2 = 0, (C.20)

JR
1 = [X] = −JR

2 . (C.21)

Recall that all the jumps are evaluated where the particle exits the cell (i.e. (uc, vc) for

P cells and (uc, vc − h) for R cells). The simplification of the JP
1 expression arises from

using the chain rule to rewrite jumps in higher derivatives in terms of lower derivatives

(see Appendix B.3) and the relation ˙[X] = −imΩ[X] for a circular orbit with orbital

frequency Ω =
√
M/R3.
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<latexit sha1_base64="XIg3g2SW5VSHJFeyrUFT8eN2iN8=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ENIVFII1lRPMByRn2NnPJkr29Y3dPCCE/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaCUW3mt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qsdF97vOkVS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE4L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8yP3VKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhNW/AmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N+lzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGplOwIXjLL6+S5kXZuyp7d5elaiWLIw8ncArn4ME1VOEW6tAABgN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/yQCNcQ==</latexit>

C<

X00

<latexit sha1_base64="bYG7knsmV0gevWrPayf/Pe7JaQw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw3sjsc=</latexit>

X01

<latexit sha1_base64="ieQzN312RXzqijzVG+Gjl29TTq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5vmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9xjsg=</latexit>

X10

<latexit sha1_base64="oBSxMFvjD+8EFfUIHMKdADQRSo0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nuzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9yjsg=</latexit>

X11

<latexit sha1_base64="xbLcdvBb6kwgs+ESp3Bch9whuCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lIwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ26hUU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWstwK1k00I3EoWCec3M79zhPThiv5YKcJC2IykjzilFgntbuDDOPZoFzxq/4CaJ3gnFQgR3NQ/uoPFU1jJi0VxJge9hMbZERbTgWblfqpYQmhEzJiPUcliZkJssW1M3ThlCGKlHYlLVqovycyEhszjUPXGRM7NqveXPzP66U2qgcZl0lqmaTLRVEqkFVo/joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELAqy+vk/ZVFdeqN/e1SqOex1GEMziHS8BwDQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPHxD3jsk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="VQkd4V8BOmLAOSnx9IpMrFIxDX8=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld1StMeCF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7BX3D84PDounZy2jUo1ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQty61g3UQzEoeCdcLJ7dzvPDFtuJIPdpqwICYjySNOiXVSuzvIqt5sUCp7FW8BvE78nJQhR3NQ+uoPFU1jJi0VxJie7yU2yIi2nAo2K/ZTwxJCJ2TEeo5KEjMTZItrZ/jSKUMcKe1KWrxQf09kJDZmGoeuMyZ2bFa9ufif10ttVA8yLpPUMkmXi6JUYKvw/HU85JpRK6aOEKq5uxXTMdGEWhdQ0YXgr768TtrVin9dqd3Xyo16HkcBzuECrsCHG2jAHTShBRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ceydQPlM2fwB+jzBxAGjsY=</latexit>

X20
<latexit sha1_base64="VOpsMwl8R20h9Vl9sEj8cjaZM94=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld1StMeCF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7BX3D84PDounZy2jUo1ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQty61g3UQzEoeCdcLJ7dzvPDFtuJIPdpqwICYjySNOiXVSuzvIvOpsUCp7FW8BvE78nJQhR3NQ+uoPFU1jJi0VxJie7yU2yIi2nAo2K/ZTwxJCJ2TEeo5KEjMTZItrZ/jSKUMcKe1KWrxQf09kJDZmGoeuMyZ2bFa9ufif10ttVA8yLpPUMkmXi6JUYKvw/HU85JpRK6aOEKq5uxXTMdGEWhdQ0YXgr768TtrVin9dqd3Xyo16HkcBzuECrsCHG2jAHTShBRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ceydQPlM2fwB+jzBxAEjsY=</latexit>

X02

<latexit sha1_base64="9nt1SupHGI4ABrSvy0B8ZlqK+04=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld1StMeCF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7BX3D84PDounZy2jUo1ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQty61g3UQzEoeCdcLJ7dzvPDFtuJIPdpqwICYjySNOiXVSuzvIqtXZoFT2Kt4CeJ34OSlDjuag9NUfKprGTFoqiDE930tskBFtORVsVuynhiWETsiI9RyVJGYmyBbXzvClU4Y4UtqVtHih/p7ISGzMNA5dZ0zs2Kx6c/E/r5faqB5kXCapZZIuF0WpwFbh+et4yDWjVkwdIVRzdyumY6IJtS6gogvBX315nbSrFf+6UruvlRv1PI4CnMMFXIEPN9CAO2hCCyg8wjO8whtS6AW9o49l6wbKZ87gD9DnDxMQjsg=</latexit>

X22

Figure C.2: Particle cells are traversed by the particle’s worldline (dashed curve)
either directly through the centre of the cell (e.g. cell with X00 at the apex) or through
the leftmost corner of the cell (e.g. cell with X10 at the apex) which are known as ‘P’
and ‘R’ cells respectively. A different variant of the FD formula applies in each case, as
described in the text. The vacuum portions of the cell left and right of the worldline
are C< and C> respectively, as shown for the uppermost P cell.

C.3.2 Generic orbit

For a generic timelike geodesic the worldline splits C into two distinct vacuum regions,

C< and C>, as shown in Figure C.3, which shows the four possible scenarios. We

impose the jump conditions where the particle exits the cell [i.e. referring to Figure C.3,

either the point (uf , vc) or the point (uc, vf ), depending on the case]. The additional

contributions to Eq. (C.18) are given by

JUU1 = h[X,v] + h(uc − uf )[X,uv]−
h2

2
(2[X,uv] + [X,vv]) , (C.22)

JV V1 = −h[X,u]− h(vc − vf )[X,uv] +
h2

2
(2[X,uv] + [X,uu]) , (C.23)

JUV1 = −[X] + (h− vc + vf )[X,v]−
1

2
(h− vc + vf )2[X,vv], (C.24)

JV U1 = [X]− (h− uc + uf )[X,u] +
1

2
(h− uc + uf )2[X,uu]. (C.25)

and

JUU2 = 0 = JV V2 , JUV2 = [X] = −JV U2 . (C.26)
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<latexit sha1_base64="CVzxGTKDGm25GnbniTVHvZGDY08=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaE4SyMVjRPOAZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY1WZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK97XHm16x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImqFe9mbif14nNWHFn3CZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOgUbgrf88ippXpS9q7J3d1mqVrI48nACp3AOHlxDFW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDzAiNcw==</latexit>

C>
<latexit sha1_base64="XIg3g2SW5VSHJFeyrUFT8eN2iN8=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ENIVFII1lRPMByRn2NnPJkr29Y3dPCCE/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaCUW3mt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qsdF97vOkVS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE4L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8yP3VKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhNW/AmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N+lzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGplOwIXjLL6+S5kXZuyp7d5elaiWLIw8ncArn4ME1VOEW6tAABgN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/yQCNcQ==</latexit>

C<
<latexit sha1_base64="CVzxGTKDGm25GnbniTVHvZGDY08=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaE4SyMVjRPOAZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY1WZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK97XHm16x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImqFe9mbif14nNWHFn3CZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOgUbgrf88ippXpS9q7J3d1mqVrI48nACp3AOHlxDFW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDzAiNcw==</latexit>

C>
<latexit sha1_base64="XIg3g2SW5VSHJFeyrUFT8eN2iN8=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ENIVFII1lRPMByRn2NnPJkr29Y3dPCCE/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaCUW3mt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qsdF97vOkVS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE4L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8yP3VKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhNW/AmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N+lzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGplOwIXjLL6+S5kXZuyp7d5elaiWLIw8ncArn4ME1VOEW6tAABgN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/yQCNcQ==</latexit>

C<

UU

<latexit sha1_base64="5yErBXVMts5KjRfG+lIJVhX7YiE=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwHgLePEYwU0CyRJmJ5NkzDyWmVkhLPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOHMWN//9gobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikZVSqCQ2J4kp3YmwoZ5KGlllOO4mmWMSctuPJ7dxvP1FtmJIPdprQSOCRZENGsHVSq6cFCsN+ueJX/QXQOglyUoEczX75qzdQJBVUWsKxMd3AT2yUYW0Z4XRW6qWGJphM8Ih2HZVYUBNli2tn6MIpAzRU2pW0aKH+nsiwMGYqYtcpsB2bVW8u/ud1UzusRxmTSWqpJMtFw5Qjq9D8dTRgmhLLp45gopm7FZEx1phYF1DJhRCsvrxOWlfVoFa9ua9VGvU8jiKcwTlcQgDX0IA7aEIIBB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxbC14+cwp/4H3+AP7wjr0=</latexit>

X00

<latexit sha1_base64="bYG7knsmV0gevWrPayf/Pe7JaQw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw3sjsc=</latexit>

X01

<latexit sha1_base64="ieQzN312RXzqijzVG+Gjl29TTq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5vmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9xjsg=</latexit>

X10

<latexit sha1_base64="oBSxMFvjD+8EFfUIHMKdADQRSo0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nuzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9yjsg=</latexit>

X11

<latexit sha1_base64="xbLcdvBb6kwgs+ESp3Bch9whuCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lIwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ26hUU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWstwK1k00I3EoWCec3M79zhPThiv5YKcJC2IykjzilFgntbuDDOPZoFzxq/4CaJ3gnFQgR3NQ/uoPFU1jJi0VxJge9hMbZERbTgWblfqpYQmhEzJiPUcliZkJssW1M3ThlCGKlHYlLVqovycyEhszjUPXGRM7NqveXPzP66U2qgcZl0lqmaTLRVEqkFVo/joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELAqy+vk/ZVFdeqN/e1SqOex1GEMziHS8BwDQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPHxD3jsk=</latexit>

(uc, vf )

<latexit sha1_base64="ZbB8gl66SI8/Iu1eFkFVkUBrAd4=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrBfVW8OKxgv2QdlmyabYNTbJLki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3ScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR3czvz2mSrNYPppJQn2BB5JFjGBjpadKGpDLcRBdBKWyW3XnQKvEy0kZcjSC0levH5NUUGkIx1p3PTcxfoaVYYTTabGXappgMsID2rVUYkG1n80PnqJzq/RRFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmqJe9mfif101NdONnTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+9RnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxGRRuCt/zyKmldVb1a9fahVq7X8jgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJhAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDVtI/B</latexit>

VV

<latexit sha1_base64="Wam/qS4zMjTERAXAfc2UF9Abjjw=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwHgLePEYwWwCyRJmJ7PJmHksM7NCCPkHLx4U8er/ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOXMWN//9gobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fgkNCrThLaI4kp3YmwoZ5K2LLOcdlJNsYg5bcfj27nffqLaMCUf7CSlkcBDyRJGsHVS2NMChWG/XPGr/gJonQQ5qUCOZr/81RsokgkqLeHYmG7gpzaaYm0Z4XRW6mWGppiM8ZB2HZVYUBNNF9fO0IVTBihR2pW0aKH+nphiYcxExK5TYDsyq95c/M/rZjapR1Mm08xSSZaLkowjq9D8dTRgmhLLJ45gopm7FZER1phYF1DJhRCsvrxOwqtqUKve3NcqjXoeRxHO4BwuIYBraMAdNKEFBB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxbC14+cwp/4H3+AAIIjr8=</latexit>

X00

<latexit sha1_base64="bYG7knsmV0gevWrPayf/Pe7JaQw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw3sjsc=</latexit>

X01

<latexit sha1_base64="ieQzN312RXzqijzVG+Gjl29TTq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5vmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9xjsg=</latexit>

X10

<latexit sha1_base64="oBSxMFvjD+8EFfUIHMKdADQRSo0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nuzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9yjsg=</latexit>

X11

<latexit sha1_base64="xbLcdvBb6kwgs+ESp3Bch9whuCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lIwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ26hUU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWstwK1k00I3EoWCec3M79zhPThiv5YKcJC2IykjzilFgntbuDDOPZoFzxq/4CaJ3gnFQgR3NQ/uoPFU1jJi0VxJge9hMbZERbTgWblfqpYQmhEzJiPUcliZkJssW1M3ThlCGKlHYlLVqovycyEhszjUPXGRM7NqveXPzP66U2qgcZl0lqmaTLRVEqkFVo/joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELAqy+vk/ZVFdeqN/e1SqOex1GEMziHS8BwDQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPHxD3jsk=</latexit>

(uf , vc)

<latexit sha1_base64="5HL22LKAMgdJDliIqL2km4Voj/E=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrBfVW8OKxgv2QdlmyabYNTbJLki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3ScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR3czvz2mSrNYPppJQn2BB5JFjGBjpadKGkSX44BcBKWyW3XnQKvEy0kZcjSC0levH5NUUGkIx1p3PTcxfoaVYYTTabGXappgMsID2rVUYkG1n80PnqJzq/RRFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmqJe9mfif101NdONnTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+9RnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxGRRuCt/zyKmldVb1a9fahVq7X8jgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJhAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDVwI/B</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vCr7QkjmBWY6DZa+mKizHb0a8ME=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmrDmZ1wmqUHJlovCVBATk/nXZMgVMiOmllCmuL2VsDFVlBmbTcmG4K2+vE7aV1Xvpuo1ryv1Wh5HEc7gHC7Bg1uowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxVuM4w==</latexit>c <latexit sha1_base64="vCr7QkjmBWY6DZa+mKizHb0a8ME=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmrDmZ1wmqUHJlovCVBATk/nXZMgVMiOmllCmuL2VsDFVlBmbTcmG4K2+vE7aV1Xvpuo1ryv1Wh5HEc7gHC7Bg1uowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxVuM4w==</latexit>c

<latexit sha1_base64="CVzxGTKDGm25GnbniTVHvZGDY08=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaE4SyMVjRPOAZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY1WZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK97XHm16x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImqFe9mbif14nNWHFn3CZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOgUbgrf88ippXpS9q7J3d1mqVrI48nACp3AOHlxDFW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDzAiNcw==</latexit>

C>
<latexit sha1_base64="XIg3g2SW5VSHJFeyrUFT8eN2iN8=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ENIVFII1lRPMByRn2NnPJkr29Y3dPCCE/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaCUW3mt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qsdF97vOkVS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE4L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8yP3VKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhNW/AmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N+lzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGplOwIXjLL6+S5kXZuyp7d5elaiWLIw8ncArn4ME1VOEW6tAABgN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/yQCNcQ==</latexit>

C<
<latexit sha1_base64="CVzxGTKDGm25GnbniTVHvZGDY08=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaE4SyMVjRPOAZA2zk95kyOzsMjMrhJBP8OJBEa9+kTf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY1WZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK97XHm16x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGqE0TFCtO56bGH9CleFM4LTQTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9ifzU6fkzCp9EsbKljRkrv6emNBI63EU2M6ImqFe9mbif14nNWHFn3CZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZ/kz5XyIwYW0KZ4vZWwoZUUWZsOgUbgrf88ippXpS9q7J3d1mqVrI48nACp3AOHlxDFW6hDg1gMIBneIU3RzgvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDzAiNcw==</latexit>

C>
<latexit sha1_base64="XIg3g2SW5VSHJFeyrUFT8eN2iN8=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5ENIVFII1lRPMByRn2NnPJkr29Y3dPCCE/wcZCEVt/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKnjVDFssFjEqh1QjYJLbBhuBLYThTQKBLaCUW3mt55QaR7LBzNO0I/oQPKQM2qsdF97vOkVS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ7xW/uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE4L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8yP3VKzqzSJ2GsbElD5urviQmNtB5Hge2MqBnqZW8m/ud1UhNW/AmXSWpQssWiMBXExGT2N+lzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGplOwIXjLL6+S5kXZuyp7d5elaiWLIw8ncArn4ME1VOEW6tAABgN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/yQCNcQ==</latexit>

C<

VU

<latexit sha1_base64="Y9KWyDsTWhjCkwTiJ0eRgXNt5zo=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYL0VvHisYNJCG8pmu2nX7m7C7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9PAp1kilCfJDxR3QhrypmkvmGG026qKBYRp51ocjv3O09UaZbIBzNNaSjwSLKYEWysFPSVQIE/qNbcursAWideQWpQoD2ofvWHCckElYZwrHXPc1MT5lgZRjidVfqZpikmEzyiPUslFlSH+eLaGbqwyhDFibIlDVqovydyLLSeish2CmzGetWbi/95vczEzTBnMs0MlWS5KM44Mgmav46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYwOq2BC81ZfXSXBV9xr1m/tGrdUs4ijDGZzDJXhwDS24gzb4QOARnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHwCEjr4=</latexit>

X00

<latexit sha1_base64="bYG7knsmV0gevWrPayf/Pe7JaQw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw3sjsc=</latexit>

X01

<latexit sha1_base64="ieQzN312RXzqijzVG+Gjl29TTq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5vmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9xjsg=</latexit>

X10

<latexit sha1_base64="oBSxMFvjD+8EFfUIHMKdADQRSo0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nuzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9yjsg=</latexit>

X11

<latexit sha1_base64="xbLcdvBb6kwgs+ESp3Bch9whuCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lIwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ26hUU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWstwK1k00I3EoWCec3M79zhPThiv5YKcJC2IykjzilFgntbuDDOPZoFzxq/4CaJ3gnFQgR3NQ/uoPFU1jJi0VxJge9hMbZERbTgWblfqpYQmhEzJiPUcliZkJssW1M3ThlCGKlHYlLVqovycyEhszjUPXGRM7NqveXPzP66U2qgcZl0lqmaTLRVEqkFVo/joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELAqy+vk/ZVFdeqN/e1SqOex1GEMziHS8BwDQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPHxD3jsk=</latexit>

(uc, vf )

<latexit sha1_base64="ZbB8gl66SI8/Iu1eFkFVkUBrAd4=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrBfVW8OKxgv2QdlmyabYNTbJLki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3ScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR3czvz2mSrNYPppJQn2BB5JFjGBjpadKGpDLcRBdBKWyW3XnQKvEy0kZcjSC0levH5NUUGkIx1p3PTcxfoaVYYTTabGXappgMsID2rVUYkG1n80PnqJzq/RRFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmqJe9mfif101NdONnTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+9RnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxGRRuCt/zyKmldVb1a9fahVq7X8jgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJhAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDVtI/B</latexit>

X00

<latexit sha1_base64="bYG7knsmV0gevWrPayf/Pe7JaQw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw3sjsc=</latexit>

X01

<latexit sha1_base64="ieQzN312RXzqijzVG+Gjl29TTq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5vmzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9xjsg=</latexit>

X10

<latexit sha1_base64="oBSxMFvjD+8EFfUIHMKdADQRSo0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2t1B5nuzQbniVb0F8Drxc1KBHM1B+as/VDSNmbRUEGN6vpfYICPacirYrNRPDUsInZAR6zkqScxMkC2uneELpwxxpLQrafFC/T2RkdiYaRy6zpjYsVn15uJ/Xi+1UT3IuExSyyRdLopSga3C89fxkGtGrZg6Qqjm7lZMx0QTal1AJReCv/ryOmlfVf1a9ea+VmnU8ziKcAbncAk+XEMD7qAJLaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj6WrQWUz5zCH6DPHw9yjsg=</latexit>

X11

<latexit sha1_base64="xbLcdvBb6kwgs+ESp3Bch9whuCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lIwXorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sb7/7RU2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ26hUU9aiSijdDYlhgkvWstwK1k00I3EoWCec3M79zhPThiv5YKcJC2IykjzilFgntbuDDOPZoFzxq/4CaJ3gnFQgR3NQ/uoPFU1jJi0VxJge9hMbZERbTgWblfqpYQmhEzJiPUcliZkJssW1M3ThlCGKlHYlLVqovycyEhszjUPXGRM7NqveXPzP66U2qgcZl0lqmaTLRVEqkFVo/joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELAqy+vk/ZVFdeqN/e1SqOex1GEMziHS8BwDQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvHnKe/HevY9la8HLZ07hD7zPHxD3jsk=</latexit>

(uf , vc)

<latexit sha1_base64="5HL22LKAMgdJDliIqL2km4Voj/E=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrBfVW8OKxgv2QdlmyabYNTbJLki2Upb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtHHdb2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3ScKkKbJOax6oRYU84kbRpmOO0kimIRctoOR3czvz2mSrNYPppJQn2BB5JFjGBjpadKGkSX44BcBKWyW3XnQKvEy0kZcjSC0levH5NUUGkIx1p3PTcxfoaVYYTTabGXappgMsID2rVUYkG1n80PnqJzq/RRFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmqJe9mfif101NdONnTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+9RnylKDJ9Ygoli9lZEhlhhYmxGRRuCt/zyKmldVb1a9fahVq7X8jgKcApnUAEPrqEO99CAJhAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gDVwI/B</latexit>

UV

<latexit sha1_base64="+M1Vrx7KREqpjrwEof+IjA6HTfQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkYL0VvHisYNJCG8pmu2nX7m7C7kYoof/BiwdFvPp/vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9PAp1kilCfJDxR3QhrypmkvmGG026qKBYRp51ocjv3O09UaZbIBzNNaSjwSLKYEWysFPSVQH4wqNbcursAWideQWpQoD2ofvWHCckElYZwrHXPc1MT5lgZRjidVfqZpikmEzyiPUslFlSH+eLaGbqwyhDFibIlDVqovydyLLSeish2CmzGetWbi/95vczEzTBnMs0MlWS5KM44Mgmav46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYwOq2BC81ZfXSXBV9xr1m/tGrdUs4ijDGZzDJXhwDS24gzb4QOARnuEV3pzEeXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHwCDjr4=</latexit>
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Figure C.3: A particle cell is traversed by the particle’s worldline (dashed curve) in
one of four possible ways: cases ‘UU’, ‘VV’, ‘UV’ and ‘VU’, illustrated here. A different
variant of the FD formula applies in each case, as described in the text. The apex of
the cell is the point c at (u, v) = (uc, vc), and the particle exits the cell at (uf , vc) or
(uc, vf ), depending on the case. The vacuum portions of the cell left and right of the
worldline are C< and C> respectively.
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